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'.rhe task which al~ni and al-!Jlaz&l.i undertook 

was a dual one. Plrat the,r had to refUte the solutioDS 
(1} 

o:r:terecl ._ tbe li'alaal:tah to theological problems. ffext 

theJ' had to build the new aoctrine or the AS (ari7ah 

on eoltd roUD4at1ona, and bolster it with arguments 

acceptable to the minds both o-r the oommun1 t7 and o-r 

the rellgioue tnet1tuttons of their t~e. !h~ 41ffere4 

in the relative tmpo~tanae eaoh gave to tb!a or that 

part ot their task, and we aha11 see that there are 

other d!f't'erenoea, some alight, same great, 1n sane of 

their O!)inions. But on the whole the trerad which th87 

followed wae one and the oonclustone thf!J7 ultimate~ 

reached were the same. They 1187 well be eat• to be 

oomplementacy, the thought of the one having advanced, 

on certain points, be,on4 that or the other. 

With thte tn m1n4, we ma.y· t17 to :ttnd out whioh 

of them waa more suoceesfUl in dealing with such probl•a 

aa the oonoept of God, B1a Attr11Ntee, and the llke, and. 

tn olarif)'1ng and aimplif7ing theolog1oal. &rglbenta aD4 

ezpoatttona .to euoh an extent that the ma.jor1t)r of the 

oCiaDlUdty could comprehend an4 aocept them. 

1) tn both Al-IrJ!lid aad a~11, al~ first 

expounds then refutes the views of the Palaat:tah. 

Al-!!laz8.l.i, however, devoted· one book .. Jlaai¥i4 file• 

•a1is1f!b - to the exposition or their vtewe, an4 

another- T&hitut al-Paliatfah- to or1tlo1atns·aa4 

demol~~h1ng their argumenta. 
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It is worth noting that this great step in the 

development of the AJ!hcariyah, which we now ascribe to 

al-Juwayni and al~zili, was not recognised by the 

A~<ari ·theologians of subseqQent centuries as 

spec1fioall.7 the contribution of these two men. We 

do find them at ttmes ascribing particular ideas to 

a particular author, but at others they refer to them 

broadly as Ash <"ar1te views. This often occurs in the -
works. of 'fhe mtakallimUn of later date than the sixth 

- (· century of the Bijrah, such as the Mawaqif of A~ud 

- ..,._ .. c. ., ., .. ., 
ad-Din al-Iji or the Maqasid of Ba d ad-Din at-TaftazBni. . . 

In this present attempt to establish the differences 

and similarities between Al-JUwatnf and Al,..Ghazili we 

shall rely principally on two works, al-Irshid by al~wqni, 

and al-Igti,ad by al~z8li. Of these, al-Igtitad is an 

obvious Choice because it is generally regarded as a 

complete ~ing up of al~az8li•s theological bel1efsJ 

of al-Juweynf' s books, ash-Shim.il also had a claim to be 

considered as a primary source, but al-Irshid summarises 

everything that is in ash..Sh8m11 and is in eyery way 8l1 

adequate exposition of its author's views. Other works 

by the same authors deal at length with one particular 

problem or amther, and have therefore been treated as 

secondary sources. 

We have also deemed it more convenient to the 

reader to make the relevant comparisons between al-- ~ 

Juwayni and al-Ghazali at the end of each chapter rather 

than group them all together in a final chapter. 
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CHAPTER I. 

THE THEOLOGICAL METHODS 
of 

- -# .... 
AL-JUWAYNI AND AL-GHA.ZALI 

I. AL-JUWAYNI 

I shall endeavour in this Chapter to deal with 

- -the theological methods of both al-Juwayni and al~zali, 

with special reference to their books ''The Guidance'' 

(al-Irshid) and (~-Iqtisad fi 1-ttigid) • 
• 

It is difficult to :t'ind in al-Irshad itself any 

orderly or methodical statement of alWJuwayni's theological 

method. All that this book can reveal is a few paragraphs 

or bri.e:f references that can be drawn upon to ascertain 

its author's method. Moat of these a~pear tn hie dis

cussion of Speculation (nazar), which he divides into 

''rtght, '' "wrong," "that Vlhich benefits knowledge'', 

''that which does not benefit knowledge", ''that whioh 

imposes a duty upon the individual", and .. that which 

does not ~pose a duty upon the individ~" 

In al-Irshid al-Juwayni emphasizes at the outset 

the ~ortance of employing the method deduction (tarig 
• 

al-Ietidlil) for the purpose of proving theological 

propositions. The use of such a method, he asserts, is 

the only means of preservi.ng the fimmess and puri t7 of 

the common man' e belief :tn the doctrines of faith. 

In his view, theological disputation should employ 
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fir.m and ur~answerable proofs, and should be based 

on reason and rational pro~osition~ In this respeet 

he says: ''And when. we saw that theological proofs were 

the ~eans of conviction and methods of corroboration; 

· and when we perused exhaustive treatises that contained 

conclusive demonstrations and convincing proofs which 

the people of this age were incapable of conceiving; 

and when we found that beliefs were unsupported by 

convincing proofs; we were disposed to pursue a course 

that will contain conclusive proors and propositions 
(1) 

based on reason. 
-Al-JUwayni then proceeds to show what he means 

by these proof's. Be divide a them into "intellectual tt 

( ,.agli) and ''traditional" (sam"i) ("eamcf"a lit. "hear

ing'', i.e., relating to what has been heard), and says & 

"Proofs are things wh1.ch, when looked at properly, will 

inevitably lead to knowledge (c!!m) of what cannot be 

learnt in the ordinary course of things; and the7 are 
(2) 

divided into 'intellectual' and 'traditional'. From 

this we can appreciate the ~portance of the duty of 

religious investigation and epeo~ation as a means 

of adductng proof of theological. doctrines. 'lhereb)f1 

we can also appreciate the great extent to which al

Juwayni goes in evaluating this ntetbod. In tact, he 

goes as far as to assert that the first duty of the 

normal person who has reached the legal age of majority 

1) pp. 1-2 : Arabic text, Paris edition). 

2) ibid. P• 5. 



------;---------,-------

is to ma~e use of sound speculation whiCh will lead to 
(1) 

true knowledge or to probable views. He--'dhen proceeds 

to prove his views by saying, "The Musl~ masses are 

unanimous on the necessity of knowing God; and reason 

has demonstrated that it will not be possible' to acquire 

any such knowledge except through speculation; and all 

things that ,are indispensable to the Jer.tor.manoe of 

our religious duties are in themselves a body of bind-
(2) 

ing duties. This sound specUlation is the only means 

that can lead to the discovery of the stage where 

the proof can point unequivocally to the thing 

to be proved, so that the latter will necessaril7 

1) This contrasts with ,.wrong speculation., which does 

not lead to the acquisition of knowledge or the establish

ment of propositions by the balance of weight~ proposi

tions (al-Irshad P• 2). Al-Juwayni does not, however, 18beJ. 

wrong speculation as ignorance or as contrar~ to knowledge• 

Be says that speculation, when good and properl.l' exerc1zed, 

leads the investigator to the discovery of the kind~ ~ 

necessary f'or the. purpose of acquiring knowledge of the 

thing which is intended to be proved; but when this specu

lation becomes wrong or false by the intervention of doubt 

or suspicion, the intervening suspicion cannot fo~ the 

basis of a firm conviction. 

2) Ibid. PP• 6-7. 



-,._ 
follow from the former and be associated with it. 

-Al-Juwayni discusses this doctrine of association 

and classifies it into two categoriesa the rational 

and the ordinary (' adi). Examples of the :former are 

the necessary association of light with the sun, or 

of movement with walking, ~or the mind cannot imagine 

the sun without light, or walking without movement; an 

example of the second is the association of' the growth 

of. plants with rain - for rain may. fall and yet .. plants 

not grow, and the mind can imagine ratn falling without 

plants growtng, eo that the association between them is 

said to be ordina~. He then discusses the notion of 

"generating" (tawallud), i.e., the transmission of a 

single action through a series of objects where the 

agent purpoaed to affect the first object only but the 

ef'fect on the others followed. He examinee this doctrine 

at length in its various aspects, and seeks to refute 

the views of the MUctazilites who held that the thing 

proved was begotten or generated from speculation or 

intellectually inseparable from it. He prefers the 

view that this inseparability is only an ordinary one, 

so that it would not necessarily be true that where a 

person employs speculation he 1nev:1tably acquires true 

knowledge. Sound ep eculation, he maintains, may be 

present without there being knowledge of the thing which 
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it implies (al-madliil.). Be demonstrates t·his by 

giving an example of the relationShip between the 

det~ire for a thing andk.nowledge of its existence -

the desire in this case not being capable of ~i~ent 

without knowledge of the thing in question, although it 

cannot be maintained that the desire had begotten the 

knowledge or that the knowledge had begotten the desire. 

?t1lat, then, is this method of deducing knowledge 

(~tidlal) which al-Juwaynf maintains should be not 

only the -purpose of specuation but an essential pre

requisite of Muslim theology? 

Al-Juwayni classifies proof {dalil) into 

"traditional" and" intellectual." Traditional proof 

is that which depends upon true inf'ormation (khabar 
- (1) 

~1dg) or upon a commandment that must be obeyed 

What he evidently means by true infonnation and bind

ing cornm~runent are: 1) the Qur'in;ll) the true 

Traditions of the Prophet Muhammad (as-sunnah); and 

111) Consensus (ijma'l• He does not confine the use 

of consensus to the establishment of juristic pro·pos1-

t1ons (masa,il ~ighiYah), but relies upon it for the 

purpose of substantiating theological propositians 

and problems of fa:l.th (masa}il cagidivah) although 

the understanding of the fine details and secrets of 

these ~roblems might be beyond the comprehension of 

the investigator. This is made clear b7 the manner 

1) al-Irshad p.5. 
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in which he solves many of the problems with which he 

deals in his book al-Irshad. 

The second k1 nd of proof - ''intellectual proof" 

- he defines as that which, by virtue of an attribute 

embodied. in it and insepar~able from it, demonstrates 

the object which it proves, in such a way that the 

mind will not be able to contemplate the presence of 

that object except as a proof of the very thing which 

it sought to prove. An ex~ple of this is the ocourence 

of an event which, by the mere fact that such ooc~ence 

was possible, points to the prenence of a quality that 

makes such occurence possible. A similar case is that 

of a skil1Ul act, which gives proof of the skill of 

the person who perfo1~ed it. Al-Juw~n1• however, 

does not make it clear in a+-Irehid whether he means 

by this kind of proof the Aristotelian method of 

Syllogism, or the Sunni tee' methods of ••rational 

propositions'' (~lat al-cugiil) and "the methods of 

deduction'' (turug al-istidlal) which they made the 
• 

basis of theological proof. This method of intellectual 

proof was based on the following principles& 

l. All that of which there is no proof 

Should be rejected. 

2. Premises produce conclusions (i.e., 

that the conclusion Should be drawn 

from the premises - the conclusion 

nevertheless requiring verification, 

although the premises would be a priori. 
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3 •. The absent or unknown (~hi 1 1b) should 

be analogically deduced (giYis) from 

the P.resent and known (~id) (i.e. 

that the absent Should be proved by 

means of a cause,. a condition, a proof, 

or a ract s~ilar to that which has 

served to substantiate the present). 

Al-Juwayni, in his treatise upon the principles of Juris

prudence entitled al-Burhin, rejects these principles and 

discredits them as means of proof. He says& "Our religious 

dtgnitaries (]mama) have laid down t~a.thods of proof in 

a manner which we Shall outline and then proceed to show 
(1) 

ita defects." He criticizes the first principle by B83"ing 

that although the proof 01 .. proofs might be t)alse 1 t does 

not necessarily follow that the proposition which they seek 

to prove or indicate is ralae - for the proposition may be 

capable or substantiation by another proof or indicator 

which is stronger and more correct. His criticism of the 

second principle is based on the proposition that all 

knowledge is necessary, a view which he contrad1ote in 

his book al-Irahad where he holds that all human knowledge 

(al-'uljm al-hadithah) is either necessary (darUri) or . . 
1) al-Burhan, Vol. I, Chapter ."Bib Madarik al- ~Uqiil." 
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axiomatic (badfhi) or acquired (kasbi). Examples of 

the rirst are knowledge that sugar is sweet or knowledge 

that the sun gives light; such knowledge reaches all 

people through the senses and re~ires no proof. ~e 

second is such knowledge as that the whole is larger 

than its part, or that one is the half of two; it is 

reached by all people through the intelle et, not the 

senses, and like the first re~ires no proof. The third• 

however~ is such knowledge as that any1h ing that changes 

is an acci~.ent, or that every accident requires a oauee, 

for it is not agreed among all people, and to reach it 

requires examination and proof; it is therefore said to 

be "acqtlired." Because of this contradiction in his 

views, his criticism of the second principle of the 

Sunnite method of proof cannot be conceded. His criticism 

of the third prtnciple 1£based on his denial ot: the inter

dependence o~ the condition (shart) and that whiCh is 
' . 

conditioned upon it (al-mAeh£llt), and between the object . 
and its cause, as well ae between the object and its 

essence and between the object and ite proof. Ibn RuShd 

holds the view that criticism on these lines is one of 

the doctrtnes o:f those people he calls SUf1s~aty~.·. 

(Sophists) and that those who have adopted this line 

of criticism, headed by al-Juwayni, had been influenced 

to a great extent by the Sophists. Ibn Rushd says: ''For 

this reason we find that every one who has not achieved 
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~ninence in theology has resorted to the denial of 

the necessary relationship between the condition (sbar~) 

and that which relies upon it (al~aahrU~), between 

the object and :i.ts essence, between the object and 

its cause, and between the object and its proof; and 

this is someth:lng which is not permissible except in 

the view of the Sophists, for it has no meaning; and 

the one theologi:?.n who has done this is Abu 1-Ma ~ i.li 
- {l) 

( al-Juwayni~." 

In al-Irshad, al-Juwayni ado-pts yet amther 

attitude contradicting that which he adopts in his 

book al-BurhSn. In the :first book he appraises this 

kind oi' proof and relies on it to such an extent that 

he resorts to it in a~ost every theological argument 
(2) 

or proposition which he propounds. Thereby he declares 

in a manner that can l:eave li.ttle room for doubt that 

he recognizes its merit and value in the theological 

system. He s&.ye; "Let 1 t be known to you that the 

substantiatton o:f' knowledge in an eternal attribute 

cannot be acquired except by correJa ting the absent 

l)Ibn Ru~MThe Incoherence of the Inooh~~oe~ 

(Taha:rut at-Taha:fut)., · Egyptian Edition. p.l27 

2)As examples of this, see al-Irshad {Paris Edition): 

PP• 38,431 44,48,49, and 52. 
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(1) 
to the present." He then shows that this corr·elation 

{q1yas) or parallel1ma must signify a comnDn denominator 

between the absent {or unknown) a.nd the present (or known). 

In his optnion, there are only four phases in which thi~ 

parallelism and analogy ean operate, and these are as 

follows. 

The firs"'G phase: "The cause'' ( '"illah). If 

it be substantiated that a verdict (~) 
" 

upon a present :proposition is dependent 

upon a particular eause, and if proof 

establishes that a cause of an identical 

nature n1ust lie 'behind an absent proposi-

tion, then the same verdict must be given 

on the absent pro~osition as that given 

on the present pro~osition. {He gives the 

following exa~ple: the verdiot that a 

learned 1nun ie possessed or laming, as 

f'ar as a present person 1E concerned, is 

given where it has been establi&hed that 

that person possesses the quality and 

attribute of ~arning and knowledge -

likewise, the characterization of an absent 

person as a Jmrned l)erson must eome as a 

result of establ1sh1n~ that h& possesses 

the quality and attribute of learning). 

1) .9.·Y· p.48 
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The second phasez"The determinant" (shar~)· 

If it be establiShed that a verdict upon 

a present proposition is conditioned by a 

condition, and it proof demonstrates that 

a etmilar verdict had been given upon an 

absent proposition, then the same condition 

or deter.minant must be ascribed to the absent 

proposition. (Example: our verdict that a 

condition of describing a learned person 

in the present as ''learned" is that he 

should possess the ~ality of life, then 

it must follow that the quality of life 

should be presumed to be possessed by an 

absent person described as a ''learned person") 

The third phase:"Native Essence" (al-~aigah). 

If the presence of an identity has been established 

as regards a present proposition, then the exist

ence of the same identity must be recognised in 

an absent proposition of' the same nature. (Example& 

the statement that the identity of a learned 

person is his possession of knowledge.) 

The fourth nhaee: The ground (ad-dalil). I:t reasca -

decrees that a particular proof establiShes or 

determines a specific proposition, 1t 

:rollowe that the same proof can substantiate 
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and determine the same proposition, both 

in the present and in the absent~ (Example' 

the act of origination (1hd&th) is the ground 

fu·rn1shing a:a or1g1.:nator (muhdi th), and 
(1) . 

vice versa.) 

We thus f'1.nd thf).t al-Juwayni recognises 

in his book al-II·shad the anabgy and pa1•allelism 

between the absent and the :91)esent in the four aspects 

outlined above; which he rejects in his book al-Burhim. 

How, then, can one harmonize between these apparently 

opposed views which he holds'l It may perhaps be satd 

that in al-Irclhs.d al-Juwayni intended to amend or 

correct the views he advanced in al-Burhan. The validity 

ot: such an argument, however·, is ve1 .. y much dependent on 
_. 

establishing beyond r·E;asonable doubt that al-Juweyni 

wrote eJ.-Burhan befot'e he wrote al-Irsh.ad. And so ~ar 

there is no reliable historical evidence to show that 

this assumption is a true one. Again, 1 t may be said 

that al-Juway.ni rejected this method as a means of 

substantiating juristic proposition, while in al-Irshid 

he accepted it aB a means o:f' substantiating doctrines 

of :f'aith. Whatever the merit or these arguments, it 1s 

cl ear, as I. have endeavoured to show earlier, that the 

principle of analogy afld.parallelisrn between the absent 
. , 

and the. present has been cdnceded b~~ al-Juwayni as one 

of the fundamentals of scholastic theology. 
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It re.mains now to outline the attitude which 

al-Juwayni adopts towards Aristotelian ayllogiam, and 

especially towards the principle of anal.ytical deduction. 

Did al-Juwayni eHlploy logical analytical deduction, and 

did he adopt it a.s one of' the methods of proof? Bo 

scholar has so far advanced the view that al-Juwayn1 

had ever made use in his theological discourses of the 
of 

Aristotelian nethodlsyllogism. He used it only 1n his 

discourses on the sources and roots (,u~Ul). It is highly 

-probable that al-Juwayni was the first amongst the 

Ash'arite theologians to adopt this lineJ and it is 

certain that he waG the first to make serious use of 

this method. and apply it on a wide wcale, a thing that 

paved the way ~or the emplo~~ent by al-Ghazali of this 
(1)- ... 

method in his theological d1sc<:>.urses. A1-JUwayn1 almo6t 

stands out in a class on his own, dit'1'er1ng from theolo-

gians who had pr·eceded him, by the use of mmethod of 

investigation that often led to axiomatic propositions 

conceded by all and not oa:P··able of being controverted 

by any, like the assumed propositions or premises on 

which Aristotle's syllogism rests. This method was 

1) It is stated by Ibn Kha.ldUn in his Prolegomena 

(al-Mugaddimah) (P~· 326 - 327), and by Busayn Walli 
( -in his book Ilm at-Taw~id (The Science of Theology) 

(p.75), that al~zali was the first to confuse 

philosophy and logic with theology, and to embodN in 
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(ote(l) contd. = his theological discussions arguments re:futing the 

philosophers. I would not agree entirely with this 

view. If Ibn K.Jlaldiin mes.ns that al..ggazSJ.i was the 

firet amongst the Muslim theologi.e.ns to adopt this 

11n.e, then he (Ibn !Q!aldun) was mistaken. We in fact 

f'tnd that ma.ny leading Muftaz111tes had retorted against 

the phtlosophers and -pro:ferred dialectical .and polemical 

-arguments against them, and made frequent use in their 

'own theological discussions of this method of disputa

tion. Amongst these as Ibr8.him an-Nazzam, who put for-. ~ 
:ward. arguments against J:mpedocles end Aristotle and 

against those who held the view that the movements of 

the stars were pre-eternal. His demonstration of the 

f'alaehood of this proposition ts r:;imilar· to the proof 

·advanced by al~"'JIDazali; ano it is probable that the 

.views of Ibrahilu a11-Na~~am in this respect formed the 

basis or foundation o!~ al-Ghazali's vi.ews (see the 

book al-Intiaar (The Viotor,y) by al-Khayyata pp.35- 36; . - . 
and the book Tahatllt at-TahSi"'ut (The incoherence of the 

Incoherence) by Ibn Ru~d- Beirut Edition- pp. 31-32.) 

If Ibn Khaldttn, however, had meant that al~zali was 

the first amongst the Ash(aritee to adopt this line of 

thought, then I would agree wi t.h him with regard to 

the fact that al-Ghazall ~as the first to make use of 

logic in theological discussions. But I would disagree 
.,. , 

with him in his statement that al-Ghazal1 was the first= -
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19te (l} oonttL to include in hie theological discuaei-.Jns a reply 

to the philoso1:>hers. The fact 1s that the 1'1rut 

Ash arite theologian to adopt this attitude was 

Abu Bakr al-Baqillani, who did eo in a brief manner 

1n hiE bo~k at-Tt=tmh1<l (Thf9 Introduction) which has 

now been re~roduced tn Cairo. Al-JUw~ni also adopted 

a similar attitude, but on a n1ore detailed e.ntl compre

hensive sca.lP.t 1n '!i1s bo.:>k ash~Shamil (The Comprehensive) 

v.rh1.ch tr::: con ... 1en.sed i~-:-~. hts bo·Jk al-Irshad. Proi'eoeor 

Brockelnmnn any 2! t'):e al-Haqillnni on "!:0• 603 - 604 

{NUmber X. o1-- the Encyclo;,aed:tn of talam (l9ll) that 

al-Baq1.llan1 cc,_ntr~.,du.ced ncvr idess 1.nto the Kalem 

frcra Greelr. ph~ loeo:"~~' or -perh~.~:;e f'~)!'l the dogr.u,.t:tce 

nT the T~aotern Church, such o.s the concent1on of 

etmns, o:r eill~Jty b--pace and the view th3t a.~ accident 

oanT"ll)t ~:H:! the bcar~r 01:' another accident and that 

an aociaant cru1nt)t l!Et thr·JUgh two units of time. tt· 

'l"he eaholX' who ?eruaes at-Tar.}h1.'.! cannot doubt the 

cogency of t.hcs~ v,_ews. In the same 'Wa.,y, a glance 

et ash-Sllo.:rr\1 amj~t A..~-Irsilf:d oannot i'ai l to induoe a 

~l"~!londerllnt ~,rtew t.hat al-GJ.lazali h9.d nd\}~ted from 

them o:r., at )ast, ha'' d.ertved p:reat aca1£tance fioln 

them 1.n his re.:J11.e~ to the -ph!loso·:Jherr: .. (Onropare for 

th~. a -~u~·.~o~e t.he d.:t scnGs:tan on t.ho oreat1o:A ot the __ 

un:tverse tn al-trehad, ·«ith the G.rune discussion in 

lnbe1Ut a\-Tabiful)• 
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repeatedly employed by al-Juwayni in his theological 

d1scoureea, especially in hie book al-IrShad, and was 

·Called .. by him the method of "enumeration and division" 

(ae-sebr wa it-tagsim). It implied the division of an 

object into "X'' and .t11ts op-posite" ; followed by the 

expoBit:lon and substantiation o:f all the other divisions 

or terms of this object, until the substantiation of the 

tenm intended to be substantiated, or the tenm intended 
(1) 

to be refuted, is arrived ~t. We may on occasions discover 

1) To amplify th~s statement, consider one of' the examples 

of this method contained in al-IrShad (p.ll). It eoncerna 

the proof of' the existence of "accidents" by *q of the 

agents causing the movement o~ substances. Be eayea "The 

determinant (mugtad1) may be either identical with the 

substance itself, or may be something additional to 1tJ 

and it cannot be thought to be identical w1 th the sub

stance itself ••• And it has been proved that the deter-

minant is additional and fixed. This additional thing 

may be either identical with the substance, or at variance 

with it: and it cannot be regarded as being at variance 

with it ••• And it has been proved that the determinant 

is fixed and additional to the substance and different 

from it. This determinant, which is additions~, fixed 

and different, may be either a free agent or a necessita

ting form (ma na mujib): and it cannot be regarded ea a 

necessitating fo~ ••• And it has been proved to be an 

agent; and an agent must have a wub3ected action; and 
... ' 

this action consists in accidents additional. to the ~ J 
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= In Introduction a la '£h~ologie .MusuL:.aane P• 73, 
«n~ 

Louis Gardet,~,M• M. Anawati l"Je1'er to a manuscript. 
- c ... 

thesis on al-Ju.wayni ·by Ghe;)7kh Ali Jabr, one of 

the ,. ulama) oi, the Azhar, tn which he assert a that 

al-Jttwayni VIas the :first of' the Ash ari te theologians 

to have tnAde use of' "enumeration and division," the 

"reduction to the absurd" (q_iyes al-k!lulf), and 

"direct danonstration '' { al-qiyas a.l-mllstaqim)• In 

fact, the qiyas al Jcllulf ana the qiyas al-mustagfm 

do not each f'or:m a. separate method o:r aromentation, 

but OO'e parts of the Aristotelian znethod which 

al-Juw~yni used not in theology but in jurisprudence• 

The first to have used it in theology proper was 

al-Qhasali. 
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in the form in ·-.uh:t eh he -out s :rorward. his proof' the 

·presenc~ of sane 1.ntroductar~r ancl b~.nt1in,z intellectual 

d.uced to re.;::nra. as beaJ'l1ng r·elf:tion to Aristotle's 

syllogism, by ree.f;on of ~:he f'act that they bear 

resE:m1)1nnce in their sequt=.nce to the rorm used by 

the !Jer:~patetj.c ph:tloso·ohers. That intellectual. seC)ll-

ence, llovfever, ts essenttally a product of' al-Juwayni, 

in whieh he f'ollows no recognized rt;.les, and in the use 

of' v~hich he does not ad.her·c to ~~- order o.f a dialectic 

system. Thus, it' we seek to apply any one ot: the .four 

forms o:f·:p~rallel:tsm to these pro!)osi t1.()ns, we ~ind that 

1t will not be possible so to ap:ply azcy of them; and we 

also find that none of the various kinde of conclusions 

deduced by any o~ these methodc can be arrived at. The 
-

g1~eatest use made by al-J'uwa;yni of' these proposi tione 

is founo to be on t:r..ose occasions where he explains a 

problern. Ol' emplifies upon 1 t, or where he proceeds from 

one problem to another that follov;e it either in the 

intellectual or in the ordinary order of things. We 

also ~ind that an equally f'requent use is made of these 
... 

proposit:i.ons on those occasions where al-JUwayni enters 

into an argument with an opponent and prooeeds to direct 

a series o:f questions to him in aubh a w~q that he will 

be able to reveal, :Lrou1 the text of the answers given 
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to these questions, something that will oblige the 

opponent to admit or concede that proposition of 
; -

al-Juwayni or its opposite. In other words, al-Juw$1Di 

would, if possible, utilize his opponent's answers as 

pram1ses upon which to found an argument leading to a 

verdict that would either verify the proposition or 

refute it. 

We may now ~arize the sources of scholastic 

theolo~ in al-Juwaynf' a system in four main sources. 

These are as follows: 

1. The qur,an and the Traditions of the 

Prophet Muhammad (Sunnah). 

2. The Consensus of' opinion aJOOngat the 

learned (~a<). 

3. The probing and division (ae-sabr wa it-tags~~ 

4. The correlation of the absent to the present. 

It now remains to find out whether al-Juw~ni 

had passed during his intelRotual life through a stage 

similar to that through which al-2!lazili had passed, and 

of which al-2Qazili speaks in his book al=ll!mg14fl m1n 

ad-DalSl (The Deliverer from Error). I have failed to 
• 4 

find in al-Irshi,a an_vthing that can serve to clarify 

this point. - . ( - .-. 
But Taj ad-Din Abd al-Wshhab Ibn aa-Subk11 

in hie book Tabagat al-Shifi 'fyah al.-ltubra (The Classes 

of the Grand .§hSfi <1tes) attributes to al-Juw~nf the 
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follC\"ri.!'.f stateT~nt: ••r. h~ve re~d f1.f'ty thousand by 

f1. f'ty thnusf-l.rtd ( prob~,bly bo0¥:s ~r manuscr1.:pts on this 

subject - he obv1rn~:?1y "'"+-?TldF to s~.y that he read a 

gre,s.t rJe~='l :.>:n 1~~li.f:-: subject); rtn0 ~-hen ! left the Muslims 

to themselves 1.n the1r HtJef·,.,tence of them end in their 

er-"!'9.rent knowl en ~e; ~nCf T. tool~ -to the turbulent sea and 

di.ved into realm£ which the peol)le of' Islam had forbidden; 

all that I diu i.n my sea1lcll :f.'or the tr·uth.... In the past 

I us eo. to escc:o._oe fr~om imitation a..1d ·the acce:9t8nce of' 

re1ir;:i.';u~-, do:7ne.e on authority ( taqlld); but now I he.ve 

v.bendo.nci everything e.nd have come to the v:ord of truth. •• 

You must ab1de ·b~y the "fa:i th of olo people''; e.nd. if' Verity 

{God) does not reach me y£l. th His tneroy, so that I would 

die with the f'et tll of old people, and my a:f"f'aire will 

end upon my departure ace a ro1. ng to the journey of the 

people of ·the truth and the word of si.noeri ty, ''There is 
(1) 

no ~d. but God; t.hen woe to Ibn al-Juwnyni ••• " 
, 

If the 8.ttrioutlon of this statement to al-JuwEcy"ni 

"be at.ttht;nt~ c, t.hen it would rea6.i.ly provide the answer to 

the c:uect ion tha.t :r l1e1ve yosed; for it signifies that ~t 
.... 

one ste.ge in :his intellect,lal career al-Juwayn1 was over-

'.~'llelmed b~y a v~e .. ve o1" sceptici&u which caused him. to 

abandon all the theologicf;.l views which were held by 

l) q.v. p.260. I could not trace this statement in 
, 

any bookt or manuscript of which al-Juwayni is the 
, 

reputed author. As-Subki does not s~ecify the source 

from which he has taken this statement. 
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the Islamic theologians who had preceded him, and 

especially by the theologians of the Ash arite school. 

He had then subjected all these theological views to 

close examination and scrullny in the light of the 

principles which he adopted as the basis of his theolo

gical method and as a means of arriving at the exposure 

of the falsehood and authenticity of doctrines. Such 

a critical attitude, of course, signifies camplte trust 

in human faculties of reasoning, as well as freedom 

from the shackles of ~itation; and it causes the critic 

to make intellectual discoveries. And thus we ~1nd 
; 

that al-Juw~i has, in consequence, delved into those 

reaLms of philosophy which were proscribed in particular 

by the Ash arite school and in general by the Sunnites; 

and we also find that he has embodied in his theological 

works commentaries upon these theories as well as expos1-

tion as replies to them. Such a critical attitude cannot 

be profitably adopted by every scholar or individual, for 

it is essentially the prerogative of those who achieve 

scholarly distinction and eminence and who possess a 
.,. 

mind as able and efficient as that ot al-Juwayni. It is 
- (1) 

for this reason that al-Juwayni mentions in his worktl 

that the ordinary persoh must not delve into these realms, 

but must confine htmself to belief in Hthe faith of old 

1) "• supra, p. 2 3. 
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people" {i.e. that the ordinary person must believe 

intuitively and tmplicitly in those doctrines and 

articles of faith) without subjecting his belief to 

searching examination and scrutiny; for otherwise 

such a person may stray into error and uncertainty, 

and fall into the pits of doubt and confusion of evi

dence. In other words, al-JUwayni does not permit 

every ordinary or average person to engage in theology 

or to delve into the realms o• theological disputations 

and arguments. Only the very unique and able :few m83"1 

he says, be allowed to engage in theology; while the 

ordinary common folk would be well advised to believe 

~pl1citly and intuitively in the doctrines of faith, 

and to submit without insisting on concrete proof or 
.. 

speculation. Ibn as-subki BS¥S& "And we can ally to 

this the Imam' s (al-JuwSl'ni' s) statement& 'Do not engage 

in theology• for had I known that theology would lead 

me to the stage which it has now lead me to, I would 
(1) 

never have engaged 1n it.'" 

I Shall endeavour at a later stage to examine at 
-

length the purpo.t of this critical attitude of al-JUwayn!. 

I shall also endeavour to show the e:f'f'eot which al-Juwayni' a 

attitude of confusing theo1ogioal problems with philosophi

cal ones had .on ·al..g}laz&li ~· s theological method. 

1) Tabagat a§h-Sh8f1 (iyah al-Xubria p. 260. 
~ 
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II. AL - GHAziLi. 

With al-Ghaz8li we find a more fertile soil that -
has succeeded in producing a more orderly theological 

method, differing in many respects from al-Juwayni's 

method and exhibiting a trend towards renovation (taJdid) 

and towards the engrafting of new ideas upon old ones, 

on a mof'e tangible and canprehensive scale. We also 

find that al-Ghazaii' s theological method shows some -
philoso-ohice~ trends as well as some tendencies towards . 

mysticism. This, no doubt, came as the inevitable 

result of his having made an extensive and exhaustive 

study of the literature and culture of hie age and of 

various trends of thought which developed at that time 

especially in the sphere of metaphysics which is the 

special concern o• theology- e.g., matters concerning 

the entity of God, Hie attributes and His acts, and the 

proof of His existence and oneness and the oeracity of 

the message of His Apostles, etc. 

There were three ~aths to reaching certain know

ledge of these spiritual facta; and these werea 1) the 

path of the philosophers& 2) the path of the theologians: 

and 3) the path of the mystics (suifis). 
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The su~re.me bliss is the knowledge of God in 

His attributes and His acts and of the beginning and 

end of betng. There were two paths to this goal - the 

first by reasoning and argument, and the second by train

ing and discipline. Those who followed the t·irst path 

were the neoplatonist philosophers; those who followed 

the first path and the Prophet were the theologians; 

and those who followed the second and the Prophet were 

the mystics. 

We find that al~az811, in his treaunent o~ 

theological problems and in the method townioh he adheres 

in this regard, often mixes and combines dialectical specu

lation with the provisions of the Shari<ah (The Islamic 

canon law, based on the provisions of the Qur an and the 

Traditions of the Prophet MUhammad ( Sunnah) and with the 

intuition of the mystics. 

He presents us tn his book al-MUngidh min ad-Da1al 
___. . . 

{The Deliverer from Error) with a history of hie intell-

ectual lire and with the attitude. which he adopted towards 

these and other forms of reasoning. He exposes the hard

ships which he had encountered in extracting the truth 

from the midst of the multiplicity of faiths and doctrines, 

and shows how he eleeated hilnself aoove the sphere of 

blind (taglid) to the rank of investigation and scrutiny 

(1st ibsar) by his examination 
• 
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and scrutiny of the doctrines of every sect and 

eohool of thought. He eought true ~ractical know

ledge by means of aseerta:\n1.ng the attributes o1"' the 

1ntu1t1.ve 1net1ncts of man befor'e man came into touch· 

with acc1.dental convfc:t1ons. Al-Ghazalf did not die--
cover in hie research into this subject anything exceQt 

the "tangibles" (n~@aueat) and the "self'-evidents" . 
(4arffr{yat) that can possibly be regarded as ranking 

0 

equally with knowledgt gained thrvugh perbOnal exper-

1ence. On further ex~ination anti reeearoh, however, 

he discovered that even the ''tangib~ee"' are not so 

free from d.:>ubt and illusion ar) to war1·ant implicit 

trust; for the e~ of man often deceives, as when it 

'Perceives the shadow as stationa.ry while in :fact that 

shadow 1e trane1.t1onal, and when 1.t perceives the stars 

se small in s17.e when.in fact they ere larger than the 

earth. For th1.e reason, he abandoned his trust in the 

"tangibles" and wa.a lBft with the ttaelf-evident.s. .. At 

a later stage, he even enterta1nedmubt in the sphere 

or the "self-evident •• :ror, he says, s "Perhaps behind 

the comprehension by the mind lies another fact •h!ch, 

if revealed, would belle the verdiot of the mind, 1n 

the same way ·as the intervention of the mind. woUld 

belie the verdiot of the eensee. The faot that suoh 

a realizetion fs not revealed does not of itself ~ply 
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(1) 
its impossibility.'' Al..gaazali persisted in his 

doubt of the intellectual ttaelf'-evidents" until God 

restored to him hi.s trust in them.t Al-Ghazali says 

of thi.s: "And that did not come by the advance of proof 

or the presentation of a theological argument, but came 

as a result of a light instilled by Almighty God in 

the heart; and that light ·is the key to most knowledge ••• 

~d whoever thinks that the exposition is dependent upon 

bare proofs deFacts thereby from the wide and abounding 
(2) 

mercy of Almighty God. '' At that stage he began to 

review the intellectual trends of his age and to study 

the creeds and methods of every sect, cri tical.ly invest

i~gting their proofs and the extent to which these 

proofs may suit the individual, and exami~the benefit 

which these proofs may confer in confirming the belief 

in the tenets. of fa1.th and in strengthening that belief, 

and the harm that these proofs may inflict by shaking 

the belief in the tenets of f'aith by introducing doubt 

and suspicion into the mind of the believer. 

A1-~azili's research in this topic involves two 

main trends. The first embodied a ''negative critical 

attitude" which t~~es two for.m& 

2) al-Mungt.cUl m1n-ad-Dal8.1 P• 7 • 
- l l 
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One of these two fo~s is his attitude towards 

the philoso~hers. He out11.nes this in hie book 

Tahatut al- Falasifah (The Incoherence of the Philoso

~hers) in which he proffers a reply to the philosophers, 

criticizes their views, refutes their~alectiasand 

ar~.es with them on the score of their method. of 

philosophy and disputation and their logic. Be opooses 

their theoretical deductions by similar theoretical 

deduotilJns, without solving or unravelling the :former, 

in order to show the falsehood oi' their propositions 

and their inability to substantiate the arguBal:h.te theN 

advance. In other v;ords, al-Ghaza~:f does not turniah 

irrevocable proof of the propositi0ns he advances and 

in which he believes, but he ~peaches the argument of 

the philosophers - as he says - "in the manner which 

a denying claimant would adopt, and not in the manner 
(l) 

which a proving asserter would adopt." 

The other for.m concerns al~zali's attitude 

to the theologian~ He outl1aes this in his book al--
Munigidh min aa-Dalal and on various other occasions 

,.. ' 
in his other works, like Iavi'<UlUm ad-Dfn (Revivifi-

cation. of the Religious Sciences), al-Igtiaad fi 1-
: 

I c tigid and Iljam al- cAwam 'an < Ilm al-KaJ.8m (The Be1n-

1ng of the Cammonalty from the Science of Kalam(Theology). 

1) Tahti'Ut al-Falaeifah: p.l3; see also P• 78 fer 

comparison. 
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Be criticizes the science of theology and the ~thod 

of the theologians and rejects the suitability of their 

scholastic discourses for all manners of people without 

diatlnction. He condemns the theologians tor limiting 

their pursuit of knowledge to the extent to which 

rational proo:fs and logical arguments can take thein. 

Al-~zali asserts that the pUrpose of theology is th~ 

preservation of the tenets o:r the faith from oon:fusl on 

by the sceptics, and he outlines the path that will 

lead to the true and firm knowledge of God and of the 

other heavenly conceptions and divine facts. The 

proofs offered by the theologians appeared to h~ to 

be weak and insufficient for the purpose of fulfilling 

this object. Although he concedes that the theologians 

had done good work in defending the tenets of the f'ai th, 

he nevertheless says that "they relied in this on propo

sitions which they had received from their opponents 

and in which they had been forced to concede either as 

a result of imitation {taglfct) or of consensus of the 

Musltm peoples (ijma'), or merely as a result of accept

ance from the Qur an and the Traditions of the Prophet 

(~adfth). Their main efforts were directed to the 

exposure of the contradictions of opponents and to 

blaming these opponents for the ~~11cat1ons and con

sequences o£ their admissions ••• and this is of little 
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benefit as regards tho Ee who do not admit all¥thing 

other than those that are self-ev1dents (daruriyat) •• , 

Theology was not to me adequate, nor did it provide a 
. (1) 

reraedy for the comnla:tnt from which I sufi'ered. •• '' 
- - - (2) 

Al..g,gazali reaff'irres in al-Mungidh min ad-Dalal and . . 
in hls book Magasid al-Falasif'a.h (The purposes of' the 

Philoso,)hers) • that no person can assert the falsehood 

o~ any science or be able to criticize any of its propos-

1 t ions or proot·s unless he has cornp:Bte mastery o:f that 

se :1.ence and can rightly chim to be the most :Earned and 

kno'!:ledgeable person in it, and unless he be ,in addition, 

able to claim that he perceived in his research into 

that ~bject more than what has been perceived by those 

who are alleged to be proficient in tha.t acienoe. For 

this reason• al-~zali was not happy at the attitude 

of the theologians to the phi.losophers. and was not 

satisfied with the arguments and methods adopted by 

the theolog1.ans in cri tio1.z1.ng the arguments of the 

philosophers, because he held the view that the attitude 

o'f the theologians was not inspired or animated by an 

ade~e.te knowledge o:f the science o:f philosophy. He 

says: "Those theologians who were engaged in criticizing 

the phi.losophers did not devote their attention to the 

comp~e mastery of their·sciences; and that wluch 

appeared in the books of the t~eologians was confined 

1) Al-IIUngidh min ad-Dala'l: p.9. .. .,. 

2) q.v. p.a. 
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to contused and vague words of apparent contradi.otton, 

which 1 t would be thour~ht would not have been adopte4 

by a common ignorant pcrr::on, to say the laaet of those 
(l) 

·.,PJho ·:)roi"css mct1.cu.luuf~ 1~nowleG.ge of science. tt For 

these reasons, tne methods or the theolvgiens·did not 

lead to the af'.t'irrnat.ton or strengthening of' the tenets 

of fatth in the minds of the believers - on the contracy, 

1 t rather disturbed t~heee convictions and made them into 

something or "a light thread suspended in a1n" At this 

stage al-Qhazali oomvares the faith ot: the oommonalty 

with the t•aith of the theologians} and he cornea out 

with the conclusion that the 1'a1th ,)1' the commonalty 

is f".irn1er and sounder than that ot· the theologians 

who bui.ld their f'ei th and convictt,_;na on methods of 

argument and disputation. The 1'a1th o1 .. the theologians, 

he eaye "1 a like a thread euspended in the air, moving 

helplessly in the d:trect.i.on of every breeze. •• He 

malres an exception, in this description, of the theolo

gi ~.ne who have -per'Cei yed the qro:lf s and adopted them by 

imitation, tn the same w~ ae they had adopted the 

doctrines intended to be l)roved. Hie argument is that 

thex·e is 1rl essence no difference in the sphere of 
~1tat1on between learning the proof and ~earning of 

the thi.ng which 1t seeks to prove. But the .adoption ot 

l) 1bid P• 9, 10, & 11; see also a similar statenent 

in Ihyi > c: Uljjm ad-:Uln; Vol. I, p. 83. 
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the proof' 1.s one th1.ng, and the demonstration by 

scholastic s-peculation is eone thing enti.rely di.f'ferent • 
.- ~ 

The Shar1 ah did not impose on the cormnonalty of the 

Arabs a greater duty than that of ~~licitly trusting 

and believing in these tenets. The commonalty had 

never been charge with the duty of investigating or 

embarking upon research into the origin and proof of 

these tenets and articles of faith. Whoever desires 

to follow the path of eternal life and pragmatism must 

train and discipline h~se~ and must rollow the path 

of righteousness so that the doors of guidance will 

ultimately open before him and reveal to h~ the truth 

of these tenets in the light of heavenly inspiration 
(1) 

instilled in his heart. 

The second trend involved in al-Qhazali's research 

into this topic is one of positive affirmation. It also 

takes two forms. 

The f'irr~t form consists in his reply to the philoeo-

phers and to the theologians, where he convinced the 

masses oi' the Musl ~.ms or the inherent ince.paci ty o:f the 

human mind to arrive at the t,yuth, especially with regard 

to matters or divinity and metaphysics. Thereby he paved 

the way for the masses to surrender to the faith and to 

1) lh.ya) Uliim ad-Dfn 1 Vol.!, PP• 83 -84 
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use 
make/of mysticism, which, he contended, would restore 

to them a frame of mind capable of conceiving and com

prehending divine doctrines by the application of good 

taste and scrutiny after the purification of the soul 

with devotions and spiritual exercises. And so we 

·find that he chose the path of· mysticism and that 

:f'inally, as he says, after experiences and experiments 

carried out by h~ over many years, he bec~e convinced 

of the fact that "the ~Ufis {mystics) are those who in 

part1.cular i:'ollow the path of God; and that their con

duct is the best conduct and their method the most 
(1) 

correct method. '' He believed that if a person 

followed sincerely such a path he would ult~ately 

arrive at what is the eosent1al purpose of religion -

viz. the knowledge of the divine facts at which the 

human mind cannot arrive with the aid of logically 

demonstrable proofs and propositions. Thus he main-

tained that a person must realize the fact that the 

heart has "two doors" - one is "external" and consists 

of the senses; the other "opens from inside the heart" 

and consists of inspiration and intuition; "and if a 

person concedes in all these, it would then be ~possible 

for him to confine the sciences to knowledge acquired b7 
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nersonal study ana to the carrying out o:f f'em111ar 
(l) 

o~usee." 

The second form comprises the fonnulation of 

ld s t.h~..;) lo~;1cal v1.e1\'B r!nd d.cJctrtnes end his -presenta-

ti·:)Ii of' a metho~ of d1.soutat1on in scholastic theology, 

\'thile n~okin~ aceq_unte nr·ov1s1.on f'or the aptitudes and 

ee.pac l t tea o1' dif;feraent. cleesee ot' persons. Al-G,bazali 

·crotn1.sed in !ah~.t·ut ~.£aleti1fah to WI'ite another book 

to be ent 1 tled \j:a.we. id al- Aga id ('i'.he Bases o1"' Doctrine e), 

in which he woulc.i enciee.vou1., to ulfbstont1ate the apecial 

ti1eologtonl views and doctrines va.d.ch i1e held, on the 

lines he adhered to i~n 'l'ahl!tut !l-Falt~t;ii'!h• wher·e he 
(2) 

sought to ret\1 t.e 1:.he views advanced by i;he ·philosophers. 

The most important or his w rkc Vlhich can be relied upon 

:!'or the rur~".h.!Se of tttudy1n~ his t!te~Jlo.~1.cal views with 

regst·d tc· the sci~~,t1.ete i.s 4,:L-T.'lt~.ead .$_1 l-t t1gag, 

while his bo~>ks on thts subject with regard to the 
{3) 

co•maonal ty a~'! ;~r~~1.sal~- al-<:,u~s1y!'~ and tljam al-

2) Tehr1fut al-1''el~-~1.:t'ah: P• 78; eee e.l.so al-Iqtisad f1 1-
I tigad • P• 9t3. 

3) In tb¥a Ulum ad-l>1n (Vol. I, P• 87) al-Gl}azal1 mentions 

theoe two books t:L'ld a ss:l. r:n.e ea. oh or them to a part 1c

ular ole,;..s oi' uercons. The book ft£-li1ealah al:=S.Ud&iYah·-

la a compend 1 urn u-pon theolo~· wh~ eh he wrote t'or the • 
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Footnote (3) cont4. 

abenefit of uninitiated young persons and those who 

shuuld be reg:ar-ded in a status sLnilar to that ot 

euch young persons, by virtue of their immature or 

under-develo:?ed mentali tJ Ol1 ex:_oerience. He intended 

tt.1e ·oook to be of' particu.ler use in protecting and 

strengthening the fatth of thi.s class of persons at 

times when. f'e.lsc theological innova.t~o!l.S arise, so 

that susce-pt i"ble !_.'">8rsons may not be d.ecei ved or tricked 

by these f'alse and hannful innovattons and so that they 

may ut:tlize the arguments e.nd stater;1ents contained in 

the book aa a weapon against the argmnents aavanced by 

these false innovators. In al-Iqtisad f1 1-I~tigad 

he says that he did not depart from the subject of.' the 

scrutiny of the doctrines and tenets or faith to other 

theological discJurses. The per"..lsal of this book he 

allowed only to a person who ·9ossesses intelligence 

sui'i'ie:i.ently alert and mature to prompt him to raise a 

question or to advance an ODinion, a comment, or an argu

ment on the views it contains. If the book should provide 

such e.n i.nq_uirer or critic with an answer that convinces 

him, then he ehould be se.tis:fted. Otherwise, the inquirer' a 

or critic's problem should be regarded as chronic, in 

which case the mercy of God must be prayed for and His 

enlightenment a.nd gutdance. awe.i ted. The enquirer or 

cri t tc ~-n th 1.s case may then be "leased with the revel-
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-------------------------------
Footnote {3) contd. 

=ati:)n o:f the whole and notent truth, or he raay r·emain 

in the throes of doubt untll th& day appoin1ied by 

Hi.m. He soys : "The matr:;rial contAtned in that book 

anO. i.n tr·E..at:l (;es of a si.m1.lar nc:!.ture is that which 

can be hoped to bestow bene:fi t... Material oi, the 

kind not contained in that book ie of two classes -

the one is a discourse on mattei'S oth~r than those 

relating to tenets of' fai tl1... and the other is an 

additional af'i,ii1u.ation of these proo:t's in doctrines 

other· tf.lan these doctrines, and additional questions 

and answers. And this is also an investigation that 

ea~ only add confusion and ignorance to those who 

have not been satisf'ted with that measure." 

(Inyi' <Ulum ad-Din: Vol.I, p.87) 
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!n the 1.ntroduction to h1s boolf al .. J&lsicJ t1 
• 

l-!':!£igad, ~1-Ghnzali wages e very severe campaig:':l 

&~qin.r.~t "the h~.shP.\~f~·ah f,)r• thei.r nco~t.anoe oi' blind . ·- - . .. '··.:.~ 

(taqlfd) 1.n the n!l t,ter ~:.>f' dc,ctrinea ot faith, and 

1'or. their a·~heJ•enco t ) the 11 tC:r·o.l or textual ~~1esJn-

lng of the rf~ltp;ious textt. (~!!'=..fttie en-ahnr. ci:y·ah). 
• c 

mind and tt s freedc·m, so th~t t.hci'eby ·they put rtJawn 

,_n op·ooc1t..1.on ";o scx·"r;ttu·cl ·nJ'ooi'b {gawa~.tc oh-sharf"ah). 

He sAys: ''Th(-, tenden.cy .<Jf tho z;;r:1 1 f) +,ows.I1dB rE.mit;encss 

{!,ai'_rU,) f.:.nd the tendt~nCj' of the ,.,thex•s 1 & to were& 
~ 

extrava~ence ( if'rat) ; ~nd both of them e.z·e far from 

w:tsdom B.nd ctmt1on. But th·~;- ef)';;;ent 1. al. ·~~ur}Jose in 

the dogmae of ~s1.th 1.s the a.dhe:rene~ to moderation 

and the follou1ng of the r1~ht~1l pnthl sb;ce ~>th 

l t ghtenment ·:_lrevai 1 e.mo~~st those whc) are content w1 th 

1m1tat1ng the tradition ~h1.le den.s~ng the methods of 

s~oulat1t1n and 1g~-,or'!.nr:: ~he fact that the ::tJ'uth of 
(l) 

the Pronhet is ~rovnd by renson. •• ~ 

Th1e me11nF, thnt el-Ghe.Bi.li holde the view that -
the theological method Sh1llld be 'i:>asc:d equally Upon 

reason end t reni t 1.on (The Qur 'A:"l, the Sunnah and 13mi <. ) , 

and that to Onn.f'tn!, theolOftY to one ot them la an 1Js= 

1) al-tqti~sd tt 1-tttiq_id (Erwpt1an edtt.ion, 1320)a 
P• 2 J see al. so al;-th.Yi): Vol. III, p.l5. 
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perrection in the method of proving and an ignorance 

of the thing to be proved. This is so because, he 

holds, theological propositions, £rom the point of 

view of the acquisition of kno'!;vledge of them, are 

div1.e.ed 1.nto three categories. These area 

1. Propo81.t1ons v1htch can be known by 

reason without need of the evidence 

of the ~c. 

2. 2ro~ouitions which c~~ be ki~wn by the 

evidence of the ~' without need of 

reason. 

;3. Propo;.;;i tione ·Nhich can ba la.1own by both 

these means. 

Examples of the first category are prooositione 

such as the creation of the world, tl'le existence of 

the lreator and His 'knowledge, power and wi.ll - all 

of wh1.~h are matters -precedent in rank to al-Kalam. 

If these ~ropositions are not substantiated, then al-Kal!; 

can have no basis upon vihich to rest. Al-Kalam itself 

cannot be substanti'?.ted by means of' the provisions of 

the Shar', and the only means to attain this :purpose is 
- (1) 

the use of reason. An exam1)le of the second categoey 

of theological pro-positions is the designation of one 

or two posa1ble.th1ngs to occur- e.g., the Ressurection, 

the Day of Judgement, the reward and puniehment accorded _____ _ 
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1n the Heree.f'tel,, and similar propositions; since 

the vertf'ication of" the truth of these propositions 

ca.n:r:'.ot be kno~;m exce!;>t through revelation 1'roru God. 

EY-mn!)!cs of the third c.ater~ot·y a~cc all proPQsi tions 

v:h1.ch fall v;i_ thin the Gphel"}e of reaE:oning but come 

second to the word of God :ln so tar as matters of' 

proving are concerned- e.g., questions of "vision" 

(ru.>ya) and the fact that G-od alvue is the Creator 

ot· all movement, e.cr.d .. dent B e.nd other s 1milar things. 

Al-Q.hazali defines the atti t-ud.e o:f reason 

towards trsdi tional ( s~1a <I) proo:f$; and in doing so 

he carefully avoids getttng involved in the con:f'lict 

which some h3.Ve -pe:rceived between I'ational and tradi

tional proof's. I:n h:t s viei.:v-1 the miJ.'li can aaopt only 

one o:f +,he 1~ollo'-:~'ing three attttu.oes towar~da anything 

ht?,nded down by tr:::6ition: 

a.) the m1ncl 1llf3Y stat.c:: the I:>Osf:.ibil1ty· of' 

believing in what io ~roved by the 

trn.6 tt tonal proofs: 

b) the mind. may state th~ tmposaibility 

of believing in uhat is proved by the 

traditional proofs; or 

c) the mind may take a passive attitude 

and refrain frorumaking any statement 

upon either the possibility or the 1m

poss~.bi .. l1.t.y of bel~_e,r~_::'.g :tn \"Vhat is proved 

by the tradi t:tona -proofs. 
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In the first case, the traditional proofs may 

be so conclusive and positive :t.n their transn:tseion 

(eanad) and text (m!!a) that what is proved by them 

must be believed. Where doubt and. suspicion about the 

text or transmission of' these traditional proofs occur, 

then what is -proved by them must not be believed. In 

the second case, the words of the traditional proof's 

must be interpreted because it is not reasonable to 

assume that a traditional j·:.roof' can embody propositions 

that are opposed to the verdict of reason. In the 

third case it is also imperative to bel1.eve in tradi-
(1) 

tion&l proofs. 

In this me.nnet~, al-.Q:!!aza11 defines the attitude 

of the Shar' and of reason towards theological pro·blems 

and the manner of their substantiation. The meaning of 

the te1-m ''reason" ( cagl), which al-$!ll,azali contrasts 

with the Share • l 1 etnains ambiguous, or· at least too 

genez)aJ. and compl,ehens1 ve in 1 t s purpout. Be makes 

:frequent use of the term '!!.91. and conveys with 1 t 

di:rrerent meanings on different ocoasions. What, then, 

Is it that faculty of 

knowledge and comprehension which on certain occasions 

he calls "mind" and on other occasi~ns he calls "spirit" 

1) For :further elucidation of' this vlew see al.-Iqtisag 

fi + I'tigad : np. 94 - 95. 
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(riih), "soul" (nsi'§), and "heart" (qalb)t Or does 

he mean those self-evident ratio~al propositions, 

like the proposition that existence and non-existence 

cannot be present a~ one and the same t~et Or does 

he mean the dialectical speculation the philosophers 

and the MU tazilites employed in their arguments? 

It would perhaps be advisable to del~'·the 

answer to this question until we examine al-Ghazal1 1 s -
book al-Igtisad f1 1-I~tigad and investigate some of 

the methods of proof which he employe in this book 

and which he lays ,down as the basis ot his theological 

method. 

After referring to the diversity of the methods 
(1) 

of proof, which he discussed in detail in his book 

M1 'yar al- 'IJ.m and referred to in his book 11~ an

Bazar, al..ga&zBlf decides to discard and ignore in .!!-. 
Iqti~ad all methods of proof that seamed to h~ ambiguous 

and doubtful. Be thus confines. himself to three methods, 

which he probably regarded as the most important bases 

of his theological method. 

The first of these methods is the method of 

"Bnnmeratie and Divisionw (as-eabr wa t-taga~). 

According to th1s method, he classifies a' propos-

ition as being one of only two alternatives, and he then 

1) al-J;gti§ad f'i 1-I<tlgid : p.9. 
C' 
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prooeeda to 1nyalt4ate ou o:r theM elter:aattvee, 

therelJ7 provtng the other al.ternattve. AD eaaaple 

or thte ta the atatement that the world ta etthelt 

a thing ortg1aated <!ai'lf!M) or la a t.htng pn-eternal 

(qa4ii\) (t.e., that thel"e was no begtnntns to tta 

~t.atenoe). And aa it ta lmltoeetble ~or tt to be 

prtor to all thtnle, he bold a that t t must be a 

thin¥. or1q1nated. Thts conoluaton, as ta aeen, 1a 
(1) 

der1.•ed ~ the two alternative J)ropoetttone, and 

oannot be ao declude4 11nleaa theee two pro-poai ttona 

are eorrelate4 one to the other tn a e1)eo1al manner 

aDd UDSer Sl'J8C1al eondtttona. 

Tbe eeoond metho4 la the Ariatotell~tn BJlloglsm 

or two propostttone to produce a third proposttton. An 

Ua&IJ)le ot thta wou.ld be to &&J' a "Whatfl\fer la not 

tree ~JIOID thtnaa ortgtnated la ttael.f a thing or1g1n

ate4.. J •4 .. The wor14 la not rne t'J'OIIl things origin• 

atecle • These two 1)1'0PG~~1ttona wollld thue taevttab~ 

lead to the ooDGlueton tbata "a. world le thing 

ortgtnatede " 

1) The t1.rat J)remtee ta 1 .,The wod! te etther a 

tbtq ortgiM\ed, or a thing pre-eternal• 1 

and t~ aeoond tea "It te t.pose1ble ror tt 

to be pre-eteraal." 
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The third method is to assert the tmpossib111ty 

oa the opponent's claim. This is done by demonstrating 

that the opponent's cla~ will lead to ~possibility, 

and that what le ads to impossibility must 1 tsel:f' be 

equally impossible. An example of this would be to 

say: "If the claim of the philosophers that'the revolu

tions of the celestial s-phere have no end,' than ·the 

philosophers must .concede, as a corollary to this 

assertion, that 'whatever has no end is ended and 

:finished with. • " And the Ja tter conclusion, which 

follows upon the first, is, of course, evidently 

~possible, and would invalidate the major proposition. 

Al~zali proceeds to support and strengthen 

these methods by elucidating the dif~erences and varia

tions that may exist between some of them, fromUhe point 

o:r view of the benefit derived thei~e:rrom by speculatlve 

analogy and also from the point of view of the cogent 

force that they may hold. in inducing oonviotion. He 

demonstrates how we must inevitably arrive at the final 

conclus1onsif the opponent concedes the assumed premises. 

What would happen, however, 1f the opponent were to 

refuse to conoed6 all these premises of the proof or 
-· some of them? To meet such an eventuality, al-$!!lazil.1 

analyzes and classifies the propositions used for demon

strating evidence tnto self-evident and non-controversial 

propositions conceded by everyone. These, he maintatns, 
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should for.m the basis of the proof, and the intro

ductory premises should thus rest upon them, either 

d1 rectly or by means of another line of reasoning. · 

These premises, which are in their nature axiomatic, 

fall into six categories: 

1. Premises based upon the judgements of the senses. 

By this he means things perceived and trusted 

by outward or inward vision and realization. 

If we say that ,.every originated thing has a 

cause" and that ttin the world there are origin

ated things," then we must deduce that these 

latter originated things must have causes. The 

truth of the first premise can be readily as

certained by the senses; because we perceive 

and ascertain by our senses the existence and 

presence of human beings, an~als, vegetation, 

clouds and rainJ and because we perceive and 

ascertain the condition, colour and movement 

from place to place of' these things. We also 

perceive by inward rea1ization the ocourence 

of apiri tua1 phenomena like joy and pain. In 

these circumstances, the opponent cannot fail 

to concede this se~-evident or a priori major 

premise. 
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2. Premises that are purely intellectual. 

If we say: HThe world is either eternal 

prior to other things or originated follow

ing other th1.ngs,"then every reasonable 

person 1nust concede the fact that the 

world is an originated thing. We arrive 

at BUch a conclusion in the following 

manner: Firstly we a~ that everything 

which does not precede originated things 

is i teelf an or·iginated ·thing; and secondly 

we say that the world does not precede any 

or1g1.ne.ted thing; and thirdly we say that 

therefore the world is an originated thing. 

The first proposition is an intellectual 

one, and any reasonable person cannot fail 

to concede it; because everything which 

does not precede originated things can 

either come into existence at the same 

time an these originated things, or at a 

later time. There can be no other altern

tive; and if the opponent should allege 

such other al. ternative, he would be in 

direct opposition to the things that 

reason made self-evident. 
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3. Premises supnorted. by Traditions related 

by aucceesive witnesses. An example of this 

would be to say : a) "The Prophet Muhammad 

is truthful b.ecause the divine miracle is 

evidence of his truthfulness~ ; and b) "The 

peraon who has a d1.v1.ne miracle as evidence 

of his truthf'u.lness is indeed truthfuJ.:t The 

opponent cannot deny the existence of the 

d.ivine m1.racle, beoauae thi.s fact is substan

tiated by traditions reported to us by 

successive witnesses, and beceuse knowledge 

o4t.it is derived e.nd e.scerta~.ned in the same 

manner as knowledge of the existence of 

Muhammed, Jesus, Moses and all the other 

Prophets of old. 

4.Premises verified by other mean§• These 

premises are based upon either "sensual," 

"mental" or "traditional" evidence. Thus, 

after we substantiate, by the use of any 

one of these methods of' proof, the fact that 

the world is an originated thing, the origina

tion of the world would become a given or 

essumed ~remise which can then be drawn upon 

for the prupoee of proof and be regarded as 

having strength equal to that of sensual or 

intellectual premises. 
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6 • .Premises 'based upon the samaci(The Qur., a.n. 
the Sunnah and ijma(). If we eay that& 

"All sins occur by the Will of Godn; and 

if v~e seek to E:ubetnnt1.ate this proposition 

e.s follows: a) ttAll th~t occurs in this 

WOl"'ld is by the w:tll of C'tod," and b) "Sin 

occurs in this world'' - then the truth of 

the second proposition would be substantiated 

as much by the senses as by the Shar •. The 

existence of ''sin" can be ~roved by the 

aenses, and the facturr1 of its sinful quality 

is known by the Share. The opponent cannot 

Oeny the first proposition, if he at all 

adr.1l t s ~;he validity o:f.' the §h.£ c of I slam. 

6. Premises derived trom the beliefs held by 

the on~)onent. and the a.dmi~s1ons made by b2rJB. 

Such pr~ises, although not 8menable to direct 

substantiation by cogent proofs, and although 

not verified by either sensual or intellectual 

evidence, m~~ nevertheless be nade use of if 

admitted by an opponent. They can then be 

used as premises in our proof, and the 

opponent ca.n.."'l..t deny them except at the 

risk of" vitiating the whole of hie argument 

or doctrtne. 
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These various kinds of axiomatic premises 

vary in their power to induce conviction, and aleo 

in the scope in which they can be made use o~ for the 

purpose of proof. The first and second categories are 

general and carr7 conviction in the eyes of al~ people, 

excepting, of .course, those persons who possess no 

intellect or trustworthy senses. The third is con

sidered acceptable only to tho.s.e who have accepted 

the truth of the report of the Tradition - for there 

are cases where the report of certain traditions have 

been brought to and have prevailed amongst certain 

people but have not been broughtto or prevailed 

~onget others. For example, the view of al-Shafi i 

with regard to the question of a Musl~ being punished 

by death for killing a dh~i (a Christian or a Jew 

under Muslim rule) is prevalent amongst and adhered 

to by the Muslim jurists of his school of' thought, 

but it is not so prevalent amongst the Muslim common

alt7 or amongst those ~urists who indulged in the 

acceptance of authority (taglld). T.he fourth category 

is considered convincing onl1" by those who are familiar 

with the method of analogy (1. e., deduction by close 

comparison) and who appreciate the essential pre-requi

sites for the operation of this method 1n a way that will 

make it possible to draw upon it for the purpose of pro

Tiding a consistent argument leading to a valid con-
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elusion. The :fifth category can convince only those 

who accept the valioity of the samacf and its authent1cit3 
. -

The sixth category of premises does not oonvixce the 

:tnvestige.tor himself, but is help1~1 to a person when 

opposed to another in an argament to convince that 

other person o:f things analogous to what he(the other 
(1) 

person) belicveo in. 

From the foregoing, the ansv1er to the question 

~osed earlier, as well as the definition and assessment 

of' r1hat al-Qaa~ali intends by the term "reason" ( cagl) 

as opposed to the ''shar(," hav·e, I hope, become clearer. 

By the tenu "reason, •t al-.Q}lazali means the faculty of 

comprehension in human beings, which ascertains the 

truth of thing:2. by mea.:ns of speculation and through 

the scrutiny· of antecede~t premises advanced for the 

purpose of proo~ and through the realization of the 

manner in wh1.oh the conclusion must be derived and 

begotten of the premises. 'lhis mental. process la 

usually conf1.ned. to the deductive method of reasoning 

kno\vn as the Aristotelian syllogism, which has a 

spectal com.position a.nd form of' operation, and wJJich 

car.&..l"'lOt produce oonvi.ncing conclusions unless certain 

given or aac,umed propositions are present. It is as 
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if the conditions under which al~zali lived, and 

the stand which he took against po\vertul opponents 

like the philo£o'9hers a....11.o the Mu ( taz111 tes, were the 

factors that forced him to make use of mental reason

ing on the lines of th.e Aristotelian zoo thod syllogisrn, 

and to resort to that roethod in sol,ting the complicated 

problems that he.Ci bai .. fled his Swmi te predecessors. The 

S~Litee had avoided this method of reasoning and did 

not employ it for the solution of theological problems; 

in f'e..ct, they h.aO. strictly forbidden its use in jur1s

pru,1er.ce in general r:lnd in theology in particular •. 
.... 

Al-.Q:!laiali sounds an early warni11g in this 

reayect by pointing out that the method which he out

lines muet not be employed indiacr~inatelY by every-

one nor 1nust :tt "be taught to everyone. In his view, 

peo~le s~uld be classified into various classes and 

categories as far !'.s the1.r adherence to this method 

or their avoid.~.r.ce of its use. He also hastens to 

point out that the proofs ·which he employs in theology 

must be regarded ns thin.::ss in the nature of medicines 

used f'or the treatrncnt of those suf'fering from ailments 

i.n belief. The "l'hysicientt using these medicines must 

be st:f'!"""ici.entl~t sJ.:~.llf'ul so as not to cause. more harm 
(1) 

than g;Jod by their use. He also holds the view that 

1) al-Iqtisad fi 
< ,. 

1-I tiqad 1 p.6. 
c 
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the corumonalty, by virtue of the fact that they cannot 

free them~elves o:t" th3 limitations ot the senses, do 

not possess a wiJc enough range of mental capacity to 

be abl6 to seek know·ledge through mental apeaulatlon 

and dialectical argument.· b"or this reason, they must 

no't be allowed to go beyonu the provisions of the Qur'an 

and the Traditiona:J of the Pro1;>het Muhammad (the Sunnah) 

and the study of jurisprudence·. 'l'he reason he offers 

is that the pr·uof':o contained in the Qur'an are akin to 

food from the cons:..Uilptio n oi' which every person can 

derive "'uenei•it; while the disputations of the theolog

ians are lilce luedicineG 1'rore the consumption o:r which 
(1) 

only partic·ulo_r individuals can bene1l1t. 

1) Al~azali reiterates s~ilar statements in his book 

lljam al- ~Awim <an < Ilm al-Kal§m. He says& "Mental specu

lation in theology is a~·great sea, and the ordinary 

person must not ~erse h~sel~ in it ••• He must hold 

tenaciously to the appe.rent purport of the Book ( the 

Qur'an) and the Sunnah, without interpreting their pro

visions; for interpretation by the ordinary person is 

like a dive into the sea by one who cannot swim ••• '' In 

the catego~ of the "commonalty" al-~azali places such 

persons as the intellectuals, the grammarians, the narra

tors or reperters of the Traditions, the aamuentators 

upon the Shar , and the jurists and theologians,· and 

all such persons as have not devoted themselves wholl7= 
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For these reasons, al-~z8li divides people, 

Jis a vis this method of disputation, into four classesa 

1. Those who believe in God aniBis Prophet 

and in the provisions of the Qur,an, and 

who are engaged in devotion or in trade. 

Such pereons must be left to their beliefs, 

and their :fatth !!lUst not be interfered with 

or disturbed by their being exhorted to study 

this science. Al-~zali asserts that the 

Shari<ah of Islam does not ~pose on people 

or aek of them more than ~plicit~ trust in 

the main articles of faith, be that trust 

the result of convincing evidence demon-

strated or proved to ~hem. A guiding pre

cedent in this respeet was ·set by the Prophet 

Muhammad who accepted unconditionally the 

conversion to Iel~Jll of some members of the 

ignorant lower claeaes amongst the Arabs. 

These per8ons were amongst the firat to 

believe in his Message, and their belief 

was animated not by any examination or proof 

of the veracity or the Message, but solely by 

a s~ple tmagination and inspiration that 

(Footnote (1), P.53 contdJ · · 
=tll leurn:!.ng t_o swim in the seas of 'knowledge" 

with sincerity, devotion, and submission to 

the provisiOil6 of• the law. (see PP• 17 & 18) 

Al-Munqi9.!].. 
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entered the1 r hearts and gu1aed them 

1 nt~1 eubn1. t t 1.ng to the truth. These 

:pel"•sona muf!t be regarded as true bel1ev

ex'a 1 n ever~· sH~nse of the word, and their 

bel1.e1' m11at not 1)e d1 eturbed or muddled 

by u.ntlolt!. 1 ng bet~ ore the1 r eye a theolog1-

aBJLproo:re ana the replies to these proofs 

e.s well o.s the rejoinderb, eurz'ejoinders, 

rebutters fln<.i eurrebutters, etc. which 

they evoke. 'thufl we 1'1nd that the oolil

·!lanionn of the Prophet Muhammad had at no 

time :indulged in t,heolog:y ox- 1.n d1alect1c,, 

ei th~~r by thei.r ~tudy of these subjects, 

or by teaching them to others. 

2. Those who have departed from true belief', 

like the unbel1.evere (kif"!.£) and the inno

vators (mubtadi< ), who persisted in the 

blind nocepta~ce o~ things which were 1n

<mloat~. in thorn by their fathers. With 

euoh perso·ns nothing ca.."l avail except the 

np··,lioA.ti·:ln ot· t~ol'l!e and the use of the 

whip anilthe sword. It is true, of course, 

that many non-believers had entered the 

fold of' talrun under the shadow of brandished 

swords; and "God attains by the sword and 

the spear what He does not attain b1 the 
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tongue and proof ••• " Al-Ghazali supports -
his view in favour of the use of force 

against those who are opposed to Islam 

by the fact that many of those who bel~ed 

in other religions had accepted Islam after 

the Musl~s had achieved victory against 

them i.n battle. He also supports his con

tention by saying that many of the tradi

tional gatherings and councils amongst the 

Muslims during which were held discourses 

and deba.tea on intellectual subjects, 

resulted more often in confi~ing and 

strengthening the doggedness and indocility 

of inexorable sceptics or innovators. Al

Qbazali, however, makes one·· reservation 

in this respect when he says: ''And do not 

think that all that I have related here 

are detractions from the status of the mtnd 

or from its evidence. The light of reason, 

however, is a blessing which God does not 

bestow except u~on a few of those who love 

H~ ·(awlila,); and thus the inability and 

neglect is more prevalent amongst mankind, 

for by their incapacity they cannot compre

hend mental proofs, in the same way as the 
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light Of the snn·does not reach the 8JeB 

of bats ••• " 

3. ··Those ·~ho have believed in the truth by 

imitating others in their beliefs or through 

tradition and custom, but who also possess 

~~ instinctive or innate 1ntelligence Which 

has led them to perceive some doubts or mie

givir~s on the subject of their beliefs 

and to entertain in their mind some 

scruples or uncertainties on the subject. 

Persons ralling in this class must be 

tackled gently ono. tactfull~. An attempt 

at removing the mtsg,_vingr:. or uncertain

ties which the~r entertain may take the 

form either of 1) the quotation to them 

of relevant texts from the Qur'an or from 

the Traditions of the Prophet Muhsmmed; 

or, 2) the quotation to them of pronounce

mente relevant to the subject on which they 

ente~tain micgivings or doubts, made by a 

noted person whose eminence and integrity 

they fully recognise. If their intelli

gence be so keen that they Should not be 

convince& except by being offered proof 

which could stand exhaustive scrutiny and 

examination, tha¥ and only then• m~ theo-
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logical proof be tendered to them. But 

theoloEiCRl proor in this manner must 

not go beyond their particular need 

and must relate, as ~r as possible, only 

to the sphere in whtch they entertain 

doubts or guaL~s. 

4. Those who have left the fold of truth, 

but who exhi.b it e :te:ns of apt 1 tude and 

perspicaci t:\r 1 and who may be expected to 

revert to the acceptance of the truth by 

reason of the fact that their belief at 

ita early stages was marred and disturbed 

by doubt and. su.:>piGi ,Jn, and also by reason 

of the 11act that they exh1.1'~-t or entertain an 

insttnctive readiness to re-embrace the truth. 

Such persons mu~t also be tackled gently and 

with caution and tact. Lit.tle can be aehiev-

ed for the purpose of bringing them to re

er~brace the truth by blatant and obstinate 

argur:1ent Pnd disputation; for there is 

great danger of their reacting to such an 

attitude by developing a sense of extreme 
(l) 

contumacy. 

For these reasons, a person is not to be regarded aa 

eligible to -yractice theology merely because he possesses 

a high social standi~~· The practice o~ theology must be 

1) See f'or these four classes Al-Iqti~ad pp. 6 & 7. 
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confined solely to those who possess the necessary 

mental aptitude e.nd fi tneas. 

Al-9Jlaaali then proceeds to assess the value 

and efficacy of the soience of theology, and to con

sider its position vis a vis the other sciences. He 

contrasts theology particularly with jurisprudence 

(figh) as a science connected with the Shari<ah of 

Islam and with medicine as a science connected with 

mundane matters. He justifies the fact that the practice 

of theology is an incumbent duty upon certain fit persons 

by mainta~ that the disturbance of beliefs by the inter

vention of doubts and suspicions is always possible• 

although it does not in fact occur very frequently. 

And when such ·suspicion andCbUbt concern essential 

doctrines of faith, then th.eir removal and eradicAtion 
, 

is a duty imposed by the provisions of the Shari(~ 

For these reasons, the exhortation and inducement by 

means of cogent proof to the perception and acceptance 

of the truth is an ~portant aspect of the religion; 

and such exhortation and inducement cannot be achieved 

except through the 1nstrumenta'lily o:r theology. And 

thus it is essential that there should be available in 

eve~ countr.y a fit and capable person who would act as 

the stalwart of the truth and utilize the weapons of 

theology against the sceptics and the innovators, and 
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thereby rid the m1.nds of the followers of Islam from 

harmtill doubts and suspicions. And if one country 

should not have such a person available, then the 

whole of its inhabitants should ask for one to be 

supplied to them. Al..gaazali, however, regard~ juris

prudence as more ~portant in practice than theology. 

Thus, if a country Should have neither jurists nor 

theologians, and one of the inhabitants of that countcy 

should consider that he has an aptitude to le am these 

two sciences and to master them, then, should the time 

.and oppDrtunity at his disoosal permit him to engage 

only in one of them, it would be hie duty to the community 

to engage in jurisprudence rather than in theology. The 

reason he assigns for this is that. the need for juris

prudence is greater and is on a much wider scale than 

that of theology; since theolo~, is akin to the science 

·of medtcine, medicine being needed only by those who 

have bodily ai~ente, and theology being needed onlJ b7 

those who have mental and doctrinal ailments. In·this 
,. 

way al..gaazil1 allots jurisprudence a place higher and 

more important than that of theology; and he reinforces 

his view .by the fact that the Companions of the Prophet 

had at no time engaged in theology, while they had en

gaged in jurisprudence. Be cormnents upon the views of 

those who gave theology an· ascendancy over jurisprudence 
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and maintains that theolog is the root while ~uris

prudence is the branch, by saying a "It 1s a truthful 

~iew; but of little use in this respect. The root is 

true faith and ~plicit belief, and these are things 

that occur se a result of the acceptance of authority 

(taglfd); and this makes the need for proof and dispu

tation rather scanty." (1) 

In this way al..gnazali demarks the oapabili ties 

of different classes of persons, and divides his method 

into several small compartments which he allots to the 

appropriate classes of persons in contor.m1ty with their 

needs, mental aptitudes and intellectual or acientiric 

attainments. It should be noted in this regard that 

he makes no provision at all in this arrangement which 

is outlines in his book al-Iatisad for the method of 
" 

~sticiam which he had personallY recognised and accepted 

as a means of attaining true knowledge eapeciall~ in the 

sphere of tenets of f'ai th. 

I have referred at an earlier stage to al-Ghazili's -
~iews on theoretical proofs and his assertion that they 

cannot lead to true knowledge. In this regards, the 
,. 

question may be asked of al..ga&zal1 as to what he would 

have said if this method (which he outlines 1n al-Igtisad) 
• 

were not to lead to 1~ub1table and incontrovertible 

knowledge in BD¥ one of the problems o~ theo~ogy. Woul.d 

he have answered that the believers f:hould be left in 
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the whirlpool or doubt and susp1ci;lnt Or is there a 

m1es1ng link to compl8 te th1e ohatn, or a stage to 

follow upon th1e mental procees, which, tr traced and 

undertaken bJf a person, would be 11ke)3' to lead him to 

implicit bel1et'7 Be mentlona in al-Jgti"f that thia 
• -~ 1) 

1mpl1ctt belief comes as a resnlt of flgl1d 1 while ln 

I~i1 ~BfD 8!1-DlD he 41v14ee belief into the following 

kinds. 

1. 'llte-~ltef' o:r the OOJIIIOQiltz. This ts founded 

entirely upon pure ~1tatton and unconditioD&l 

acceptance of authority and eubm1ac;1on to it 

(taqltd). In ~A-Iqttpia he refers to this k1n4 

of belief' as "belief b7 the acceptance ~.l'£ author-

1t7" (At-taldis a)=taglidi). 
" 

S. pe btl.1ef of the theglosian&• He aalla thie 

kind of bel1et "proved bel1e:t" (tt .. \aadlg !l• 

}U£hint>• Ii; is the b7-:pro4uct of ditterent 

kinds of mental reaaon1.ng. The ~belle:t of the 

theologians he asserts, is elm1lar to that of 

the conmonalty. 
'- --

3. De belief gr .She 1J¥!St1os (art.ttn). This kind 

of bel1e:t ie the result of inoontrovert1bl.e per

c~tton ('btniir al..,agip) in the light of truth." 

Be refers to it aa "action coup~ed with bell~" 
( - (3) . 

(&1- emal ma' at-tal!dlg). 
$ 

1) q.y. p.8 

2) q. v. Vol. Iti, p.l3. 

3) lee aleo al-Iqttead pp. 101 - 101. 
< 
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Al~azali asstmilates the belte.tof the first 

kind to ~e belief of a person who,· upon hearing that 

a certain man is present inside a particular house, 

believe.s in the fact that rthn.t man is eo present. 

Belief of the second kind is akin to thBt of a person 

who hears the voice o:r the man in the previous example 

and only then comes to believe in his presence inside 

the house. The third kirW. of belief is similar to that 

of the person who believes in the presence of the man 

inside the house only after he h~eelf enters the house 

and perceives the man w1 th his own eye a. 

In the case of the first kind of belief, there 

. is alweys the possibility that some error may have crept 

into what the believer& had heard. For this reason, al-

5!haz8J.i places those whose belief is of this kind in the 

category of ttthose on the Right"(ashab al-Yamin) literally 
•• 

those who sit on the right aide of God in Paradise and 

does not consider them to be in the oless of "T.he Honoured 

Ones" (al-muqarrabiin) - those wllo !?it near God in Paradise) 

In the second kind of belief, there i e an equal danger of 

error on the part of the believers. In the third kind o~ 

belief, however, it is ~possible to fall into error. 

1 The knowledge of the believers in that class, in the 

words of al-Ghazi.J.i, ''is the true k:oowledge and the h

controvertible perception; and ,_s si.milar to the knowle4ge 

o~ "The Honoured Ones" and the· Very Veracious (as-eiddtqin; 
• 0 
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because they believe as a result of perception. Their 

belief includes the belief of the comraonalty and that 

of the theologians; and they are characterized bN their 
. (1) 

reliance upon evidence which rnakes error impossible.'' 

Al-ID.!az8J.i thus regards belief animated by blind 

acceptance of authority ·as the lowest grade of belief, 

and one most likely to lead to errors in fai the Rank

ing above that kind of belief ia the belie~ founded upon 

dialectic disputation and mentalspeculation. The belief 

par excellence, however, and one which al~azali places 

in the highest stage, is the one which cannot be attained 

by either of these two media. The only way to attain 

it is by the practice of mysticism which al-gQazali 

accepted and in which he trusted ~licitly, and which 

he regarded as the surest and safest way to the real.1s

at1on of metaphysical facta free from doubt or hesi

tation of any kind. nwse racte, which are the con-

cern of theology, are the same facts that are the sub

ject of mystic knowledge. If intellectual speculation 

should fail to unf'old these facts to the specUlator 

and :fails to remove any doubts or to dispel an;, ambigu-

1 ties ahrouding them, then the functioning and opera

tion of theology must cease and the speculator must re

linquiSh his practices and wait "in the hope· that there 

-1) ihla~<Ulim ad-Dip: Vol. 3, p.l4. 
• 
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will be unfolded before his eyes by the pursuit of 

that path wr~ had become fogged to those pursuing 
(1) _, 

this path. · Al-.Q:!lazali quotes evidence from the Qur an 

and the Traditions of the Prophet Muh~ed io prove that 

thiE path is the right path and that it lea4s to the 

perception o~ facts which the mind can never comprehend 

by ~ere reasoning. One( ·of the verses he quotes from 

the Qur~an is this: "••• And whoever keeps his duty to 

God, He er dains a way out tor him ( 1. e. a way 01 t of 

doubts and suspicions); and gives him sustenence from 

wher..e he imagines not ( 1. e., He will give him knowledge 
(2) 

wiifhout Je arning)" ; and he quotes from the Traditions 

of the Prophet Muhammad this secy-1ng by him: "Whoever 

acts upon what be knows, God will impart to him knowledge 

of that which he does not know." Al-~zali maintains 

that it is to this kind of knowledge• which le attained 

solely by divine inspiration, that God refers when he 
<•> says& "• •• And whom We had taught knowledge from "Ourselvee" 

l) - - c. 
Mizan al- Amal: PP• 39 - 40. This is conf'1xmed in 

Ibya', v.3, PP• 16,20,22, and several other places. 

2) 
<. -

The Qur'an {Translation by Muhammed Ali - Lahore) a 

65; 2 & 3. 

3) The Qur,8.n (Translation by Muhammad 'Ali -·Lahore) 

q. lBJ V• 66. 
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( 1. e., imparted to him knowledge other than by- the 
(1) 

usual channels - education and study. 

On t:hese ltnes a1-gaa~a1i izlti~oduces his mystic 

te:rldencies to hi.s theological Llethod, a~6king by the 

f'ormer to conrple1nent the lattex~, either· directly or in

dlrectly, in accordance with the t'~nOl1 o:' l'ti c various 

l inet- of' thanght. He does oo in spit 0 o~e the :fact that 

he 1nakes no clear or dist1.nct provision f'or mysticism 

in hie book al-Ic:tisec;:., whezle l:e demal·ks the boundaries 

of hia theological methoc1. Such traces o:f mystic thought 

mey be detected in some of the solutions which al-Ghs.z8.l.i -
of'fe1~s for t.hnolog~_co.l problems,; ano. I hope to draw 

attention to these instanceG in due course. 

QOMPARISOlf 

In the lic:.h-t of this exposition, vJe mrey now oom-
,. .- "' 

pare the methods of al-!!!!a~ali and al-Juwa~i· 

Th~rc are many dirTe~ences, but there is also 

cone1.derc.ble similar! ty between them on some points. 

Ee.ch of theiil, 'bdore f'ound:tng his own system and 

reach:f ng his ovm conolusio ns criticized tho insuff'icieno7 

of the Methods tmd tenets previously in honour among 

Muol1.ms. In cri t1c,.zing these fanner methods and beliefs• 

they gave dec"'? thought to what it would be right to 
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retain and what it would be neccasar.y to reject; 

but in the end their doubts gave rise to two different 

systeJns. 

They both relied on the text of' the Qur an, 

on the traditions, and on IJma'as their main sources, 

and they both sought the deep rather than the literal 

meaning of the scriptures. They also each of them 

conceded a place - but not the same one - to Ration-

alism in theology. 

-~-Juw~ni regarded as-Sabr wa t-Tagsim 

the rational foundation of religious belief. He 

excluded Aristotelian logic in his own theological 

speculation; yet, by making use of it for juristic 

argument in al-Burhan, he paved the ''BY for e.l

!hazali to use 1 t in theology and :philoso:phy. 

Al-Ghazali ex~lained hi~ method more 

fu1ly, as when he spoke of dividing people into 

~our categories regarding their ability to under

stand, of' adapttng his methods to each of' these 

categories, oi' degrees of faith and classea af 

believers, and of set lines o~ argwnentation. 

- - -Because al-Ghazali was more explicit than al-Juwayni -
in these details• Musl~s came to consider his method 

more fruitful and better s,tited to the understanding 
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-
of ordinary people. In fairness to al-Juwayn1, 

however, it must be ~ointed out that hints of 

these processes of' thought can be round in his 

own argumentation. 

-Vn1at distinguishes al-Qha7:Sl1 is that 

when the methods of previous scholastic theo

logians proved insut•:fi.cient, he allowed the 

mystic v1a:y to ·be unmixed with them although . 
this appears most clearly in the ~~~~; this 

-s·Qhere of experience, al-Juwayni neglected 

altogether. 
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CHAP'lER II. 

NATURE OF GOD. 

PART I. 

The difficulty of its detinit1o~ 

Theology does not give an exact definition of 

the escence of God. Theologieal. discussions only try 

to describe His nature by defining His attributes and 

their special characteristics (ahkama-h&). These 

attributes, in al-Juwayni•s view, are divided into two 

classes: 

1. Sifat natsiYahl these are essential_ attributes, 

which exist as long as the thi.ng described 

itself exists. There is no casual relation

ship between them and the nature of God. Such 

are the attributes of existence (JB~ and 

( 
_). 

eternity .baaa). 

2. Sitat ma < nawtYah& Besides the established 
• 
attributes of God's nature - as, for example, 

power, will, knowledge, etc. - there are the 

grounds for these attributes, namely His being 

powerful or omnipotent, His being willing, His 

being knowing. The latter are called sifat ma 

nawiyah, which might perhaps be translated as 

"conceptual attributes." 

In this chapter, I shall aeal with the f'irst class 

ot attributes, giving special ~rtance to God's existence 

and unity, and to al-Juwayni' a W83' of proving them; a later 
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chapter will be devoted to the second class. 

God, as al-Juwayni characterises Him, has no 

beginning and no end; unlike created things, He is 

causeless; He is not body (..1.!.!!Ji), nor is He corporal. 

(jiamani); He is not accident, and not substance. Al

Juwayni goes to some length to prove that God is not 

substance (jawhar), arguing against the Christian idea 

of the Hypotases (al-aqinfm ath-thalathah) and explain

ing the ,connection between it and the idea of al-~wil, 
(1) 

in which s,<)me Muslim theologians believe. 

PART II. 

The Existence and the One-ness of' God. 

1. The Existence of Clod. 
~ 

A. Al-Juwa,yn1 ... 
Al-Juwayni bases our knowledge of the exist-

ence of God on the origination of the Universe; this, in 

his view, requires the ai~fir.mation of f'our propositions 

l) that there are accident& 2) that accidents are orig

inated 3) that accidents cannot exist without a substance 
(2) 

4) that nothing occurs (m~dath) which has no beginning. 

Al-JUwayni then proceeds to prove all these propositions 

and to examine and rebut views inconsistent with themJ but 
to 

it is/the first and second that he gives the greatest 

importance. 
To prove his first proposition, he exammea the 

movement of substance, 1 ts transference from one place 

to another, and Shows that this necessitates a cause for 

1) Al-Irshid, Paris ed.. ,Arabic text PP• 27-30.{2)Al-Irshidp.l1 
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the movement. Then he analyses that cause, deducing 

that it cannot be the; nature of.' the substance itself, 

but must be something else. This other thing must be 

either a :free agent (f'ii'il m~tar) or a "form" {ma'n& 

miijab) subsisting in the substance. It cannot be an 

agent, therefore 'i·t muat be a "forml' And thie "form'' 

is the accident, the existence of which he set out to 
(1) 

prove. 

In proving the origination of accidents, al-
-Juwayni makes four prel~.minary po1.ntea 

(a) what has no beginning can have no end, or 

that whose pre-eternity is established cannot 

be non-existent. 

(b) the accident does not inhere in the accident, 

i.e. cannot subsist except tn the substance. 

(c) the movement or transfer of the accident from 

one substance to another is ~possible. 

(d) the idea of latency and emergence (a1-kumiin 

wa z-zuhiir) is erroneous. 
(1 ., 

Al~wayni gives special attention to the first 

ot these points, because by proving it he also proves 

that God is everlasting. Be therefore argues at length 

and in detail along the following lines: "The non-exist

ence or the pre-eternal at a particular time is either 

1) Al-Irehi.dpp. 10 - ll. 
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necessary or possible or ~po~sible. T.he first of these 

alternatives is abe;urd. As to the second, it presupposes 

a deter,minant (muqtadi) which tnakea its appearance when 

the pre-eternal has long been in existence. 

This determinant must be either (l) an active 

agent, or {2) an originated opposite, or (3) the remova~ 

of one of the conditione of continued existence. 

1. It 1a impossible that the deter-minant 

should be associated vd.th aey particular 

agent, because non-existence is mere negation. 

2. It is also tmpossible to think of it as an 

originated opposite, as it woUld necessarily 

be in opposition to the pre-eternal before it 

(i.e. the originated opposite) deprived the 

pre-eternal of existence. 

3. It cannot be the removal of a condi t1on of 

existence, for if the existence of the pre

eternal is conditional, then the condition 

must be pre-eternal ale9; it would then need 

another determinant to determine its own 

removal from existence - and so on in an 
(l) 

1nf'1.n1 te regress. 

tt must be concluded, therefore, that it is tmposs-

1ble for the pre-eternal ever to become non-existent. 

1) Al-Irshid, p.l2 & 13. 
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When he has made this and the other three pre

liminary points, al-Juw~i draws the following con

clusions: Substances do not precede accidents; what 

does not precede originated things is itself originated; 

consequently the.universe, with its substances and 
(1) 

accidents, is originated. · 

Both the existence ana the non-existence of this 

originated universe are possible. If its possi.ble exist

ence comee about - against its continued non-existence, 

which is also possible - the mind posits intuitively and 

without recourse to rationalproof that there must be a 

deter.minant to make it pass from non-existence to existence. 

In analysing this determinant, al-Juwayni considers three 

alternat1vesa (a) that it is a necessary cause ( cillah 

mujibah) (b) that it is a natural asent (tabi<ah) (c) that 
(2) 0 

it is a free agent. (fi'il mukhtir) 

l) IrBhad, p.ls. 

2) These terms need to be accurately distinguished. The 

free agent is the one that may act or desist from action 

in accordance with 1 ts own will. The;natural agent brings 

about a certain action without exercise of its will or 

choice, :grovided that relevant condi.tions are present, 

and hi.na.ra.nces absent; such is the effect of fire on other 

things, i.e. burning: it 1~ dependent on the presence of 

a certain cond ~.t 1 ;n, which is contact, and the absence of 
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.. 
Al-Juwayn1 d1sprovee.the first .two, and con-

cludes that the determinant is a tree agent. "It is 

therefore established,'' he wri tee, "that the determin

ant of originated things creates them freely, choosing 

for them pe.rticular forms and times. 1'h~.e i:ree agent 
(1) 

is the Creator ot' the Universe, or God.'' 

This pzlove-e only that the Universe is in need of 

a Maker, not thet the Maker exists, ror it is possible 
... 

to eo·ntend that the Maker· is non-existent. Al-Juwayni 

therefore proceeds with his proof o£ the existence of 

God with a comparison of the different concepts of non

existence aclopted. by Ahl as-Sunnah and the Mu(tazilites. 

The lltter asserted the.t non-existent th:t.nge have attributes, 

and theref'ore had to concede the.t there may be a non

existent Mc~er or the Universe. Ahl as-Sunnah, however, 

Footnote no.(2) contd. from P.73. 

a hindrance, which is the humidity of the object, and the 

fire itself exerts no choice. As to the necessary cause, 

it is the one ~rom which an action derives irrespective 

of the presence of certain conditions or the absence or 
hindrances; such is the movement or the f'inger, which 

necessitates the movement of the ring upon it. Here the 

effect inevitably follows the cause, whereas the natural 

asent may not give rise to any effect because a condition 

may be a~seni, or a hindrance present. 

1) IrShad, PP• 16-17. 
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hold that non-existence 1s absolute negation and thst 

what is non-existent cannot have positive attributes, 

so that to speak of a negative Maker 1s sell'-contra

d1ct1on. In his exposition, al-Juw~ni ascri~es to 

the previous ~@me the view that the existence of God 

is one of His attributes; he himselr, however, maintains 

that the existence of God is not an attribute of: His 

essence, but is the essence itself. "The acceptable 

view," he says "is not to consider existence one of 

the attributes, for existence is the essence: itself ••• 

The Imims - God be pleased with them - were being lax 
(l) 

in considering existence as one of the attrtbutes." 

B. AL - GH'AZALI 

Al-GhazaJ.i' s proof of the existence of God in 

Al-Iqtiead fi 1-I'tiqid is, in its substance and in 
" 

its broad lines, no different rrom al-Juwayni•s. Like 

al-Juwaynf, he builds up hie argument on the origination 

of the Universe which consists or both substance and 

accident, and on the movement and ~ability resulting 

from tlie transference o~ e. substance from one place to 

another and ita stabilization therein; step by step he 

comes to prove the need for a Maker both existent and 

pre-eternal, and in so doing he argues for the propos

ition that ''what has no beginning can have no end" in 

1) Al-Irshid, ~.18. 
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much the same way as did al-Juwayn1. Al-gs&zal1 differs 

from his master not in the premises he adopted but in the 

fact that often in the course of hie argumentation he 

formulated possible objections to his contentions, and 

then undertook to rebut and confute these objections; 

indeed it seems that in this part o~ al-Igti~ad al~zili 

was strongly affected by his bitter and drawn-out contro

versy with the F9.lasifah on the subtject of the pre-eterni ty 

of the Universe, broached in Tahafut al-FalasifalM 

Stmilarly, on the subject of as-Sifat an-NareiY~ 
• < 

- -al-Ghaza11 diffei~e neither in substance nozt in detail from -
al-Juwayni, although he devotes most of his apace to dis

proving the attribution or position (jinah) to God, as 

will be discussed more tully in a later chapter. 

2. Tp ONE-NESS OF GOD 

-A. AL-JUWAYNI 

Al-Juwaynf begins his discussion of the One-ness 

of God by defining what it means to theologian~ He ascribes 

two meanings to the term: 

1. God's 1nd1Ti81b111ty: there can be no parts and. 

no division in H~, and 

2. His Uniqueness: there is none like or equal to H~, 

1. e. Be can have no associate. 

1) cr. Al-Irsnad, p.l3, Iqtlsad, p.l9 • .. 
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Al-Juw~ni proves the indivisibility of God in 

the following manner: If God were composed of several 

parts, each of these parts woUld be independent of the 

other, and it would then follow either (a) that only 

one of these parts would be characterized by knowledge, 

lite, power, etc., or (b) that each would be character

ized by all those attributes. The first of these altera-

tivee is absurd, because to posit a pre-eternal Being 

that is not omnipotent, all-knowing, or living is a bald 
(l) 

and arbitrary assertion without any proof to back it. 

As to the second alternative, it is tantamount to recog

nizing two gods, not two parts of one god, and is also 

to be rejected. In arguing against this polytheism, al

JUwayni rests on the Qur anic verses ~If there were in 

them ( 1. e-. the Heavens and the Earth) other gods than 

Allah, their order would have been disrupted." This 

~roof is the one which Muslim theologians ter.m burhan 

at-tamiilu ~, and which e.l-Ju.wayni thus casts into the 

form~ as-sabr wat t-tagsfuu "If we assume the exist

ence of two gods and of one bo~ which one of the gods 

wills to move and the other wills to keep sti~l, then 

all the possible results will be rationally unacceptable' 

l ).Al-Irshad, P• 31. 
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(a) if the wills of both are ct.trx·ied~.mt. there 

will be motion and quiescence in the same 

body at the same time, and this is impossible. 

(b) if the will or neither is carried out, there 

will be& 

(1) a bo~ deprived of both motion and 
.. C' ..... ~ 

quiescence, and thi~abeurd; 

(11) two gods incapable or exercising their 

will, and this also is absurd. 

(c) if the will of one is carz~ied out to the detrin1ent 

of the other's the second would be proved to be 
{1) 

impotent. Now if a pre-eternal Being is ~poWent, 

his impotence must alm be pre-eternal and inherent, 

and this is absurd because ~potence manifests 

itself in preventing an occurrence which is 

possible in itself, so that the creation of the 
(2) 

possible Universe is inconsistent with ~potence. 

Al-Juwaynf then att~cks the hypothesis that there 

oan be two gods one of whom creates subs.tances and the 

other accidents, without can811ot or encroachment between 

the.m, and here again al-Juw~i resorts to burhin at

taminu'. 

1 )Al.:n-shad, P• 31. 

2 )\1.-tl'shid, PP• 30-34. 
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This is the substance of al-JUwayni•s proof o~ 

the One-ness of God; although he devotes several pages 

of al-Irshad to the question, the bulk of this space is 

occupied by his ant1cip~tion and refUtation of the 

counter-arguments of Mu'taz111te and. other opponents. 

-Like al-JUwayni, and with only slight elaboration 

of details, al-Ghazali starts his 1nveEt1gation of the 

One-ness of God by defining the term. He ascribes to 

it two meanings: 

1. that God is 1nd1.v1sible, for He has no quantity, 

and what has no quantity cannot be divided. 

2. that God has no equal in degree and no op~oa1te. 

That God has no opposite is evident since the oppo

site of a thtng is that which alternates with it in 

the occupation of a place, and never shares it; now 

God has no place, and therefore can have no opposite. 

What is meant by the peerlessness ( la nidda lahu 

:t1 rutbat1hf) of God is that no Being created by 

God and proceeding from Him can equal Him. In 

proving this proposition al-Ghazali also makes 

use of burhin at-taminu~, but whereas al-Juw~1 
- -illustrated it with the conflict of wills, al~azali 

drew his argument from the degrees of existence and 

o~ excellencet "If God has an associate, then this 

associate must be one of three: 
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(a) either equal to God in degree, 

(b) or of higher degree than God, 

(c) or of lower degree. 

Each of these al terne.tives can be shown to be absurd. 

In the i',.r·st case, duality :J.mpliea variation; this varia

tion may be in the natui·e (movement and colour, for example, 

are two · differe11t natures' although they may exist in the 

same place and at the same time), or 1t may be a vari.ation 

in place or time, the nature being the same {an illustra

tion of this would be two olackn~whieh c~~ot reside 

in one substance at one time). Now i.f' God's associate is 

His equal in every way, his existence becomes ~possible, 

for the)'· cannot differ in nature since they are both pre

supposed to be pre-eternal, and they cannot differ in time 

or place since the.y are not bounded by ttme or place. 

Since therefore there can be na var1at1.on, there can be 
(1) 

no duality either, and the Unity of God is established. 

The second andi·.third alternstives are eq:ually 

absurd• tor God is ex hypothesi the highest Being in 

existence; :f.n either· oi: the two cases therefore, the 
(2) 

higher form is God a.nd~he other is not God. 

l)Al;QQ.ti~uid, P• 36. Similarly al-Juwayni writes, "OUr 

pur~oee is to diGprove that there may be two pre-

eternal beings to both of whom the quality of 
tf 

divinity is ascribed. Al~shad, P• 35. 

2)\l~tisad, P• 35 • • 
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Al-mle.zalf then attacks the theory that there 

might be two gods d1v1.ding between them the creation 

of the universe, the dividing line being between heaven 

and earth, or animate aDd inanimate, or good and evil. 

He reduces this theo~ to two alternat1ve&J either 

(a) the d:lv1.41ng line cuts through bott~. substances and 

~ccidents, each ·of the gods creating ,same of the sub

stances 8nd eome ot the accidenta, or (b) one of them 

~re'ltee all the substances and the other all the accidents. 

Al-Ghazali then disproves both the alternatives in a 

- 1"" ' manner the.t soeroely dif:eers ~rom the J!urhan mt-t@Planl 
- (1) 

and from al-3uwayn1'e argumentation, except that his 

analysis and refutation of the hJpothes1s that one god 

may create soleJy g:.lod and the other solely evil takes 

an unexpected form. "This amounts to folJ.7, .. he writes 

or the bJpotheeia, "for ~1 is not ev1l in its easenceJ 

1n4ee4 in its essence 1t i.s equal and a1nl1lar to good, · 

and he who has the power to creat one thing hae the 
' (2) 

power to oreate 1te like." To il~ustrate this essential 

e~lar1ty of good and evil, aDd the consequent eqQ&lit7 

or the power to create either, al~z&li writesa 

l)cx ·AJ..-tqtt~ad, PP• 36--37 and Irshid, PP. M--30. 

2 )Al.:]lt i aid, P• 38. 
• 
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To burn with f,_re the body of a Muslim 1s 

evil, but to burn the body of an unbeliever 

is good and is e prevention of evil. Thus 

if a person ~ronounce the she~dah burning 

him becomea an evil. Now he who had power 

to burn fleP~ with fire when be refrained 

from :9rofessing the fa1. th lmdou'btedly has 

p~er to burn it after his :;>rofession of it, 

for his pronouncing of t.he shahada.h is a 

sound that. disap~Jee.rf:. 'Ni thout altering the 

essence of flesh or fire or burning ••••••• 

The burntn~s are there~ore e~ilar, and 

the power to DPP.lY them must be ascribed 

-· .. ' equally to both gods; the burhgn at-tmnanu 
(l) 

then<'applies. 

Al·-Qhazalf concludes hi~ argument w1 th the 

assertion tha.t the nult1:plictty ot: gods in ~ form 

would result in conf\tsion, and he q~otes the Qur)anio 

verae; ''If there were in them ( 1. e. the Heavens and 

t~e E~rth), other gods than Allah, their order would 

have been disrll-pted." 
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COMPARISOJ 

It will be observed that al-Ghazalf expanded -
the meaning of the One-ness of God to include the 

denial of an opposite to God. This idea is .imPlicit 

1n al-Juwayn1 1 s explanation ot the true nature of 

the One-ness of God, especially in that he argued 

against the ~ossibility of there being an associate 
,_ .,. . 

of God; but al-gnazali brougnt 1 t out and exp01 nded 

1 t in such deta:tl that he had to d.evote a special 

proof to it. 

There is also a noti eee.ble difference between 

al-Juwayni•s illustration of burhin at-taminu' with 

the conflict of will and power in multiple gods, end 

al~zalf's development of the same proof in connection 

with degrees of existence and his comparisons of Perfeot 

·wi·th Imperfect, Higher with Lower. He seems to have 

realised that the comparison of gods ought not to be 

based on the efficacity of their wills or the extent 

of their power, for these are issues whiCh derive from 

other, more fundamental ones. The comparison ought 

rather to be based on the degree of perfection attatned 

by each of the gods, for it is this degree of perfection 

that determines hie rank among existent beings, and to 

this ran'k: power and will are subsidiary - for the higher_. 

in rank will necessarilY have the wider power and the 

more efficacious will. 
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~ ~ 

In this, al-!!b,azali was influenced by the Suf1 

view of ~rogreasion from the lower to the higher degree 

of' exi et,enoe, leading up to absolute perf'ttction, which 

is realized only in the divine essence. 
- ..... 

Al~azali stands alone in hi~ discussion of 

the Persian ~hilosophic concept o~ gods of good and . 

evil. His argument here, however, is not altogether 

devoid of so-phistry and speoiouan.es6, for good and 

evil are moral va.luec which 1na.y be attached to actions 

in accordance with the·motives 'behind them. They are 

not the essence or flesh or the esuence or fil1e or 

the essence o~ ournir~, and they therefore cannot be 

said to be e~ilar: burning with a good motive is good, 

burning with a bad motive is bad, and it follows that 

power to create good ia not s~ilar to the power to 

create evil. 

Al-Ghazali'e choice of an illustration for his -
argwaent was also ini'elici tous, f'or Islam does not 

teach that it is good to burn the ·oocy of an unbeliever; 

1t does not even permit such a practice but forbids it 

as e trictly as :i.t f·orbids burning the body of a 11\lslim. 

I cannot "oe~ieve that al-Gt.uizali was mis1n1'or.med about 

these teachings; it rather seema that in this he was 

trying to enlist s·u.pporters 1'rom the ranks of Muslim 

extremists - and in his controver~· with the Fa1isifai 

he was sorely in need of supporters. 
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Chapter III. 

THE ATTRIBUTES OF GQD 

Part 1. 

Kgowledge ot the attribute~ 

and of thei~ snecial characteristics. 

In this chapter we shall investigate - as has been 

inttmated above - the sub~ect of "the seven attributes 

of God," or, as they are called by the Muslim theologians, 
... '-· •.. 

~ifat al-Ma ani. The chapter will be divided into two parts: 

L. knowledge of these attributes and or their 

special characteristics, 

2. the problem of their being in addition to 

God's essence. 

Before discussing these two questions, it will be 

necessary to define precisely what points o:r difference 

they raised among Musl~ theologian& 

The 11Utakal11mlin ( 1. e. the :Ash "arfy·ah, MStiiridlyah, 

and IIU '"taz1lah) and the Musliin philosophers agree that 

God is powertul, willing, knowing, living, hearing, 

seeing and articulate, because they all accept the 

evidence for associating these concepts with God. ~hey 

differ, however, on the rollowing ~estiona Once it is 

established that God is knowing, potent, willing, does 

it follow that there are such attributes as knOwledge, 

power, will, which are distinguiShable from and additional 

to Bis essence? Most of the Mu'taz1lah and practioallT 
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all the philosonhers maintain that it does not, but 

tha~. His essence 1.t self t..n~.f3much as :t t originates 

the ·~-lnve:ll ing of thi.nes to Him is knowlege, inasmuch 

as 1.t makes -t;be ~o ssible a.ct1'l81 is power, and 1r..:.S.EmUCh 

e.s it nui'reB the possi1:ile existent or non-existent is 

will, so th~t God i c knowing ~:1a rot8nt and ?Iillir..g by 

vtrtue of Hie own essence and not an attribute distinct 

from end extraneous to His e£-eence. Those ~ho hold this 

view consider that 1 t ?la. ces God. 1.n a h:tr;her and more 

truly -perfect o.egree than 1.f extr·J.Jleoue. attributes were: 

ae:.eribed to Hi'tn, for His pre-etel.,n1.t~ r~equiree tha.t His 

essence Bhoulo not be cona 1 t:tonea by an~ything other 

than itfJelf in. the e.ttatnment of' perfection. 

The reron1.nder o:r the Mutakallimiin hold that if 

God is potent and willing, then it necessarily ~ollowe 

that ther~: r-.re such attr1.butec as power· and will distinct 

from His esr.~ence. Beyond t.hi.s, however, they are divided 

in o:p~.nton: 

' .... (a) Most of the Ash ar1yeh ~nd same or t~e 
MU tazilah hold that these attributes ere 

other th~~ God's eceence, and consider it 

correct both linguistically and from the 

standpoint o'f r'2velat.1.or.s to s:oeak of them 

as such. 

(b) Al-ARh<ari himsel:r holds that although 

additional to the essence, the attributes 

cannot be said to be either the essence 
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itself or other than the essence. 

Interesting though it would be to discuss these con-
-, 

fl1cting opinions, our concern here is only with al-JUwaJDi s 

and al-Ghazili's views on the sub~eot. -
PART H. 

-AL - JUWAYNI. 

A. 

To al-JUwayni, the question of the attributes is the 

most ~portant of those that have occupied the attentionof 

Muslim theologians, and it is indeed a crucial one both 

because it is one of the main points o,t! contact and s1m1lar-

it7 between Islam and Christianity since it is comparable to 

the idea of the Hypostases, and because many other theologi

cal issues - such as the creation of the Qur,in, the omnipo

tence of God, the extent of His power in relation to Man's 

and so - derive from it. Al-Juwayni therefore devotes a 

~reat deal of space to 1t in al-IrBhid. 

He prepares the ground for his discussion of it with 

two studies, the first investigating the AB•il, and the 

second seeking to disprove the view held by the Mu tazilah 

and the Fal.asifah that God has no cause, for it is one of 

the premises upon which rests their theol'f that the attri-
(1) 

butes are not distinct from God's essence. 

-Al-Juwayni considers this question so fundamental 

that he contends no theologian can fail to investigate it, 

1) ~-Irshid, p.48 
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''whether under the heading of Ahwal, or WUjUh, or Sif'at 
(:t') ~ 

Naf's." 

He divides all tbown things into three ca~egoriesa 

(a) existent;, 

(b) non-existent, 

(c) a condition which cannot be qualified as existent 

or non-existent; this is what he calls the nil 

( 
-- ( 2) c 

pl.·: ahwal). 
c 

He then subdivides these ahwil into two& 

(1) what is both ascribable to the essence and 

caused by' 1 t. This is any characteristic 

ascribed to the essence as a result of a 

quality inherent in :tt; thus the fact that 

a being is living or powerful confers upon 

it the attribute of life or power. 

(11) what is ascribable to the essence, but not 

caused by 1 t. 

This is eny feature of an existent being 

which is neither exietent by itself nor is 

caused by another existent being; an example 

of this is the occupation of space by a sub-

stance. 

1) Ibid., P• 48 

2) Ibid., P• 47 
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Moat of the mutakall1miin de~ the @hwal and oon-. 
eider for a substance to occupy space or for an essence 

to be potent is identical with the existence of that 

-essence. To prove the ahwal, however, al-Juwayn1 argues 

that if a person knew of the existence of a substance 

but not of its occupation of space, and then came to 

know that the substmce ocoup1.ed space, he would then 

have acquired new kmwledge ab,Jut e. thing already known, 

and he would then be in possession of two distinct items 

of knowledge - knowledge of existence, and knowledge of 

occupation of space. Now the object of the second item 

of knowledge is \either identi.cal with the object of the 

rirst, or else it is distinct from and additional to it; 

it cannot be identical with the object o~ the first 

item o~ knowledge, ~or it is self-evident to Bn1 rational 

being who has acquired this second item of knowledge 

that he knows something he did not knov1 before. It is 

there~ore established that the occupation of space is 

distinct from the existence of a substance, and that 
(1) 

power is additional to the essence of the potent being. 

2. Has God no ground? 

Al-Juwaynl discusses and rebuts at length the 

arguments of .the Mu tazilah eeeking to prove that CJod 

l~rShad, pp.47, 48, 49. 
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has no ground. He then offers three proors that God 

has grounds (is mu 1allal) and that the attributes are 

additional to His essence. Some of his arguments are 

based on analogical deductions from the present and 

known to the absent and unknown ( gbiis l ghii ~ib <alj 
... - (1 

ash shihid) and the others on as-sabr wa t-taqs1m, and 

there is therefore no need for us to devote more apace 

to them. 

How if it is established that the ahwai exist 
• 

and that God has grounds, then the seven attributes 

are easilY proved; these are described as pre-eternal, 

ever-last 1.ng ( abadtyah) and inherent 1n God • s essence 

(we shall show how they differ from the essence when 

we come to discuss whether they are additional). In 
-his arguments here, al-Juweyn1 relies upon generally 

accepted premises and on the giyas 1 ghi~ibcala ash 

sh8h1d. 

He a.eems self-evident the attributes of knowledge, 

power, and life, for it is establiShed that God is the 

creator of the Universe, and a rational being aw~e of 

its orderliness a~d perfection must concede that it can 

have emanated only from a knowing, potent, Being. He 

writes, "Anyone who sees orderly lines and connected, 

we1l-traoed strokes, yet deems it possible that the7 

l) Discussed in al-Irshid, PP• 611 52, q.v. 
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have been produced by one ignorant of the art of wr1 ting 

la beyond the pale of reason and is wtraying into the 
~1) 

maze of ignorance.' 

And if it is established that the Creator 

possesses the attributes of k11Dwledge anA power, it 

necessarily follows that He 1e living. 

Similarly, the proof that God is willing is as 

follows: that the actions of hwaans Should occur in 

partic.~lar ways 01'1 ~t part,.cular times to the exclusion 

of others necessarily indicates that they willed their 

occurrence in a speoial manner and at a special t~e.· 

Just aa orderliness and perfection prove that their 

author is knowing, so do the special :forma and times 

ot• events prove that he is willing. This conolusim 

is applicable to God as it 1a to man by analogy of 
(2) 

the unseen w1 th the seen. 

Again, if it ie established that He is living• 

1 t t'ollowa that He is also hearing and seeing, f'or if 

He were devoid of these attributes their opposites 

would be attributable to H~, i.e. He would be tmper-
( 3) 

feet. But if it is establiShed that God is seeing 

and hear·ing, why not attribute the other senses· .. 

taste, ~1a11, feeling - also to Him? itorestalling 

1 )u.-l rshad, p. 36. 

2) Ibid., P• 38 

3) Ibid., P• 43 
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-this argument, al-Juwayn1 a.ffirms that the same 

process of thought which ~roves·God to be hearing 

and seeing also shows that it is necessary to attribute 

to Him the reality of other eenaee, i.e. the cognition 

of what is experienced by the senses. HOwever, he 

deems God to be too exalted to possess the attributes 

of smell, taste, or ~eeling (l) because these attributes 

~ly certain contacts unworthy of God, and (2) because 

these attributes ar•e not the reality of the senses. 

For a man mey rightly say, "I smelt the apple, but 

did not experience its fragrance," and this shows that 

there is a distinction between the act of anelling 

(above which God is exalted) and the experience itself, 

which is attributable to Hibh 

Kalam Allah. 

"' ~-Juw~ni starts his discussion of this point 

by referring to the argument he had devised to establish 

that attribute, and he claims that Muel~ opinion is 

unanimous in a1'f1rming this attribute, but is not agreed 

on its special characteristics. The argument is this: 

''Miracles have proved the truthfulnness of prophets, 

and these - after proving their trut~ness - have 

infor.med us in general that speech is attributable to 

God, and also of certain details conoel"'ning this speech. 

It is therefore necessary to ascribe the attribute of 
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{1) , 
speeoh to God." Al-JUwayn1 reviews and discusses 

all the diff'erent attem:9ts to define this attribute, 

and then discloses hie private opinion, sqing: .,It 

is best to saw, 'Speech is coherent notions residing 

in the spirit.' Or, 1~ rurther elaboration 1e desired, 

it is such notions residing in the ~pirit as are made 

x·ecognizable by expression and by conventionall7 agreed 
(~) 

sigAa. tt 1!his is precisely what Ahl al-Haqq af':f1rmed. 
,. 

The Mu tazilah, however, de~ire d speech ae ••ordered 

letters and inte1~i ttent sounds denoting de:fini te aims." 

These do not admit of such "inward speech" (kalam an-nat's) 
... 

ae is l;)OS1 ted by al-Juwayni• and the Sunnites. 'l'he 

mu tazilite Abu Hash~ al-Jubba~i did mention such 

speech, but he calls d 1 t khawat 1r (thoughts) and held 
• 

that such khawatir were cognised by the fao~ty o~ 

hearing. Abii <Ali al-JUbba>i however, asserted that 

tl1e sounds n1ade intermittent by the articulation ef 

letters does n~ make up speech, but that speeoh consists 

of th~ letters associated with the sounds, these letters 

being heard at the same time as the eoU:.~s. 

-Al-JUwayni reviews and refUtes these views, 

and then marehalls his arguments for asserting kalim 

an-ners; they may be reduced tQ three: 

l) A rational man giving an order to his slave 

neceesar1ly has in h~ a demand for obedience, to which 

1 )\"blrshid, p. 44 ~ 

2~rshad, p. 60 
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he gives expz~ession in spoken words, or certain signs, 

or the symbols of writing. This abstract notion - which 

al-Juw~I calls exigence (1qtida>)- is something 
~ 

di:f:f'ez~ent from will or belief'. It is different from 

will, for a master may order his slave what he does not 

really desire him to do and yet teel within h~eelf 

the exigence that the action he hae ordered Should be 

carried out. It is also different from belief, because 

belief can only be supposition, or knowledge, or ignorance, 

or the like, and the person who experiences this exigence 

of obedience is certain that it ie neither kr~wledge, 

nor supposition, . nor ignorance, nor conjecture, nor guess. 

2) When one says, "Do such-and-such a thing" he is 

indicating either the obligation to do a certatn action, 

or ita per.m1ssib1lity, or its desirability, or he may 

even have in mind ita 1;)roh1bit1on. Now when it is meant 

to indicate obligation, the expresAion cannot be said 

to be the obligation itself because the ~erat1ve for.m 

into which it is cast is exactly the same as for 1nd1cat• 

ing, say desirability; the obligation therefore is an 

abstract notion manifested in a certain for.m of expression. 

3) The third proof is based on linguistic usage. The 

Arabs used the word kalam to include notions in the mind, 

e.s in the exprcsc;ionc kana f'f p.afai kalimu,pa and Z&!!ll£1;U 

fi natal gawl!Q; indeed a verse by al-Akh~al rune as 

follOWS I 
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inna 1-kalima la-fi 1-fu )ad1 wa innami 

ju("ila 1-lisinu cala 1-:tu,idi dalllii 

(speech is in the heart, and the tongue was made 

soley to be the interprete'r o·f the heart~. 

All this proves that the word Kalim has a wider 

significance than the spoken word, and in fact includes 

kaliim an-nafs. 

Such, tn brief, are the arguments adduced b7 al-
- _(1) 

Juwayni to establish al-kali:im an-nafsi. 

Finally, al-Juwayn{ reduces the disagreement 

between Ahl al-Hagq and the MU tazilah to a conflict 
• 

of terms, and he makes out that whe.t the former affirm 

is not what the latter deny. For when the Mu. <tazilah 

defined Kalim as the action of the mutakalligl (speaker), 

and asserted that the action need not reside in the 

agent, they were considering k!lim as mere words, and 

they accordingly concluded that the Qur.'in was created. 

But when Ahl al-Baqq - of whom al-Juwayni is one - def1ne4 . 
kalim as something residing in the essence of the speaker, 

they had to deny that the speaker Wf&S the creator of the 

speech, else they would have had to concede that God • s 

kalim was created and that there could therefore be 

originated things within Hie essence. In this respect 

al-JUwaJD! writes:"The controTersy with the Mtt~tazilah 

and other opponents on this point centres in what is 

1 )Al:lrsh'id, P• 67. 
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4enie4 an4 what is at~fllllled. What the7 have aft'ised 

and oalle4 kal,im le 1n4ee4 in itself' eetabl1ahecL The 

disagreement then !a a matter of language and te:na1nologa 

what they mean when they etq, 1 Th1a espreaeion le kalim 

AAJ.M' is that it is ot Hta oreat1on. 1'hat it is created 

bJ' Him we do not de~, but we reb'aln from oalllng the 

oreator o~ speech a speaker of lt, 1. e. we are asreed 

on the idea, but 4! eagree on terms. As to the Jsalia 

wh1ob Ah1 al•Ragg 4eecr1bee as pre-eternal, 1t !a the 
' 

kllila residing 1n the spirit, and this aur op!)Onents 
(1) 

dfm7 altogether. " 

tt would aeem that Ibn Itueh4 was rani liar with 

al-Juw~fta analfals or this dispute, for in tl•l&lb' 

he bae a passage which le almost a textual reproduction 
-- (2) 

o~ al-Juwqnt' a. 

It is in this sense that the Qur>in 1s Jstlil 

611M• an4 that 1 t ta pre-eternal and nerlasting, ~or 

it consists of motions held tn the spirit. lt la not 

the eO\Uids -pronounced in reel tat ton or the Ht-te•a 

traced OD paper, for these are urdoubtecU.y ortg1Date4 

thtDBe created b7 Oocl, and caan be aaid to be Jg11im 

A11ih onl.N metaphOricall7, tn the sense that theN 
('8)"" 

indicate Ria Jsaljsg.. tn the light of this rhetoaioal 

l)i-lraha4, p. 6'7. 

S) Al-Ka~ can Manih1g al-Adillah, Cairo 84. , pp. 82-83. 

& )Al:lrsbi4, P• 67 
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usage, the majority o:t: MUslims basing themselves on 

the qur' inic verse: ui:r one of the unbelievers request 

thv.·r 1'_>rotaction, protect him until he has heard kalijp 

Allah" - are agreed that kal8m Allfih} may be heard, or 

written 1.n books, o:r retained in the;' re art; but it must 

not be understood that i.t res1.d.es in the book or dwells 

1.n a heart. 

Al-J'UwB-ynf branches o:f:f 1nto many details in 

connection with the Qur an, reviewi.ng and di sous sing 

divers oninions on ~1oh questions ae the meaning of 

mutakallim, the difference between the :reci.tation of 

the Qur an by the reciters and the abstract notions 

the.t make 1.t up, end -p:rov1ng that the occUJ'ence 1n 

the Qur an of var:t ed. f'orme of expression such as the 

i.mpere.tive, the :')rohibi tion, the af'f'!rme.t1on and the 

interrogat1.Jn d.o not ~ecessi.tate a div1.eicn withi!l 

the a ttr~bute of' knla.m, but that - li.ke all the other 

attributes - ~.t 1s nn:tried, even thoU.f!.h the features 

d.er:lv~.np- rrorn t t. d~.f'i'CT emone themselvee. However, it 

i::: not f'or us t.o f'ollovr al-J'ttw~vni 'tnt.o all these 

digrensions, each of' wh~_ch :l.s worth,~.r of an independent 

essay. 

The Attribute of nost-eternity 

The mutrutallimttn hgve disagreed about the e1ghth 

-possible Attribute, that of pre-eternity. The MU<tazilah 

denied it, and the Ash 'arites prevtous to al-Juwayni 

affirmed it as an attr1.bute distinct from God's existence;_., 
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in the same category as Hie knowledge and powerl thus 

bringing the number of His attr:tbutea up to eight. Al-
...• 

Juwayn1, howe'1ror, hold.s that God is pre-eternal by 

Himself. For God's post-eternity is not ·a characteristic 

that h.~s t.o bP, estB.blished; 1.t is continued existence, 

and not an attrtbute acd1.ti.ona.l to the essence. To 

-prove this., al-Juweyni uses two e.rgum.ente: 

1) 1.:f.' there were such e.n attribute as everlasting 

existence, 1t would i.teelf' need to be everlasting. 

Th1.s 1.nvolves the ascription of a quality to 

1 tself', and this he deems to be absurd. 

2) if there were such an attr1.bute, it would also 

necesse.rily be pre-eternal, and this Je ads to 
(l) 

an :lnf1.ni te regression, which is also absurd. 

In hie reasoning on God's post-eternity, al

Juwayni co1u.es close to the Mu 'tazilah and their denial 

of the attributes as distinct entities. They, llOwever, 

make the attributes 1nsepara·o1e :from God's essenoe, · 

whereas al-Juw~nf reduces post-eternity to continued 

existence. 

l)AJ.-Irshad, PP• 46, 79. 
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AL-JUWAYNI B. 

The Problems of the .~dditional Attributes. 

In common w:tth Ahl el-Haqq, al-Juwayni believes 

that God is 11.v1~, ~:o::nowi.ng, "!?Otent, etc., and that 1t 

necessarily f'ollows thet there e.re attx~1butes of life, 

knowledge, ~ower, will hearing, sight, and speech; he 

also holds that these attributes are pre-eternal, inherent 

in Hie essence, and a.ddi.tional to it. There are those, 

however, who der~ that the attributes are additional, 

and they base themselves on two considerations& 

1) to acce-pt the attributes as additional is to 

say that God's es:::..ence is e;roy.nd.ed, and this 

they hold to 'be aasur·d. 

2) to admit th~t the attributes are pre-eternal 

and e.dd1.t1.on~l to God leads to -polytheism. 

For if the attributes share in God's pre

eternity, which is His most distinctive 

feature, they rr.ust necessarj_ly share in 
(1) 

the others 1 including His divinity. 

l) This is, in ~act, the stror~est ar6ume.nt in the hands 

o:r those ,-~ho deny that ther0 a1·e attributes adcii tional to 

God 1 s essence, 1'or 1 t la_ys us open to the same cri tic ism 

as we ~ievelled at the Christians over the question of 

the Hypostases: If we deem 1 t absurd of them to post 

three pre-eter.nal beings, the more absurd is it for us 

to posit seven - or, according to another reokoning, • 
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Al-Juw~ni answers the first of these objections 

along the lines we have already indicated when reviewing 

his discussion o:f whether God is grounded. As to the 

second objection, he says that it is ''an assertion devoid 

of prooi~," for tt ts not conceded that participation in 

the more distinctive reatures necessitates participation 

in others, and if it were it is not conceded that pre

eterni ty is God's moat distinctive 1"'eature. Al-JUwaynf 

proceeds at length with his discussiona and rerutations 

before concluding that the attri·butes are additional.. Be 

uses the attri·bute of' knowledge as an illustration, and 

writeaa uReason indiuates that knowledge 8 1 and it then 

aLfinna that know~edge ia auuitio~ to the essence, 

being known by traditional report •. Thus if Reason 

establishes that Know~edge is, and the consensus of 

opinion is that the existence o~ the Creator is not 

knowledge, then by collating the objects of Reason 

it a-p-pear that there is Knowledge wliioh is additional 
(1) 

to existence." 

Footr.ote (l)p. 99 contd. 
• eight - pre-eternal entities. It is this ellibarassing 

argument, wielded -oy the Falasifah and the MU 'tazilah, 

which led al-Aah ~&l"'l and some of' his disciples to say 

that the attz•ibutes are nei thet~ God' a essence nor distinct 

~rom it: they sought to avoid a pl~raLity of· pre-eternal 

beings. 

1 ).al-trehad, p. 55 
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One ~estion now remains& can these attributes 

be said to be distinct from the essence or not! Before 

answering, al-Juwayni attempts to define what is meant 

by distinct objects; hie definition isa "existent beings 

either of which may be divided from the other by tine, 
(:.L) 

S'9ace• existence, or non-existence." But he adds that 

there te nothi~ etther rational or traditional to 

di.fferentiete absol11tely the two d1.st,1.nct entities. 

He theref'o re ce..nnot state ee.tegorice.lly that the 

Mu taz1lah are wrong ~n defining distinct entities as 

"any two thin~e." But he re~1aes to describe the 

attributes of God as either di-fferent from, or identical 

with; the essencet they are Hneither He nor other than 

Be." 
(2) 

,· In this wey, al-Juwaynf avoids assertins .. ;a 

plurality of pre-eternal beirl[ts even as he avoids oon-

tra~~_ct1D8::.:sor1ptural texts by affirming - as ll~d·;·.~the 

Mu(ta~ilah and the Falas1fah - that the attributes are 
I 

the essence itself. 

2)U~rshad, p.79 see also p.82 where he writes, "Among, 

Hie names e.re so!rre of which it ca7"'ill.Ot be said that 

they ar·e He or other than lie. Such are any that 

in~icate a pre-eternal attribute, such as the know

ing, the Powerfl.u. " 
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AL•CIHAZALI 

(A) 

In dealing with this e~e subject, al-Ghazalf 

eacr1.bes to God the same seven attributes, and divides 

the discussion of them into two main perts1 

(l) what is diettnctive ot' each particular attribute, 

( 2) what is common to them all. 

Al-Ghazali begins by af't'irming the attributes 

end elaborating the special characteristics of each ~.n 

a way which, as will be seen, is in substance the same 

as al-Juwaynt' a, differing from 1 t only in better organisa

tion and greater clarity and detail. 

Ibe Firet At\ribute' P2wer 

It le the attribute by which action becornes possible 

to the Agent. Among its special aharacteristics le that it 

is related to all things possible, and as these are i.nf'1n1te 

there ie no limit to the power of God. To prove the preva

lence or God's power, al-Ghazil.i base~ bimsel:r on two 

propositions already proved; that God exists, and that 

the creator of the Universe is one. From these.premiaea 

only two poabible alternnt1vea can followa either Ood 

hse ae many pert1eulr powers as there are objects. of 

power (these being tnfinite), and this alter.native is 

absurd since it hae be~n established that the revolu .. 

t1ona ot the spheres cannot be infinite; or else Be has 
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a unified power over all substances and accidents, 

which differ among themselves but have one thing in 

common, i.e. poa~ibility. Therefore everything that 

is J;X>ssible··is subject to God's power and is actualised 
(1) 

by His power. 

Establishing the prevalence of God' e power 

raises a nunwer of theological problems, and in dis

cussing these al-Q:!!azilli deals with certain questions 

of the greatest ~portance. Some of these we Shall 

review in the later chapter devoted to (al-jabr wa 

1-ikhtiyar); at this point, we need only refer to al

~zilf' s answer to the following question: can things 

unknown be objects of power, or in other words, is there 

a relation between knowledge of a thing and its being 

BUb~ et to power? 

Before answering this question, al-Ghazal1 ~a 

that anything pocsible is an object or power and anything 

impossible is not. He then explains the meaning of "im

possible" and ''possible" in order to determim whether 

a thing UnknoWn. is possible and therefore an ob3ect of 

power, or ~possible and therefore not so. 

Thus he makes out that, viewed :rrom different 

aspects, the Universe may rightly be said to be "n~ 

"impossible," or "poss1.ble:" 

l) if the Will exists, and wi1ls it to exist, then 

it is necessary: 

1) Al-Iqtisad, P• 39. 
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2) if there is no Will willing 1t to exist, then it 

is 1m-poes1bleJ· 

3) if the Will for its existence or non-existence 

is left out of consideration, then it is possible, 

1. e, po ssi.ble in 1 t sell'. 

It is therefore imaginable that the same thing 

may be possiole and impossible at the same timet but 

only in the sense that it may be possible in itself and 

impossible in respect of eometh1ng ~lse. It cannot be 

at the same time posstble in itself and impossible in 
. . . (1) 

itself, for the two terms are contradictory. 

Now if' it is :roreknown to God, for example, that 

Zayd is to die on Saturday morn~.ng, then the creation ~ 

life for him at the same time is possible in itself, but 

impossible if it is considered that soo1ething outside 

of it; i.e. knowleage::, is connected with his deathJ thus 

life hae become impossible because of something outside 

itsel~, which is knowledge, otherwice knowledge will have 

become ignorance. So when we say, "Zayd' s life at auoh 

a time is an object of power,tt what is meant is that 

life in itself, inasmuch as it is life, ~not ~possible, 

and that God' a pow~r inasmuch as it is p~er is not in

capable (in itself or because of some reason within it) 

l) What is meant by "~osaible in itself" is what is 

precluded by the essence, such as the co-existence 

or two opposites - like blackness and whiteness -

1n the same substance. 
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of creating it. Therefore the negation of ~potence 

in the eesence of power, and the aff1r.mation of possibility 

in the essence of life are two matters which no rational 

being can gainsay. So when an opponent says that what 

is unknown is not subject to power, meaning that its 

existence wouldleao. to an 1mpossibility, then he is being 

truthful, end our quarrel w:l th him is not over this point 

but over whether it 1.s cor4rect to use the term in an 

absolute sense. This is a matter of linguistio research, 

and in such a C8.se a.s the one above there can be no doubt 
(1) 

that it is correct to apply the term ''potent'' to God. 

The Second Attri.bute: Knowledge. 

God is knowing of ITis attributes andof other things 

by virtue of His essence, and His knowledge is related 

to ~~ infinity of objects of knowledge, even as His 

power is related to an infinity of objects of power. 

The Third Attribute: Life. 

Knowledge that He has life follows from knowledg~ 

that He la knowi.ng and potent, for "living" means conscious 

of himself, know~.ng his own essence and that of •there. 

The Jourth Attribute! Will 

This is what determines that .a ~ossible thing 

sha~l be existen·t or non-existent. It cannot be dispense& 

with even where there is knowl·ed.ge, because knowledge 

is dependent upon the thing known, related to 1t in its 

1)\1..-I qt 1 eid, PP• 40-41. 
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actual form, an4 it is no part of its fUnction to alter 

or influence it. .The Will is involved in eve~ act of 

origination because every or1g1.nated thing is created 

by the power of God, and everything created by the power 

presupr.>oses a will to direct power to the object of pc. er. 

Thus every object or power is willed, gnd ever,y originated 

thing is an object of ~ower; therefore every originated 

thing i.s willed. 

Now among originated things are disbeliefs, sins, 

and acts of disobedience. In this connection, al~azali 

investigates several awkward questions: How can God 

command what He does not will? How can He will a thing 

which he prohibits? And how can He will abominations, 

acts of disobedience, injustices, and evils when he who 

wills such things is debased? Like others among Ahl al

Sunnah, al~azili settled these questions by differentiat

ing between command and Will, and by defining duty, good 

and evil. He also reviewed and criticised, along the 

same lines as his predecessors, other opinions on the 
(1) 

eubjeet. 

The l'i.fth and S1.xth Attributes: Hearing and Seeing. 

In asserting these, al-GhazS!i makes use or the 

argument from tradition as well as the rational argument. 

The traditional argument is based on the text of certain 

Qur)anic versee, such as: "Be is the Hearing and Seeing," 
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or in the wo·rds of Abraham: "Why dost thou worship what 

ce.nnot hear or see, and what Rvails thee nothing!" The 

rational argwnent, however, is as follows: The Creator 

is nearer perfection than the created; it is known that 

the seetng is nearer perfecti.on than the one who does 

not see, and the hearer nearer perfection than the one 

who does not hear-, and it is absurd to attr1.bute perfection 

to the or·eated and not to the oz~eator. 

J~-Ghazali enumerates all the objections that may -
be I~ai sed to ·the prenti oe h on which l.:.e tB s built his argu

ment, and he r·ef'utes these objections t.o his own satis:factioa 

He also considE:rs tl'1e other senses - such ae tasting and 

smelling - and concludes, like al-JUwayni, that it ie · 
(1) 

impossible to ascrioe them to God. 

The Seventh Attribute; Speech 

Whereas al-Juwa.ynf - as we have seen - relies on 

the consensus of opinion e.nc Gn traui tional argumentation 

to asbert this attribute, al-Qhazill objected to this 

method on the ground that the or,e \Vho believes God • s 

Gpaech to be impossible, c~~~ot believe the Apostle, for 

to deny Speech is also to der~ the Meseage, which uonsiets 

of the tra.lsm1as1on of Speech. He therefore declares* 

••He who at .. teanpts to proye Speeoh by consensus or by the 

words of the Apostle ha£; launched himaeJ.f on a difficult 

1)\llqtisid, PP• 51-63. 
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(1) 

road." Al-9Aaza1i considers it so·tlnder in this 

connection to i'ollow the sar,1e way as he had adopted 

in arguing for the attributes of hearing and seeing. 

Thus it may be said that the attribution of Speech to 

a living being is et t.her perf•ect1on, or imperfection, 

or neither this nor that; the latter two alternatives 

are absurd, so 1t is necessarily perfection - ~and every 

perfection existi.ng tn a created being must, by priority, 
{2) 

ax:!. et also i.n the Creator. " 

Al-.9haza1i attempts to delimit ''speech" and there

fore examines all the rational concepts with which it may 

be identified. These are three: 

(a) that it consists o:f sounds andl:Jtters; 

(b) that it consists of· the power to bring sound a 

and letters into ex1.stence; 

(c) that it has some other meaning. 

The first fillter.native ie impossible because sounds and 

letters are originated things, and therefore cannot be 

in the essence of God. The eeoond is also false for, 

although God has the -oower to create sounds, yet Be 

cannot be said to be a speaker until He has created the 

sound itself, and this would entail the existence of an 

originated thing in B1m. Al..gaazali therefore concludes 

that what 1e meant by "speeohtt is something di:tferent, 

l)Al-lqti~ad, P· o3. 

2) Ibid., P• 54. 
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viz. kalam an-naf's, which is neithei" sound norlatter; 

and he marshals, as did al~Tuw~ni before h~, linguistic 

arguments to Slll:>por·t this view. 

~.1t aven if it ts conceded that there is such 

an abstration as is intended by ~alam an-nafs, it may 

be objected. that it 1.s :nothing but Will, or Power, or 

Kr.~wledge - tt may be something "like knowledge of how 

to arrange vocables 9nd oonstructi,Jns, and how to form 

known. ideas in a particular way. 

Th:ts ~ay "be said to be an action called Thought, 

the farce from which it derives be1n~ called "thinking 
(l) 

~ower.~ To thts, al-ggazali answers that kalim an-nafa 

is different from the will to make certain vocables 

~.nd1 aate certain not i,)ns, just a.s :t t 1.s dif'ferent rrom 

the will to command; for when the master tells his slave 

"R1se!t1 the abstraction i:mi.oated by this word is speech. 

But it cannot be the will to indicate an abstraction, 

because 1ndie~t1on presupposes an object indicated 

nnd this object is different from the agent of indica

tion (dalfl) or ~rom the will to indicate. It oazmot 

be the will to connnand, either, because one may command 

without willing the :Performance of the action oomwanded, 

or even whi.le abhorring the action. Al-Qhazalf then 

l~qtiead, PP• 54-56 • 
.... 
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concludes, "The veil has therefore been taken away, 

and it appears that that thel•e exists an abstracti.on 

which !e the object indicated by the vocable, and 

distinct from other abc-;tractiona. This we call Speech. 

It is o~ a di:ff'ex·ent nature :from itcrns of kmwledge, 

will, or bel1.ef. It 1.s 110t impossi.ble to ascribe it 

to God; ind.eed it 1nust "be a6oribec1 to HJm, for this 

abstracti.on 1.s a 1'orm of" ~·:)leech and ia V!h~t is intended 

by p~e-eternal Speech. As for the letters they are 

originated thing5 1 and indj_cat.ions of' Speech; and the 

agent, of' :l.ndicati::rn. is differ·~11t f.L·OIIl the ob;jt~ bf it, 
(1). 

and.!D&s d:Ltferent charac+.sri&ttc f'l'Om tt. '' . 

Al-ID!azOJ.i then ve~utes the a.rgnmcmts which id. 

the Mu~tezile.h and their associates to delV Kalim A1liQ. 

These argumente are foimulated as q~lestiuna which al

Ghazali called ''ietibcad." -
l) How can Moses be said to have heard ka1@;cu 

Allah? If you say that he heard soun.qs and Je ttors, 

then :tt ts not kalam lllah that he hear-d since you con

tel1d tha+, 1 t doeR not consist of such. And if you say 

it is not sounds and letters that he heard, then how can 

what is othr,r than sound or :S tter be heard? 
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B) Doe a KBliim Allih eee!do 1n oo~iea or the·l' "ur, iDt 

It ~ou &Q t t doeL, th,::n how can the pre--eternal reside 

1.n en ort~?1nater. tb1 ngt And t~ you u.y 1 t d.~es nr>t, \hen 

NOU run oounter to the Ol)nae.naus of o?lnton. beoause 

Nual1.ms are unantm>UB in honJurtn;J the Qur>in, eo that 

thetY have forbidden the tm~ure to touch !.tJ th1. e le tor 

DO oth~r rt'Jt1$\JD thsn that 1.t conta·1no ~~lB AJ.ifA. 
3) It you conten(l that the ~~ur'in is not lsela 

Mlih• then you ere 1n o~;JOe1t1·o.n. to tbe oonaeneua o:t• 

optnton. And tt ~·ou contend that 1 t lG lcalim Will• then 

1 t oona1st5 of nothing but letter& vnd b0Uru.1£, ano 1 ta 

roct.tat1on b1· a reotter cone.1ete ot nothtn-'Z but. theLe 

letters flnd &rJUnde. 

4) t'b.e consensus 9f the Ummab'a o"1n1on 1.s that the 

~r,in te the ?rophet•a m!racle, snd that tt te kala 

Mlih• dt~1de4 into euraha and verses, whtoh tn turn 

cone1.et-·of stops nnd 11ttereble ao\lnda. Bow oan the }')re .. 

eternal 1te eo 4eaarfbe4t An4 bow can the pro-eternal be 

a mtrftole or the ?ro~bet•a when a atraole ta •an extra

ord1nary sotton,~ end Bottona are neceaaartlJ oreatedt 

Bow tbfm can l5al.im M1jb lte pre...-te•naJ. t 

& ) It ta known that 1n preaent experience oDJ.¥ 801UMla 

are heardeJ . and ~!&M AllY te beard, e.a_ ta pro'Md ~ Ill a 

8A71nt~1 "t~ one of the poJ.Nthe1sta request \hf1,:-· pttOteottoa, 

protect htm UDtll he heara tllim Al)M• • t:t tt ts oorreot 

to aeeert. ae J'OU dot that the aountt bear4 br the pzro\eo~

po~thetet ta tteeU bliP G.Jnibt wbtoh ts pre-eteraal. 
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and res:J.ding in His eeH·;ence, what super1or1t~ hau Moses 

in that alone he is d. ascribed as "converser with God" 

(kallm Allah) over the polythe:t~te who hear Bim'l 

Al~azalf carefully scrutinizes and attempts 

to answer all these auest1.ons. 

In connection with the ftrnt., he argues that "how" 

ean be aslted. only of th~_ngs which have a rnode of entity, 

and not of what has no such mode. When one asks, "Bow 

ia it?'' what one means is, ''\\hlch of the things we know 

is it like?" And tt the object of the question has no 

like, there can be no answer to the question. It is 

therefore im:9ossible to anewer the :fj.rst question except 

by rueking the questioner hear kalam Allnh. For his 

question is like that of one who asks, "HOw did you 

sense, through the faculty of taste, the aweetnese of 

sugar?" There is·no ancwer except to give him a piece of 

su.gar that he ~'V taste it. :for h1Jneelf - 1m.less his 

tasting :tt ie made 1.mpo::.s.1.ble ertther because he has 

loet the sense of taste or beeauBe no sugar ie available. 

Now 1t is :lmposs1.ble to make h:!m hear the pre-eternal 

kalijm Allih, because this is the exclue1ve prerogative 

of Moses. But the impossibility . ot: answering this 

question does not :oroYe that kaliim All'il! does not exist. 

"Rather," writes al~az&li, "it is neceesfa7 to believe 

that kalim Allih is a pre-eternal attribute.which has 

no like, even as His essence is pre-eternal. and l$-e no 
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like; and even as His essence oan be seen in a way 

which differs from the visibility of bodies and acci

dents and has no similar! ty with it, eo is His kalam 

heard in a way which di:ffers i.,rom letters and sounds and 
(l) 

has no eimilari ty with them. " 

In connection with the second question, al

Qhazali holds that kalam Allah is written in copies 

of the Qur>an, retained in memories, recited by tongues, 

but that this does not mean that the essence of pre

eternal kalam resides in a copy of the Qur>an. Similarly, 

if it is said that •'fire" is written in a book, it does 

not :follow that the essence of fire resides in it, else 

it would be burnt. Again, it ... f'ire was in the tongue 

of' the person who spoke the word 111-aire" his tongue 

would be burnt. Fire, therefore, is a hot body indica

ted by sounds so formed as to produce the l8 tters f, i, 

r, e; what is hot and burning is the object indicated, 

and not the indication. Thus ink and·· writing and sounds 

and letters are originated, for they are bodies or 

accidents in bodies; and kalam Allah which is said to 

be pre-eternal and residing in the essence of God is 

the object indicated and not the indicator, which con

sists of letters. And if the ca1~n law invests these 

letters with certa1n honours, it is because they indicate 

something honourable; it is thererore a duty to treat 

1) Ibid. pp.56-58 
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a Qur'an with resnect because ••it contains indicati~n 
- (1) 

of God's attri.bute." 

- -To answer the third question, al-Ghazali dis--
tinguiehee between three ter.ms; giri)ah (recitation), 

maqrn~ (what is recited), and Qur,~ The magrU) is 

kalim Allah, ie.the pre-eternal attribute residing in 

His es£encE·. The a1.ra?ah or recitation with the tongue 

is the action of the reciter; it has a beginning before 

which it did not exist and is therefore and o~inated 

thing. As for the term Qur' in, it may be applied to 

two different things: (a) the magrU), in which case 

i.t 1_s yre-eternal and unereated; this is what prede

cessors meant when they said, "The Qur)in is the un

created Speech of God." (b) or the q1ra ah which is 

the action of a reciter; 1.t 1.s then self-evidently an 

originated thing. 

The :fourth question is easily answered once 1 t 

has been shown that the ter.m Qur>in 1s used both for 

the pre-eternal attribute and ~or the originated chap

ters and verses, which have beg1n:~1ngs and ends. It 

is these which constitute the "extraordinary action" 

over ~hich the challenge is thrown. In this sense the 

Qur)an is indeed a miracle, and there is no inconsistency 

whatsoever between its miraculous natuee and its deecrip-

~ion as ~re-eternal, because the aspect fram which it 

1) P• 68 (!bid) 
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is deemed to be pre-eternal. 

SUnilarly, in answering the ftfth question, 

al~zali refers to the d1dl.· ineaning oi' the words 

"heard" and "kalam." He says that what Moses heard 

was the pre-eternal attribute residing in God's essence, 

whereas that which is heard by the plo~theist is the 
(l) 

sounds and letters indicating that attribute. 

AL - G!L~ZALI 

B. 

The Problem of' the Additional Attr1.butes. 

In al-Igti~ad, al-gnazali did not devote a 

separate chapter to discussing whether the attributes 

are additional to God's essence. He did, however, deal 

briefly with the pz·oblems while describing the ch8racter-

1stics common to the Attributes. It is, in fact, the 

:first oi, the characteristics mentioned which raises 

the point. 

Like al-JUwayni, al-f!!!azili holds that the 

Attr:lbutes, the existence of which is established, 

are not the essence of God but are additional to it. 

Thus the·maker of the Universe is knowing by virtue of 

knowledge, liv1ng by vi.rtue of Life, potent by virtue 

or Power, and so on. After explaining the views of 

the Muc: tazilah and the Falaeifah on the que·stion, he 
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criticizes them along lines whi.ch embody the proof 

that the Attr1_butee are additional. 

Addrese1.ng h1mself' to the Mu <tazilah and the 

Falasife.h, he states that there are only two possible 

alternatives: either what is meant by ''.fod is kmwing" 
"" 

is idcnttcal with what is raeant by "God exists," or 

else the i"'1.rst sentence implies tcore than is implied 

in the second, i.e. it tmplies existence and something 

else ao:ditionH11Dit. If' 1;he 1lirst al.ternative is hel« 

to be true, it would follow that to say "God exists 

and is knowing'' is equivalent to saying "God exists." 

Bnd this 1.s .absurd. If, however, the second alternative 

is adm1 tted, th€n only two c·onslusions can conceivably 

follow: either the aod1.t1.on ic relative to the es~~enoe, 

or it is not. If the Mu(tazilah and the Falasifah con-

tend that 1 t is not rola+, 1.\'e to the essence, then they 

conti•adtct themselves, :for their contf::ntion would be 

tantBrnount to denying that God has Attributes. If 

they concede that the ac,di tion is re1ative to the 

essence, themal~azali has succeeded in what he set 

out to "9rove, :for what he means by knowledge is no 

other thml an addition to existence relative to an 

exist1.ng essence by virtue ot· whtch the existing essence 
(1) 

m8.y be ea1.d to be knowing. ,'· ...• 
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Such is al-Ghazalf 1 o argument. But difficulties 

c~n be raised b~ extending tha argument along sUn1lar 

l 'tnes. Thus, is what is U...."'lderstood by "canmand," 

"prohibition," "atfirmati.on" identical with what is. 

understood r;y "connnandtng, tf •'prohib:t ting, tt ''af'.f'1rm1ng?" 

r:r 1. t 1 s, then the:' t~-·rms are merely redundant; if not, 

th.en we should pocit in respect of each a s~ecial 

attr1.'bute representiniT a. divisi.on of' Kalam, and we 

should therefore speal<: of the attributes of' command, 

of prohibition, and of ai'f'irmation. Similarly• is what 

is understood by ttknowledge of" the substances" identical 

w1 th what is understood by ttttnowledge o:t· the accid.entst" 

If it is, then the knower of substances is also a knower 

of aceidents by virtue of' the one knowledge; it would 

~ollow t.hat the or:.s knoWledge is related to an 1nf'inity 

of ()bjects of kno·-wledge, and this is absurd. If the 

two ar~ not identical, then we may attribute to God 

an 1nf1nity of kno\!.ledge, and this also is absurd. And 

the same may be sai.d of each of the other attributes. 

.On the oth=r hand, if the existence of' one attribute; 

i.e. Speech, may at the same time be command, prohibi

tion, affirmation, interrogation, and so on; if the one 

attri.bute may stand f'or all its sub-divisions; then it 

can be argued that one attribute can stand for all the 
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others, and it would follow that the essence itself 

could fulfil this function and embody the abstractions 

of power, wi.ll, :knowledge, etc. without any addition, 

thus proving the contention of· the Mu tazilah and the 
(1) 

Falas1.fah. 

In refuting this, al-9-!!azaii deems it best nqt 

to rely on the Qur,in and the consensus of opinion, as 

had been d. one lfe:fore (he :-9robably had al-J'u.waynf in 

m1.nd in this respect). Be would rather s~r, "Rational 

beings concede that there is sorrething additional to 

the existence of the divine essence; this additional 

thing is what is implied in such expressions as "He is 

knowing." (or Hts being knowi.ng), "He i.s potent" (or His 

being potent) and so on. Only three possible interpret

ations mey be given to these expressions' 

l) that they affir.m a single essence, which - accord

ing to the Falasifah - would imply the abstractions 

understood from the Attributes; it would therefore 

re~lace them. Thie, in al~azali • s view, is 

.. falling short'' ( ta:rrit), 1. e., understatement 
• 

of the truth. 

2) that they affirm one attribute which* because of 

all the functions it may fulfil, consists of an 

i!'..fin:t.ty of un:i.ts. To al-~zilf, this is excess 

1 )'a-l qt 1 sad, P• 62 
ti . 
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(irrit), i.e. overstatement of the truth. 

3) that th87 affi~ spectrioallY the aeven attributes, 

-and thie 1.s +.hfl m1dway course between Safr1' an4 

1.trat. 

Al~ali ex~ounds this third tnterpretatton 

at great length. HI:": explains that there are dii':ferent 

degrees 1.n the differences between a~ two objects, 

the£e degrees being greater or smaller according to 

the orig1.n of the d11'ferP.nce. 'lhue the di.ft'erenoe 

may be in the acsence, such as the differences between 

movement and ig~nobi.ltty, no-rier and knowledge, eubstanoe 

and acc1oent; the essence o:f each component or these 

pairs differs rrorn the ecsence of' the other, 1. e. the 

origin of the d1f'ference is tlle essence 1taelt. or 
else objects ~, differ not in their essence, but in 

that to which the eeeence is related, as when two objeata 

united in reality are related to dif~erent mattera; auch 

is the dirference between knowledge of blaokneas and 

knowledge of whi tenease. Now when two obJ eate ditter 

only in that to which they are related, thfm either or 

them ce.n be dia·t)ense4 with tf' the·0ther is retained, 

whereas when two objects dif:ter 1n their es&enoe, then 

both are mdiapensab~e.. Thus knowledge is essential~ 

dif":terent :from :pawer. and so are all the othezt attributes, 

and all therefore neect to be alftrme4J thv must alao 

be held to be other than the essence "because the 41a-
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tinction between e.n essence possessing attributes and 

the attri.bute itself is more marked than between two 

attr~.butes. " 
(l) 

Al-~zali h~self was aware of the weaknesses 

in this ar~~ent. He admitted that his answer did not 

comvletely silence his o~nonents, for he deemed. it 

impossible f~.nally to answer their objection or to do 

more than explain and eXpo se the mainspring of 1 t 

because the subject o'f investigation was the pre-eternal 

attrtbutes of God, the rea~ity of which transcends our 

understanding. He writes, "Since one must necessarily 

believe, and there are no possibilities of belief other 

than in those three (interpretations mentiuned above), 

and since the third course ( 1. e. the midway one at•firm

ing the seven attributes) is the likeliest, therefore 

must one believe in it. If the objection leaves some 

traces in the heart, then t.hese are unavoidable - and 

there are doubts about other points whioh are even 

grea.ter. To eJq>la in the objection, in whole or 1n 

part, is possible, whereas the object of the investi

gation - being the pre-eternal attributes transcending 

the Ul11erstand1ng of created beings - is beyond grasp." 

Al-Ghazali then examines whether it is correct -
to describe the attributes as other than the eesence 

(2) 

of God. He does not give great importance. to this contro-

versy for he holds that itcansists of points of differ

ence depending on agreed terminology and juristic prin-

1) Iqttei4, P• 63. See also P. 62. 
2) ". .. 
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c1ples. Thus when we say, ''Allih" we mean both the 

essence and the attributes together, not the essence 

alone, because the. word "Allih" is not the proper name 

for a pure essence but for an essence qualified with 

d1.vin1ty. Nevertheless, there is no objection to say

ing that the attributes of God are other than His 

essence provided two conditione are fulfilled: 

The first (specifically regarding God) that 

canon law should not forbid the expression, and the 

second (which is general, i.e. applicable both to the 

divine essence and other things) that by the words 

"other one'• one should not understand sozrething that 

can exist independently of that from which it is dis

tinguished, but only that the two objects ao distinguiShed 
(1) 

are different. 
.,. 

These points, al-~zBii concludes, are matters 

of language and terminolog, and in themselves are 

axiomatieJ there is therefore ne need to expand upon 

them.< 2) 

1) Al-Iqti~ad p.64. 
2) No comparison can be drawn between AJ.-Juw~ and 

al~az~I because on the subject dealt with in 

this chapter their views are identical with the 

exception of only slight details. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

GOD'S SITTING ON THE THRONE 

and 

Ill§ VISION OF GOD. 

The atm of this chapter is to describe briefly 

and to compare al-ggazili's and al-Juwayni•s ideas of 

"God's Sitting on His Throne" and the possibility of 

"The Vision." We shall begin by summarizing al-Juwaynt' s 

views. 

I. AL-JUWAYNI. 

A. His Treatment of God's Sitting on His Throne. 

This consists mainly of his interpretation of 

the Qur'inic verses the literal meaning of which seems 

to indicate that God is similar to creatures in body, 

movement, direction etc. - such as His saying: The 

~l~ercifUl settled on the Throneff and His saying& 

"Then He settled on the Throne." 

In al-Juwayni's opinion, there are oDlJ three 

possible positions in respect of the interpretation 

of these verses: 

l) to accept the ostensible meaning of the word 

istawi ("settled" or ••sat") according to linguis

tic usage. This is the position taken by the 

M.thropomorphists, al•Karrimtyah, and al-

-Hashawiyah. . 
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2) to reject the ostensi.ble meaning without 

attempting to interpret or define what was 

actually intended.· This is the position of 

some o:f the Salaf called Muf'awwidah. 

3) to reject the ostensible meaning and substi

tute for it an interpretation which ra1~s 

within what may be aecrtbed to Him without 

detracttng ftt()m His essence. 

This last is the -position of al-JUwaynf and the 

mass of' Ahl e~-HaQq or Ah1 as-B,Jnnah. Al-3\J.wayni . -· 

believes the second -posit i.<n to· be untenable, for if 

its protagonists hold that what is intended is actual 

sitting, or even that actual sitting is possible, then 

they are at one with the anthropomorphiete; and if they 

hold the literal meaning to be ~possible, then they 

are in fact interpreting. Al;..Juwayni conclud.es, "It is 

therefore necessary to interpret the verse in a way 

acceptable both to reason and to canon law. !b avoid 

interpreting ~or rear of falling into erroneous belief 

leads to contusion and misguidedness, to mia-teaching 

the common people, to lack of assurance about the prin-

c1ples of religion, and to l~ving the Book of God open 
(1) 

to doubt." 

l) al-Irshid, pp.22-24 
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He then interl)rets "God' a settling on the !hrone" 

as meaning one of two things: 

1) God's possession end control of the Throne(ietila>) 

2) Hie direction of a purpose (qa~d) towards it. 

The word istawa is frequently used in Arabic 

in either o~ these meanings. Thus it is said, "qad. 

istawa Bishr <ala '1- c-Irag." meaning Bishr took poss

ession of the country, and theQur.'an says, "thumma 'stawi 

~.la r e-sama) 1 wa hiy a dUkhinWl, " meaning "God purpo sed 

(to crea'fB) the sky when 1 t was snoke. •• 

-Al-Juwayni refers to the second interpretation 

as that of Sufyan ath-Thawri, and he expresses his 

a~~robation of it. 

Al-Juwaynl' 8 grounds ror preferring interpreta

tion to ltteralism are easily deduced from the pages 

of al.-Irshad: -
1) God is unlike any of His creatures, as is proved 

by his saying, "Nothing is similar to Him. tt Al

Juwayni regarded this dies~i~arity between H~ 

and His creatures as one of• the "negative attributes• 

of His essence; he writes, "Among the attributes of 

the essence of the pre-eternal - may Be be exalted -

is His diss1~ilarity with aooidenta; the ~rd - ~ 

He be exalted - does not resemble an.v of the aoci
(1) 

dents, and none of the accidents resembles Him." 
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Al-Juwayni does, however, draw our attention 

to the fact that God's existence .is analogous to 

that of His creatures, but he insists that God 

differs f'rom them in eseentinl qualities, such 

as the occu~ation or space, and corol~aries, such 

a~ directton. 

2) Lnposstbility of God's occupation or space: Al-

-Juvrayni raakes out that 1 t is necessary to deny 

that God occupies space, because to af':f'irm 1 t 

would be tnconsistent with His -pre-eternity. 

3) Any coneept that ~nplies that God is a divisible 

quantity is a heresy-. Al-Juwayni makes of" this 

a general rule which he ap0lies not only to the 

question whether God occupies space, but also 

to any concept which tmpl1es an alteration in 

the es~ence of God. He writes, "Arra Pl'emise 

Which leads to the concept of God as a quantity 

or e.a divisible is a manifest heresy.,. 
(l) 

4) The fact that God participates in existen~e 

with His creEJ.tureB ooeB not make Him similar 

to them. 

These four premises, swmuarized from a.l-Juwaynl 1 s 

book, make it clear that the literal meaning of the verses 

quoted could not be acce-pted. They make of God a Be 1ng 

l) Ibid. P• 23. 
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transcending any s~ilarity with His creatures 1n res

pect o~ the occupation of space or the like, and there-

1'ore the intended meaning of' ••settllng" in relation to 

Him muBt be either ''pos£.esston" or the direction of' 

purpose." 

B. TilE VISION OF GQD 

It will b~: :round that - as has already been 

indic~ted - al-J'uwa.yni• s vi ewe on ••the Vision" are 

stron.gly c~nnected wi.th his views on ''God' e settling. 

on the 'l'hrone," as his conclusions on th1e new subject 

re~1l t from his conclusions on t he other. 

Al-JUw~n1 1 s argument is ~ounded on four principleea 

1) Cognition (al-Idrak) is possible independently 

of the senses; in this, al-Juwayni contradicted 

e.l-Jubba, r and::bii.s adherent e. 

2) Such cognition does not require special. organ; 

this wae in contradiction of mast of the uu<tazil~ 

3) Ree.son ie separable from the five senses. 

4) Whether Vi.sion is possible depends solely on 

whether there is an object of Vision. 

On these bases, al-Juwayni argues as follows: It 

must be possible to see God because we know of different 

essences, and we know that their attributes differ but 

that they all share equally in existenoeJ now our know~ 

ledge is related not to qualities, but to the reu1't7----·

of existence; which is found equally in the visible 
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(a!a-~hihid) and the 1nv1sible (al-gbi,1b). Be 

writes, .,If, therefore, it is rationally established 

that oognition is dependent only on existence, and 

that the reality of existence is invariable, it 

follows that if any existent thing is viatble then 

every existent thing 1s canable of being seen. ••••• 

This is definite ~roof of what we wished to establ1~" 

From this, 1.t is clear thBt what al-Juwayni 

understands by the Vision of God is not something 

dependant on the senses and th~ agency o~ light, but 

some kind of intellectual ex:Pe·rience 1•elated t> the 

existence of the essence, requiring no special organ 

and unconnected with any o:f the f'i ,re senses. It is 

someth1.ng which. God may create: in any one :t?erson, 

in dieregard of the natural ':henomena and universal 

laws relevant to the vtsion o~ creatures. In this 

respect, al~ruwayni trusts Goc.'.' s power far more than 

d1.d the M,l'te.z1.la.h or any of h1.s othez~ adversaries, 

for he refused to give any weight. to natural lows 

in his exnlanation of the Vision of God, and he 

justified himself' ~oy saytng, ttthe adherents o:f Islam 

are agreed that God is able to create a ~rfect man 

without causing him to -pass through the stages of 

creation in the womb ••• it is also possible for 

1 ):U.-trshsd :p. 100 

(l) 
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valleys to run as blood and for mountains to be turned 
(1) 

into gold. n 

In this way, al-Juwaynf tried to circ'Wilvent 

all the objections which the Mu tazilah raised to 

the Vision of God. He attributes all the absurdities 

whtch they said would follow fran such a Vision to 

the fact that they thought only in terms of Qrdinary 

events in our familiar world; had they disregarded 

natural phenomena and thought o~ intellectual exper

iences, they would have agreed that the Vision was 

posslble. It is in accordance with this that the 

Prophet Moses used the following words in asking God 

to reveal Himsell 1 "My Lord, let me see You. " Such 

traditional evidence proves that the Vision is poes1 ble 

in the sight o~ the law, otherwise Moses would be a 

sinner, and this is unbelievable of a prophet. 

I I. .AL..g_HAZALf 

A- ''His Treatment of "God's settling on the Throne. M 

~-Qhazalf divides people, in relation to their 

understanding of the verses whiCh seems to point to 

anthropomorphism, into two categories. 

1) Connnon People. 

It is best ror them to avoid plunging into any 

attempt to interpret or determine the intend~d meaning 

of these verses, and this ~or two reasonsa 

1) Ibid. p. 102. 
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(a) their minds are unable to comprehend abstract 

conc~pts. 

(b) thetr imperfect knowledge o1~ the Arabic 

language prevents them from understand-

ing the Qur>an, which is in parts figuratively 

ex:9ressed. 

Al-Ghazal:t considers that the best that can be -
·done for them is to extirpate from their belie£s all 

erroneous conce·qt1ona about God - such as anthropomor

phism - and instil into their minds the axion that "none 

1 s si.milar to Him• '' 

If however, they should seek to discover the 

meaning of the verses in que~tion; they s~uld be dis

couraged from the ··attempt a11tj be made to understand that 

they are l".Ot q_uali:f'ied to understand the intended meaning• 

They should be given Ma.lik b. Anas' s answer: ''God's 

1st1wi) (settling on the Throne) is known; how it is 

done 1s unknown. It must be believec, but questions 

about it are heresies (bid~ah)." ~-Qhazali deems it 

necessary to acce~t this diet~ 

2) Scholars 

They are e.~le to und.erstand the meaning of these 

versee beca·;.se ·they are well-acquainted: wi tll the language 

and can understand the fig-\lrat·ive expressions which occur 

in the Qur'in. In a~serting this, al-.9!'!aza1f .. like his 

master al-Juwaynl - reject~-'~the belief' that only God can 

coml)rehend the correct mean1.ng of these verses. 
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In this connectiJn, al-iQazili explains in detail 

the differences between the "common people" and the 

"scholars,'' and he discusses the 1,1gures of speech 

which occur in the Qur,anic verses. we shall mention, 

as a:t e.xaw.ple, his analysis of' the verses ''The All

Mercif'ul settl~d (istawa) on the Throne." Al..Ghazali 

sa;y s: HThe Throne and settling are related to each other, 

and their relationship can only be one o~ five possible 

r·elationsh:tps: 

t) belng ltnown - 1. e. the!~elat ionsh1p of the thing 

known to the knower. 

11) being willed - i.e. the relationShip of the thing 

. willed to the l)e ing who wills. 

111) being an object of power- 1.e. the relationship 

of the object to the b~ing who exercises power 

upon it. 

iv) being a substance- i.e. the relationship of the 

substance to the accident (such, for example, is 

the relat~.onship o1~ a black chair to blackness). 

v) betng a place - 1. e. the relationship of a location 

to what is located in 1 t. '' 

Al~azilf carefully examines these five alterna

tives to determine which is the one intended 1n the verse 

1n question. The word 1atawi itself, he points out, is 

consistent with either the fourth or the fifth possible 
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relationship, but in the present context these are un

acceptable to the mind because they imply God's occupation 

of space, and He is above that. The ~1rst and second 

alternatives are possible in themselves, but are not · 

bor·ne out by the word istawi. Onl~ the ·third ie both 

s.cceptable to z·eason and linguistically connected with 

the wox~o istawa, and it is therefore the interpretation 

to be adopted. Here, al-Ghazali discusses at length -
11.ng1istic usage, and quotes many references to show that 

the Arabs used ictawa to mea11 "overpower" or ttmastertt 

(1Jhala1>a). 
- - -, Al-Qhaza11 thus interpreted al-istmwa , rcjectina 

- as his master4 had done before him - the literal meaning 

of' ''sitting'' because it implied God's occupation of space, 

His having direction, quantity, etc., all of which are 

impo as ible. 

This interpretati•)n, · it must be remeznbered, was to 

be available only to scholars and not. to common people. 

B. The Vision of God. 

A1thot~h al~azali rejects any concept whiCh 

~plies or leads to something ~possible in relation to 

God, he believes a mental Vision of God to be possible, 

and he tries to prove it in two ways: 

A. - B.t traditional evidence: this is or two kinds: 

l. Moses' plea to God, ·~et me see You'' implies that 

the Vision is possible, otherwise Moses would be 

proved ignorant in what he sought. 
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Al-!!,hazali examtned and ref'uted the arguments by 

which the Mu<tazilah sought to nullLfy the tmp11cat1on of 

Moses' -pbs. Thus he makes out that God • s answer to Moses, 

"You shall not see Me," and again the verse "Sight cannot 

see Him'' refer only to natural vision as knownin this life. 

2. The consensus of o:p1nion among early Muelime: The Com

panions of the Pro~het And their followers looked forward 

to the pleasure of' t•see1.ng His noble face," and it must 

be inferred ths.t, by word and exemple, the Prophet Muhammad 

made it known to t.hem that God would be vistble. 

B. BY natural proof: This may follow t~~o ltnee of thoughts& 

1. God exists, He shares existence with all other beings• 

and His existence 1e similar to theirs. Now any analogJ 

between Him end His creatures which diminishes His sanctity 

must be rej eeted; but anyt.hing whi.ch lUSJi be ascribed to 

an existent being a.nd whtch does not cletract from His 

essence may be ascr.jbed to Him. For example• it is 

possible for our 'knowledge to reach Him because :ror Him 

to be kr~wn as created beings are known does not ~pair 

His essence. S~ilarly, it is possible that we Shall 

see Him even as we now see substances and accidents; 

indeed the Vision is possible because it is only a sort 

of knowledge. 

2. Vision is usually taken·to presuppose three things& 

a) an abstraction: the essence or vision. 

b) a location where eight takes place: the eye. 
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c) visible things: colours, substances, mass, eto. 

Al....gsazill undertook to prove that the second and 

third are not essential parts or vision. Thus the 

eye is oruy an organ, and.has no other purpose than 

to be the location f'or the fo:rtns of the visible things. 

Ii' 1 t were the essence oi' visi~.)n, then whenever a form 

occnpied.: ·t-,he eye completely the whole of vision 

would be fUlfilled. Again, if we know something with 

our heart or head, we can say, "We know with cnr heart 

and head," and if' we kmw anything through our heart 

or head or ey·e we can also say, "We ~ with our 

heart or head or eye.'' Thus the eye is not identical 

with vision. 

The visible things are not identical with 

vision either, for if, say our relationship with 

blackness was said to oe vision. then orir relation

Ship with whiteness co~d not be vision since the 

essence of' blackness is the oppoei te of the essence 

of whiteness. 

The ru>lah or vision, therefore, is an abstrac

tion independent of either organ or object of vision. 

Al-Ghazali then asks himsel.f: "What is the - -
essence of Vision?" His answer is based on the diff

erence between the for.ms obtained b7 vision and those 

obtained by imagination, for he de:fines vision as "a 

sort of knowledge which impresses upon the mind the 
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fonu of' visible things more cleaz·ly than does imagina
(1) 

tion (at-takhayyW..)." In other words, the forms which == 
we derive from the ru yah are clearer and more perfeot 

than those which 'rve derive :rrom 1ma~tion. Vision 

is th~ore a deg~ee of perception and it follows that 

there are things which we can perceive but cannot 

tmagine; such are the essence and the attributes ot 

God, Thla al-gsazili states as a general rule: .. What

ever has no colour or quantity - suoh as power, knowledge, 

love, sight, ilnagination - is known and not 1maglned1 
{2) 

and our knowledge of tllese is a kind of perception. n 

Such knowledge is possiole, and reason has no 

dif:ficul ty in accepting it. It is also possible f.'or 

sueh knowledge to be created in ·the eye or the heart 

or the head. But al-Qnazari still felt the insuffic

iency of his definition of ar-ru7 Yah, and he finally 

revealed his siif·f inclinations when lle said of the 

Vision of Go~ that this expez·ience may be described 

by any convenient ter.m such as meeting or seeing God, 
(3) 

the actual word used being Umaaterial. 

Has this admixture o:f sut·isru succeeded in giving 

ua a clearer conception oi' the Visionf le shall discuss 

this when we compare al~za!i'a views with those of 
-· al-Juwayni. 

1) al-Iqt'-~ad, n. 32. 

2)31-rqti~ad, P.• 33. 

3) !bid, p~ 33. 
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COMPARISON 

If we compare al-J\~N~vni's view of God's settling 

on the Throne w1. th his "'iew of the Vi a ion of God, we find 

that the four grounds on wh1.ch he based his view of the 

former question paved the way for his view of the latter. 

He forrnulated those grounds :tn order at the same time to 

solve the question of what i~a meant by Ood' s settling 

on the Throne and to assert the possibility of the Vision 

of God without any inconsistency or clash between the 

two views, and wi.thout departing from the pt~inciples 

that there ts no sL~ilarit.y between God and His creatures, 

that God does not occupy space, that anyth1.ng that implies 

or leads to a wrong conce"Qt1_on. of God is to be rejected, 

and ths.t the fact that both He anq His creation exist 

does rtot 1.rr:ply that there 1e a.ny s1mi.lar1 ty between Him 

and them. 
- -Guided 'by s.l-Juwayn1' s li.ght, al-.2hazal1 treated 

those san1e quest1ons, at:td1.ng, however, important details 

which hie master had f~iled or neglected to deal with. 

He expanded al-Juwaynf' s arguments, analysed every idea 

-e.l-Juwa3tni ha.d dealt wi th.t snd attempted to di.spel the 

obscurity that surrounds eome of el-Juwayni's idea• 

We f1.nd the two, in f'nct, in. agreement on several 

points, 'b~t at variance en so:ue others. On the question 
-. 

of' God's settling on the Throne, al-Juwayni, contrary to 
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al~zali, reviews a number of interpretations and 

examinee them in the light of Arabic linguistic usage 

in order to discover the intended meaning. 

also explains in greater detail than does al-Ghaz&lf the -
reasons why he favours a non-11 teral interpretation. On 

the other hand, al~zall's division of the community 

with regard to the understanding of these verses tnto 

"common people" and "scholars" has no counterpart in 

al-Juwayni's work, and his analYsis of the relationship 

between God's "settling" and the Throne is more precise 

and canpite than al-Juwayni• s. 

In all elee regarding God's settling on the Throne, 

the two are in agreement. 

As for the Vision of God, we have already seen 
them -, · 

that each of/made his theory about the istiwa the start-

ing point of his theory about the Vision. · They also 

agreed on the following points: 

1. Existence is the sole condition of Vision. 

2. The Vision does not depend on the senses, or 

on sunlight, or on any of the other factors 

connected with physical sight. 

3. Complete faith is placed in God's power, 1n 

disregard of all natural laws. 
- -Al-!!hazali, however, seems to me to have waded 

-deeper than al-Juwayn1 into an investigation of the 

ru,yah, and f~nding the rational poestb1111$s not entirelY 
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satisfacto~, introduced a Sufi bias into his exnlanat1on. 
I • 

On the who_le, although al-Juwayni' s and al-Ghazali' a 

work falls within the same sphere, al~zali undoubtedl7 

advanced beyond al-Juwaynt's ltm1ta of achievement, and 

it is therefore his views which have gained the greater 

currency among Muel~s. 

Together, at any rate, they resolved the controversy 

between the ASh'aritea and the Muctazilites on the Vision 

of God, for the Mu 
4tazili te.s did not deny ar-Ru·" Yah aa 

conceived by al-Juwaynf and al-gaazBl.i, but objected to 

it only if understood literal~y; similarly, the Vision 

which the Ashcarites asserted to be nossib~e was not in-- -
tended to be a physical experience, but a mysterious sort 

of knowledge. Indeed, had they. studied each other's views 

on this subject, they would have found themselves in agree

ment and would have saved themselves much bitter wrangling. 

Any further discussion on this subject would be 

dangerous, as evidenced by the words of the Prophet 

IIUharrmed: "Think about God's creatures and not about lie 

essence, else you shall perish." Similarly Ibn sin& said, 

"The Truth is too transcendent to be reached b7 every 

seeker, or to be known to more than one person at a time. tt 
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CHAPTER V. 

FREE WILL AND PREDESTINATION 

1.. AL-JUWAYNI 

-~-Juwa~i begins his discussion of this subject 

with a review of the different views advanced by other 

scholars. In the earlier days, before differences of 

view arose on this topic, it was agre.ed among the Muslims. 

that there was no creator other than God and that all 

originated things are the products of His omiltpotence. 

In this respect, there was no difference seen between · 

things which only God can do and things which fell 

within the sphere of the power of the human being. The 

principle unanimously held by the Muslims was that "a~

thing that is possible to any being is possible to God 
(1) 

also, He is indeed its creator and imitator·." The 

Mu(taz111tes and the followers of their school of thought, 

however, later held the view :that human beings produced 

their own actions and originate them b.Y their power; and 
( 

that such power as falls w1 thin the sphere of the cap

abilities of human beings cannot be attributed to God. 

In their view, no one thing can fall within the sphere 

of the two powers at one and the same t~e. Earlier 

followers of that school of thought had Shied at denom-

1nating human beings as "creators" of their actions but 

l) al-Irshad: p.lo6. 

'i· 
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later followers were bold enough so to characterize 

human beings - they called hume.n beings "creators'* 

not merely 1n a metaphorical sense, but alao in the 
(1) 

literal and practical sense. 

Al-Juwayn1 later enters into a disputation with 

hie opponents and submits the1.r views to examination 

and scrutiny, thereby endeavouring to substantiate his 

point of view and outli:ning the points at issue and the 

arguments he proferrs against them. He adopts three 
(2} 

types or argument in this respect: 

The first type: ~~uwayni's method in this case 

relies in the main upon certain intellectual premises. 

With the aid of these he endeavours to Show that a human 

being is not the creator of his actions. This va~ietJ 

takes two for.ms, which are as follows; 

1. Here he addresses his opponents and says& "You 

have alleged that the objects of power whic~ come 

within the sphere of human power do not belong to God, 

because you have held that it was ~possible to prove 

that one object of ~ower could belong to two powers. 

( 1. e. , that no one thing can at one and the same time 

be the product of two different powers). For this 

reason, we ask of you this question; ttwas Almighty God, 

1) ibid. PP• 106, 107. 

2) ibid. P• 106. 

I . I 
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before the creation of human betngs and berore their 

endowment with power to originate acts, capable of the 

act which He had known, by Hie eternal foresight, that 

human being_s will have power over; ·or was He not eo 

capable! If you allege in reply that God was not then 

possessed of power over that action then 7our allegation 

is obviously and glaringly false. This is so because 

such activne as have become poss~.ble for the human being 

to accomplish ai'ter his creation should be regarded as 

possibilities which might fall within the sphere of the 

power of the human being. The fact that those very actions 

fall within the realm of the omnipotence of God before 

the creation of man does not necessarily imply that those 

acta fall within two powers. There is no valid reason 

why those actions that fall. within the power of man 

should not have been within the power of God before man 

became capable of the.m, for at that stage the originated 

power(i.e. the power of human beings) did not envelop 

them. Thus 1 t will be seen that your !>rinoiple that 1 t 

is impossible for one object of power to be within the 

sphere of two powers - is not violated. There. is no 

reason why the power of God should not thereafter continue 

to govern such actions; indeed, it must eo govern th~ 

When God creates man and creates in h~ power to originate 

actions, those actions nevertheless continue to lie within 

I 

:I 
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the power of God, despite any views held bw sCholars to 

the contrary. And if it be thus substantiated that the 

aot1ons lying within the power of man also lie within 

the power of God in eternity as well as at the present, 

then 1 t would be 1ndubi tably proved that God is the 

creator and originator of the action - for it would be 

Lmpossible to hold that man can have the exclusive 

power of creating such actions as lie within the power 
(1) -

of God. If in al-Juwayni' s view, as has been seen, 1 t 

ia impossible that man should possess the exclusive 

power to produce actions which lie within the power of 

God, what, it may be asked, does al-Juwayni seek to 

establiSh by this argument? Does he intend to prove 

that the power ot: God operates by itself' to produce the 

action, so that the power of man would lave no influence 

upon that action? Or does he intend to prove that rwan is 

not solely responsible ~or the production of the action, 

but that the action 1a produced by the s~ultaneous 

operation of the two powers (i.e. the power of man and 

the power of God)? The first presumption is made like~y 

by his definition of the meaning of "acquisition" (kasb), 
(2) 

as we shall see later. 

1) ibid. p.107 

2) ibid. p.ll9 



2. A human being, when he is inattentive or 1n a 

state o:r unconsciousness, continues ·t.o produce actions 

that are purposef~l and well-directed., T.heologiane have 

11lUStl11ated this point in val'iuUS WayS. One illUstratiop 

is that a person walking covers a certain distance in a 

certain time without consciousness of the stretches of 

road or the areas traversed between the beginning and 

the end of the journey, or o~ the moments which make 

up the time expended. Another illustration 1s that a 

speaker produces certai-n sounds :ln a certain order 

without consciousness of the organs which produce these 

sounds or the motions they go through. Yet another 1s 

that a writer traces Je tters and words by the movement 

of his fingers without consciousness of the parts making 
. (1) 

up his :fingers or of' the details o1' their movements. 

It does not seem, however, that these illustra

tions are relevant to action without knowledge thereof. 

For the purpose ot, the walker is merely walking, and 

not details of stretches of road, of areas passed, or 

ot moments of t:lme. The purpose of the speaker in the 

second illustration is but to speruc, not the movement 

of organs. And again· the purpose of the writer is wr1 t

ing, not the parts of' a finger or their movements. 

It wouJ.d seem that al-Juw~ni himself sensed 

that it was ~possible for man to purpose doing a thing 

without having knowledge of it. He therefore stated in 

1) Abii Daqrqah. At-Tawhid (series o1' :.tures given in 
Kulliyat Usiil ad-Din, 1937-38) P• 202. 
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a1-IrShid that the possibility of a man's acting with

out knowledge or consciousness of hie knowledge ia a 

rational, not a usual possibility. Thus in the course 

of his argumentation against llie o:pryonants he·writesa 

"If they should say, 'According to the principles you 

enunciate, it will be possible for a man to perfo~ 

many actions without his having k1mwledge of them,' 

then we would answer, 'Thts is someth.tng we consider 

possible in the light of reason, but it does not occur 

in ordinary circumstances; if, however, the ordinary 

order ot things is departed from, then it is not ra.tion-
(1) 

ally impossible for what you require qf' us to happen.." 

Such purposeful and well-dtrected actions d.enote the 

knowledge of their originator. But as the human being 

in that state would not be aware o~ the exact nature of 

the actions which he produces, it must be deduced that 

such actiQne as he th~n produces must be animated or 

originate~ by the One who is aware of their nature -
(2) 

God the Almighty. 

Al-Juwaynf then embarks upon digressions and 

incidental: arguments conce.rned with replies to any 

criticisms or objections that may be proferred against 

any of these two forms or against any of the prem~ses 

l) P• 108 

2) ibid. PP• 107,108. 
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supporting the proof's they advance. -The second tYP!' Al-JUwqni relies in this type 

upon tieing down the Mu'tazili'&es -to--··certain intellectual 

premises in which they have conceded and which had become 

incorporated in their doctrines. By making reference_ to 

these premises, al-JUwayni only seeks to bring out the 

contradictions and conflict of views inherent tn their 

doctrines. In this he adopts an attitude similar to that 

ot al~zali when the latter criticized the philosophers 

in h1e book Tahifut al-Falasi:fa. This eub;Ject, however, 

is outside mw purpose here, which is to outline the views 
- (1) 

personally held by al-Juwayni onL this topic. 

The third type' This type embodies proofs based 

upon traditional (eami<i) premises which establish the 

-· validity of the assertions made by al~Juw~i and other 

righteous people (Ahl Alhaq) that Almighty God is the 

-creator of the actions of human beings. Al-Juwayni classi-

fies these ~roofs into two categories: 

1. Those which are based upon the consensus of 

the MUslim c~mmuni ty. 

~ Those which are based upon the provisions 

of the Qur> in. 

The first oateroty of proofs, which is derived from 

the consensus of the MUslim people takes various forms. 

1) Ibid, pp.l09, llO. 
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One of these forme is the statement that the nation 

is bent upon praying to God and beseeching Him so that 

He may grant them raith and resolute certainty and spare 

than unbel1ef, Uruaorality and disobedience. If these 

things were not within the power of God, this common 

and popular prayer would relate to a request for things 

which do not lie within the power of God to grant - and 

such an assumption would be fa~ae. ~o interpret this 

prayer as a request t'or power to believe in the ability 

(of the human being ofrering the prayer) to create that 
(1) 

power, would not be valid. The second for.m which con-

sensus of the Muslim nation takes in this respect is 

the fact that there was consensus amongst the Musl~s 

before the emergence o~ the theory of predestination 

( qadai-.;.~) that "God is the Master of all things that 

are created and the Lord of eyery power of origination." 

It would be ~possible, however, for God to be the Ruler 

of a thing over which He has no power, or to be the 

Lord o1~ that wbich cannot be regarded as fa1~1ng within 
(2) 

His omnipotence. The thiru ro~ which the consensus 

takes relates to the view that the creation o~ knowledge 

and actions Which are h1 accordance with the divine law 

ranks above the creation of ~hysioal bodies and their 

symptoms. I:f man could be characterized with the power 

l) Ibid. PP• 110, lll. 

2) Ibid. p.lll. 
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to create knowledge. then he would be better than his 

God, and he would be more able and ~itted than his God 

to reform himself and to guide his soulc: and deliver it 

from error. But whoe'Yer alleges that man can do more 

good· to himself than hie God can, would thereb7 go 

against the consensus of the Muslims and depart from 

the fold of Isl~ 

The second category of proots, which is derived 

from the provisions of the Qur, in, is embodied in the 

following statementa" ••••• that is God, your Lord." 

There is no God but Be; the Creator of all things.• 

'rhis pronouncement lays down that God alone is the 

Creator of all originated objects, including the actions 

of human beings. Another verse from the Qur> 8n concerned 

with this point is His words addressed to His people&" ••• 

• • • • and God has created 7CJ1 and all that ye do. " This 

pronouncement ordains that God has created mankind, and 
(l) 

has created with them their action• 

Al.-Juwayni later amplifies upon the doubts and 

views propounded Q1 the MUctaz111tea with regard to 

the capability o~ a human being to create his actions, 

and proceeds to examine their arguments and to refUte 

l) Ibid. PP• 112, 113. 
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them. The arguments he advances are of three kinds' 

The t'irst ar~ent :pro9oun~(j that the reasonable 

human belng disttnguiahes clearly between things whioh 

lie withtn his power and ability and things which do 

not lie within his power ru1d ability; and he also re

cogntzes the clear dif·:rerence between his voluntary move-
(1) 

menta and\hls "colours" over which he has no power. He 

perceives that the occurence of actions which lie within_ 

hie ability is governed by hiE will and animated by his 

desire; while the occurence of' actions like these "colours" 

does not come about as a. result of' his will or desire. For 

this reason, there should ·be no doubt as to the fact that 

a h~an being is the creator and originator of his actions • 

. Replying to this argument, al-Juweynf does not say more 

than that these allegations are not supported by relevant 
(2) 

proof's; and he explains and amplif'tea thi.s absence of proofs. 

1) It would have been more appropriate had al-JUw~ni 

intended by the term ''colourstt in this r·egard the colour 

which a9peaz·s on a human being's 1"ace when he undergoes 

certain re8ctions and influencee over which he has no 

power (like the redness ot shame or the yellowness of 

fear). Hie use or the tenn in connection with bodies 

in the second argmnent does, however, restrict its gener-

ality. 

2) al-lrshad 1 P• 113, 114. 
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The second argument propounds that God asks o~ 

a human being obedience. It would be evidently impossible, 

~owever, for God to ask of the human being what does not 

fall within his power. c Were the view of the Mu taz111tes 

that the power o~ the human being and his capab1lit7 are 

exclusively within the realm of the omnipotence of God, 

and that the human being has no effect or intluence upon 

the ocourence of these originated actions, what, it 

would be asked, would be the purport or what is aske4 

by God of the human being? What,again1 would be the 

intention behind this request; and what would be the 

differenc~ between aSking the human being to account 

for his "colours'' and bodies (which occur by the power 

of God), and for his actions (which are also created and 

animated by God)f . It would :be erroneous and irrelevant 

for a person to order someone else, a_,ing, " Do the 

thing that I am doing and create the thing that I am 
(1) 

creating. 

Al-Juw~ni attempts to manipul.ate this argument 

to the detriment of the MUctazilites, and to counteract 

it with a similar argument. Be then summarize a his repl7 

to the holders of these views in this mannera "You have 

known that your opponents do not admit that the h\1Dl8n 

being, who is commanded and enjoined, creates his aotiona. 

You have also known that the followers of the different 

1) Ibid. p.ll5 
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schools of thought are agreed upon the view that those 

who have a task· or a religious duty ~posed upon them 

(mukallafs) ar·e subjected to orders. But despite your 

knowledge of these two main doctrines you have alleged 

that to require of the human being actions which he 

does not produce is itself an ~possible thing. We will 

now, therefore, cut the argument short by sayingz "Your 

claim with regard to the ~possibility of this view can 

but ~ply two propositions - it either relies upon an 

evident necessity (darnrah), or. upon a proof (dalll). 
, 

If you allege that it rests upon an unavoidable necessity, 

you will be boldly tmpudent, badause the majorit7 of the 

people have differed from that view. And if you allege 

that it rests upon proof, then we would request you to 

aubmi t that proof so that we may subject 1 t to examina

tion - for it would not be right for you to propound a 
(1) 

proposition which is bare of proof. 

The third argument propounds that the human being 

is rewarded and punished t:or hie actions as well as rep

r!msnded and commended for them. All this indicates 

that the actions of the human being are the products 

of his power; for otherwise it would not be just to 

repr~and or commend him for what is not in. realit7 

of his own making. Al-Juwayni replies to this argumao.t 

1) Ibid. p.ll7 
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by saying that the recompense and punisbment 1n this 

respect and the praise and blame attendant upon them, 

do not necessarily ~ply that the person upon whom a 

religious duty is imposed (mukallaf) is the originator 

of his actions; for it is valid (in view of the upright 

(Ahl Al Baq) that God should install a human being in 
1o) 

a state of bliss and prosperity (without the human being 

in questipn having done a~thing to merit that), or fn a 

state o1' d1t"e hardship and misery ( w1 thout his having 
(1) 

done anything to deserve that). 

When Al-Juw~ni concludes his discussion of these 

arguments and his replies to them, he embarks on a dis

cussicn of' the reality or ''acquisition" (~). This 

concept was resorted to by those denying the power of 

the human being to create his actions, as a means of 

explaining the relationship between the universal and 

comprehensive pre-eternal power and the originated power. 

They also S>ught to make a subject capable of being 

commanded to do certain things and not to do dither 

things and capable of being rewarded and punished in 

such a way that the human being was made accountable 

for all behaviour and actions produced by him. If the 

actions or the human being were dependent on the ,ower 

of Clod and not by the power of the human being concerned, 

l) ibid. P• 118 
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then why Should the tndividual be held responsible ror 

his conduct? And how would the recompense and chastise

ment be just? To this the upright reply that there is 

some kind of connection between the power of the human 

being and his actions, not in the sense that the actions 

are created or produced by the human being, for that ie 

dependent only by the power of God, but 1n the sense that 

there is some kind of i.nfluence upon the action known as 

"the acqu1s1 t:lon." 

Al-Juwayni proceeds to explain this "acquisition" 

as interpreted by those who pro~ess it; and he selects 

from these views what he himself believes in. In this 

respect he says: "OUr ImSms" (religious leaders) have 

differed upon the aspect in which the originated power 

is related to the o~t of 1 ts creation. Some of them 

have held that the originated power influences the deter

mination of a condition (state ). . for the obje et of 

creation (i.e., the thing ~reduced) by which the "acquired" 

thing ( al-mllktasab - 1. e., the thing produced by the exer

cise of the free-will) is distinguished from the "necessar7• 

(al-dariiri - 1. e., the"lthing which is -produced unavo1dabJ.7 
- (1) 

and without the exercise of the free-will). 
-

~-Juwayn1 illustrates this kind of an •acqaisition" 

with the following examples& 

l) ibid. PP• 118, 119. 
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If we presume two movements of a certain object 

in one direction and if we then preswme that one of these 

movements is unavoidable or necesear,y and the other acqQired, 

then the acquired movement would be characterised by a 

factor (hilah) additional to that possessed by the un-. 
avoidable or necessary movement. This additional aspect 

would be the result o~ the relationship of the originated 

power to it. With this additionalaspeot the ac~1red 

moVE-mlent would also be distinguished from the unavoidable 
" 

or necessary movement. But the origination of this move

ment and the creation of its essence is eomethi.ng which 

is exclusive to the pre-eternal power of God, and no in

fluence in this regard is exercised by the originated 

power of the human being. 
-Al-Juwayn1 rejects this interpretation or "aoquisitioDJ 

and he holds that ita adoption conflicts with what has been 

proved regarding the omnipotence of God and the tmpoeai

bility of th~ proposition that the human being possesses 

the exclusive power over an action without God haTing 

power over the same act. And it cannot be s~1d that the 

acdit1ona1 thing_ or ae1Jeot with whi.ch the acquired move-

ment has. been characterized was the prod.uot of the two 

powers acting 3o1ntly or·conourrently (i.e., the pre-

eternal power of God and the originated power of the 

human being). Such a proposition, he says, would induce 
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the belief that a created thing can be produced by two 
(1) -

creators - whtch is a false proposition. Al-Juwayn1 

then decides upon the view which he himself adopt& in 

this matter. and it implies the denial of any influence 

of the originated power over the object of the power of 

the human being. In his view, from the fact that the 

power~hether or man or God)is connected with a thing, 

it does not necessarily fol~ow that it has influence upon 

it. 

Thus, it is possible for the originated power to 

be correlated in some way to the action ot the human being, 

without thereby having any influence upon that act1~ In 

this regard al-Juwayn1 says: "The fact is that the origin

ated power does not originally affect that which lies 

within ita realm. And 1-t is not a condition of the corre

lation of the state that it should affect the thing which 

is correlated to it; for knowledge ~ be considered to 

be cox~related to the thing known although it does not in

fluence it; and in the same way the will correlated to the 

action of' the human being does affect the thing which is 

correlated to it." 
(2) 

-In this manner al-Juwayni expounds the reality of 

"aoquisi tion'' - that 1 t is only one manner or correlaticm. 

and af'f'ini ty between the power of the human being 8.11fttis 

1) ibid. P• 119 

a) al-!rBhid z p.ll9. 
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aotion, and tha~ it does not create or originate the 
-act ion. From th1 e we see that al-Juwayni was not in 

fact able to present us with a auffic1entl7 clear or 

satisfactory expo~ition of' the nature of 11acqu1sitloU:' 

and that he was not able to explain its true purpose, 

which is the determination of a subject capable o~ 

-religious t~eapons1bil1ty. If al-Juwcyni had intended 

to de~ the exiatence of any influence by the human 

being upon his action, what it would be asked, was the 

purport of "acquiaitionl" And what was the benefit 

to be derived from the correlation of the power of the 

human being to the action. Al-JU\Yayni' s words may 

possibly be ts~~en to mean that he interprets "aoquisitiontt 

in the same manner as it was interpreted by some of the 

later theologians- i.e., that it was an ordinary 

affinity between the oxJiginated power (the power of the 

human be~ng) and the action; in the sense that oustom 

had established that God creates the action and couples 

1 t with a paw er or will in the hands of the human being 

over it, but that He does not create the action as ~e 
(1) 

direct result of the power or will of the human bei~ 

In either case, this manner of exposition ot the nature 
-of ''acquisition" by al-Juwayni as well as b7 other 

Ash c ari te scholars 1 s in fact regarded as a reversion 

1) Dhuha al-Ialaml Vol.III; p.67. 
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to the doctrine of predestination, although this fact 

is not mentioned expressly. 'lhis is probably what was 

- c -intended by the Imam al-Sha~ Muhammad Abdu in his 

~ - . symposium upon "ilm al-Tawl'_lid" where he said that "there 

were some who favoured the doctrine of predestination 

but evaded 1 ts label." 

II. AL - GHAZALI 

Al-Ghazali does not in his book "al-Igt1aad" 
4 

devote a special chapter to the subject or rree-w111 

and predestination, but he discusses this topic under 

the title of "the second aspect (al-farc al-tfi8Ai) of 

the doctrtne ot~ the tmiversali ty of the power of Godt 

the omnipotence of God, and the ~act that it envelops 

all possible things, including those things that have 

been origint=tted in foot, those that have not been so 

originated, and other thing~ 

The doctrine of the universality of the omnipo

tence of God has g1Ten rise to the following retort: 

"If the '9Qwer ot God is universa~, that 1s if it compre- . 

hends all possible things, what would be your view on 

the objects of power of an~s and other living creatures? 

Do suoh objects of power belong to God, or do the7 not so 

belong? If youranewer be "no," you will thereby be con

tradicting your contention that God's power is univeraaJ.. 

If you say that these objects of power belong to God, 
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then you woUld be eetabl1ah1ng that an obJect or power 

can be the ob3eot of two separate powers which le an 

impossible proposition. In addition, to deJl¥ that human 

beings and en~als are oapable of originating aot1ona 

would be oontrar.y to the dictates of reason and or 
Shar1 ah. It ts imposs1.ble :ror the human being to be 

made to account for something thAt doee not lie wtthtn· 

hta -powerJ and tt is impossible to hold that Clod could. 

·~ to the persona ~ou muet do tbat wh1oh ta capable 

of be1ng originated by me and which lies exclusively 

within my power, without there being &Qr power posaeeaed 

bJ you over that thing." 

Be:tore al-Gbazall replies to these aepecte of 

doubte and confusion he menti•..)ne the var1cu s dootr1nea 

and views held upon th1.e particular :probJ.ta. The determin

ists (IIUJbtrah) had 4erded the power o'6 the h1D8D being. 

The7 were thua bound to de!'ll' the 1.ntr1ne1o dirt~erence 

between the movement of a DlBD'e hant! shaking with trtght 

and 1.ta movement aha'king wluntar117• The7 were also 

bound to bold by logi.cal implioat ion that obltgattone 

tmpoaed b7 reltgton on the tndtvtdual have DO real. baaea. 

The MU taz111tee had 4en1ed the correlation ot tbe power 

o~ Ood to the actioua or B!a aervant. aDimala. anaela, 
j inn, human betnge and cleY1le )• They have ooriteD4e4 

that all the actions arising are of tbe mak1DS. aD4 

or1g1nat1on o~ created beings, and that Qo4 baa ae 
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power over these actions by way of making them either 

existent or non-existent. Two corollaries follow upon 

this proposition& a) the rejection of what our prede

cessors had agreed upon to the effect that there is no 

creator other than God; and b) the attribution of the 

faculties of invention and creation to the power of 

entities that do not. have any lmowledge of the movements 
(1) 

which they have created. As regards the SUnnites (the 

orthodox Muslims), al-Ghaz'Bli holds the view that they 

had in their belief's taken the middle nath between the 

attitude of extravagance adopted by the .uuctazilites 

and the attitude of remissness adopted by the MU3birah. 

The Sunnites considered that the two powers (the power 

of God and the power of the human being) were correlated 

to the action of the human betng. This correlation of 

the two powers, however, did not operate in one direction 

or phase but was such that each power was correlated tn 

a manner differing from that in which the other power 

was correlated. Thus, it was not beyond possibility 

for the two powers to be correlated to the same obje ot 

of origination; what would be impossible, however, would 

be tor those two powers to be correlated to the same 

object in one direction ami in one maDll8r. In this 

respect al-GhazB.li sqs: "Look now at the Bunnites and 

see how the7 succeeded in choosing the right view and 

in attaining "the right meaSQre 1n belief."(Al-iqtisad . .. 
f'il irtqad). 

1) Al-iqtisad p.41. 
c 
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TheN said& ••~e contention in favour of determinism 

(.1abr) is impossible and false end the contention in 

favour of free will ( i}.illtiyar) ·1e preSU~npt1on. 'rhe 

right view is to correlate the two powers to the same 

action and to hold the view in favour of an originated 

thing being related to two· powers of origination. What 

remains then would be the ~probability of the 3o1nt 

operation of the two ~owers upon the same action; but 

this becomes improbable only i:t the correlation of the 

two powers is in the same mode. But if the two powers 

differ and the mode ot their correlation also differs, 

then the operation of the two powers upon the same 

thing would not be impossible." 
(1) 

Al-Ghazili considers that camm!tal to the view 

in favour of the possibility of the occurence of an 

object· ot power by the operation of two powers was 

implied by irrefUtable proofs that denote the following, 

a) that the movement of voluntar7 shaking is dU':rerent 

f'rom the movement of the shaking with fright,· in that 

the human being has to undertake the former but not 

the latter; and b) that the power of God attaches to 

every possible thingJ that every originated thing ia 

a possible thingf that the action of a human being is 

an originated thing; and that therefore 1t is 1JD.posa1ble 

that the power of God should not attach to that thing. 

1) IbicL P• 49. 
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Al~azali endeavours to claritr the correlation 

or the two powers to the action of the human being, 

thereby defining the meaning of what he calls "acquisition. • 

In hie view, it is most reasonable to hold that God creates 

movement 1n the hands of the human being without that move

ment it~elt being under the personal control of the in

dividual. Thus God creates the power of the individual 

and-likewise creates the object to be governed by the 

power of the individual; and (Jod in this manner reserves 

unto Himself the exclusive power of creating the power 

of th.e human being and the ob~ et which is governed by 

that power of the human being. 

In thiSJ aanner al-Ghazil f considers that all. the 

doubts and emb1gu.1t1es clouding the d.octrine of the 

Sumdtes with regard to the problem of f'ree-will and 

predestination could be dispersed. Be es;ya in th1& 

respecta "The creation by God the ALmighty of the 

movement 

is reasonable, without the movement necessarily being 
(1) 

within the power of the servant (the human being~" He 

then endeavours to amplify upon this statement and 8878& 

"The conclusion 1e that the Potent whose power is wide, 

1e able to furnish the power as well as· the ob38 ot of 

the power. And whereas the designation or ftc~eator" 
and "furnisher" is applied to everyone who has created 

the thing with hie power; and because the power and the 

l) Ibid. P• 43. 
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object of the power are all within the power ot Go4 

the Almighty, Be has been designated as 'Oreaton• The 

object of the power is never invented by the power of 

the servant (the human being), although it comes with 

it. For this reason he (the human being) was never 

designated as a 'oreato»' It was ~erative that a 

different name Should be given for this kind of relative, 

and the Bame·'aoqu1sit1on' (al-kasb} has been given to 

it •••• But whether it is an action (fi'l) they have 

hesitated to say. However there is no difference in 
(1) 

the names, if the meanings are understood. " 

Al..gaazil.i then proceeds to analyse the same 

objection directed against ••acquisition" and against 

the placing of an object of power within'·.the realms 

of two powers •. ~his, in fact, is the same topic which 

had been replied and analysed before h~ by al-JUwayni. 

The reply proferred by al-Ghazili does not on the whole 
_(a) 

differ from that made by al-Juwayni. 

1) ibid. p.43 

2) Compare for this purpose al-Irshida P• 107 with 
- c -al-Igti~ad fi al-I tigad : PP• 43, ~ See also 

the first typ·e · mentioned in the first part of 

this Chapter (p.l39 ) 
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A COJIPMISON, 

The doctrine of al-Ghazaii upon the subJect of free--
will and predestination can on the whole be regarded as a 

true reflection or echo of the doctrine of al-JUwayni on 

this subJect, from the point of view of the elements,· proofs 

manner of treatment and even of the examples employed for 

the purpose of expounding the doctrine. Al~zali'a views 

on this subject, however, differed from those of al-JUwayni 

in two fundamental points: 

1. Al~azali credited to the power of the human being 

some influence upon the occurrence of the action {i.e. upon 

the creation or origination of the action); 1 He declared 

that the action occurred through the tnat~entality or. 

the power of the human being as well as through the instru

mentality of' the power of God, while al-Juwayni had declared 

that there was no effect whatsoever exercised by the power 

of the human being over the creation of his actions./ 

2. Al-Gliaz8i1 was able to expound, to some extent, the -
nature of "acquis1tionH and to explain it in a way that 

could probably serve to give the term "acquisition" some 

factual signif'icanoe. Al-Juwayni could not explain the 

nature of "acquisition" in a manner that could ascertain 

the religious reapons1b1lity. B7 his denial of the exist

tence of any power in the hands of the individual for 

the creation of his actions, al-Juwayni had made the te~ 

"acquisition" one that possessed no signific~ce tn fact. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 

OUr exploration of the thological doctrines of al

Juwayni and al..ga~zali, and the comparisons with which we 

have closed each of the preceding chapters, have perhaps 

succeeded in clarifying the theological side of the thought 

of each of these men, or at least made it distinguiShable 

from other aspects of their thal ght. It ID.BI' alm now be 

possible for us to perceive what similarities and differ-. 

ences there are between them in their methods, in their 

ap-proach to and regard for theology, and in the very issues 
(1) 

raised, whether pr~ary or secondary • 

. Al-Juwayni and al..gaazali both followed . the one 

trend, and their theological thought was, on the whole, 

shaped bJ the same concern- viz., support for the doctrines 

of the A!!l" ari tea or, more generally, of Ahl as-Sunnah. As 

we have seen, the problems which the,r investigated were 

the same, and they were the ver.y problems which preceding 

A~'arite theologians had. raised. Neither of them, there

fore, stands out against the other as having for.mulated a 

new problem, nor did either. of them ·distinguish himself .b7 .. 

1) By primary problems I mean thos prine1pal.problems 

around which Islamic Theology took shape and which 

it continually investigated. T.he secondary problems 

are those which were raised incidentally in the course 

of discussing the principal ones. 
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original answers or by solutions leading to new positions 

in respect of the Divinity, 1n spite of the doubta which 

each - in varying degrees - entertained about these 

answers and solutions. 

As for their views on theology, they were alike 

in that they both advocated discouraging common people 

from concerning themselves with it, reserving it for an 

elite - a small number, necessarily - qualified for in

tellectual investigatio~ By so doing they placed ~he 

minds o~ people under tutelage, and made of the faith of 

the commonalty a matter of inculcation and unquestioning 

acceptance, not a question of proof and of truth. Religious 

leadership came to mean the framing of a policy and ita 

adaptation to the public's mind rather than guidance to 

the Truth or advancement towards Reality or the fUrther

ance of divine teaching~ This bias is, in fact, more 

pronounced in al-Ghazalf than tn al-JuwaynL ...... 
But for all this s~ilarity, our exposition of their 

views and the preceding comparisons bring out certain diff~ 
• erencee between them, some of which are essential and ex-

tensive, and others incidental and slight. T.hese differ

ences may be summed up as follows& 

1) In method& In his theological methods, al~zali 

made use of Aristotelian logic in its widest sense. 

More specifically, he made useof the syllogiaa 

(qiyas), whereas al-Juwayni used it not in theolosr 

but in connection with principles of Jurisprudence. 
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In the introduction of a slif'i bias& Al-Ghazali -
eomet~ee dieplaye~ his SUti inclinations tn 

the solution of theological problems, espec1all.7 

when he was embarrassed by the arguments of his 

opponents in respect of one p~rticular problem, 

and could :find no logical answer to them. We 

find traces o~ this in al-Igtisid as well as 
(1) 

in the I~~ 

3) In defining issues: T.he two somet~es differ

ed in defining the cru~1al consideration in 

the one problem - as, for example, in del~1t-

1ng the meaning of the One-ness of GodJ ,al

JUwayni represented it ae the negation of there 

being any associate to God, al-Ghazali as the 

negation of there being either an associate or 

an oppos1 te. 

4) In the application of proofs: The two sometimes 

made use of the same kind of argument in support

ing a proposition, but differed in applying 1t. 

This happened, for example, tn their use ot burhin 

at-taminu' to prove the One-ness of God: al-Juw~ 

applied 1 t to the powere and wills of the gods 

1) See in al-Iqti~ad his definition of the meaning of 

the Vision of God, pp.3S-33 and his use of burhin 

at-tam&nu< in proving the One-ness of God, P• 36. 

See also this thesis, PP• 791 80 & 34. 
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assumed to be r~, whereas al~azali applied 

it to degrees of existence and the measure of 

per.fection or tmper~ection resUlting in each. 

On the whole, the two made undeniable contributions 

to Islamic theology - they helped to extend, organise, 

and strengthen it. But there were differences in the ex

tent and value of their respective efforts. T.hus although 

al-Juwayni took wide steps towards spreading the doctrine 

of Ahl ae-Sunnah, widening ita horizona, and blending its 

problems with those of philosophy, yet al-Ghasali -because 

of his powerful personality, the extensiveness o:r his lmow

ledge, his ability to analyse theological, problems and to 

adapt his exposition to various degrees of understanding 

and of· cognition - was in this respect more succesaf'ul 

-than al-Juwayn1, more far-reaching, and more inrluential 

on the history of Islamic theology. Thus, after al~z&li•s 

refUtation of the argumehts of the Falasifah, his oriticisn 

of preceding theologians, and his utilisation of Aristot

elian logic and of all other devices of argumentation and o1 

polemics, we find the problems of theology inttmately 

immixed with those of philosophy, all. being dealt with 

in the one work under the one heading, so that the works 

of theologiana cmne to resemble Islsmic encyclopaedias 

dealing with philoeophy end theology on an equal footing. 

Examples of such works are Sa'd a-Din at .. Taftazini's 
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f - - -al-Magasid and A~ud ad-Din al-Ij1's al-Mawaqif; the 

latter consists of etght volumes of which only one -

the eighth - deals wfth the Divinity and with tran~itted 

authority, whereas the other seven are concerned with 

ph1loso"9h1.cal pr·oblems which, by then, were deemed necesaaey · 

prel1m1.na~ies to theology. 

It has long been held that, by contu~ing the 

Falasi:fah, al-Q!!azali put an end to philosophy in the 

IslQmic East; this may be true not in the sense that 

philosophy actually disa?peared from the Islamic intell-

ectual at1nosphere either in the East or in the West, but 

in the sense that although in the West :t.t ma1.nta1ned an 

indenendent existence tn the hands of Andalusirm philoso

phers such as Ibn Bajjah, Ibn Tufayl, end Ibn Rushd, yet . -
in the East it was absorbed into Islamic theology, 

incorporated uncle1• 1 ts name, 1 ts probelms caot into a 

mould wh1.ch both the cultured end the uncultured Muslims 

could eas1.ly accept. 'l'he words ''Theology'• and "Theologiantt 

were used i.nstead of' ••:philosouhy'' and "Philosopher, tt but 

the subJect matter and the problems deriving from it ·were· ··1 
_eubstantial.ly the sam.e • 
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